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Dr. JONATHAN SWIFT, b 

| Fron the Year 1714 to un. 

WE f 
1 3 

TT CR L 

Me. Porr to Dr. SWIFT, 

June 18, 1714. 

V HATEVER Apologies it Aba decome me 
to make at any other time for writing to you, 

I ſhall uſe none now, to a man who has own'd him- 
ſelf as ſplenetic as a Cat in the Country. In that cir- 
cumſtance, I know by experience a letter is a very 
uſeful, as well as amuſing thing: If you are too buſied 
in State affairs to read it, yet you may find enter- 
tainment in folding it into divers figures, either doub- 
ling it into a pyramidical, or twiſting it into a ſer- 
pentine form: or, if your diſpoſition ſhould not be ſo 
mathematical, in taking it with you to that place 
where men of ſtudious minds are apt to fit longer than 

| ordinary ; ; where, after an abrupt diviſion of the pa- 
per, it may not be unpleaſant to try to fit and rejoin 

, ww broken lines together, All theſe amuſem ents E 
A5 



s LETTERS TO AND 
am no ſtranger to in the Country, and doubt not buy 

(by this time) you begin to reliſh them, in your pre- 
Tent r ſituation. | 

I reme 
knowledge in the world, uſed to affirm, that no 
people in town ever gomplained they, were forgotten 
by their Friends in the country : but my encreafing 
experience convinces me he was miſtaken, for I find 
a great many here grievoufly complaining of you upon 

this ſcore. I am told further, that you treat the few 
you correſpond with in a very arrogant ſtyle, and tell 
them you admire at their inſolence in diſturbing your 
meditations, or even enquiring of yofir 2) retreat: 

but this 1 will not poſitively aſſert, becauſe I never 
received any ſuch , inſulting Epiſtle from you. My 
Lord Oxford ſays you have not written to him once 

ſince you went: but this perhaps may be only policy, 
in him or you; and I, who am half a Whig, muſt 
not entirely credit any thing he affirms. At Button's 
it is reported you are gone to Hanover, and that Gay 
goes only on an Embaſſy to you. Others apprehend 
ſome dangerous State treatiſe from your retirement; 
and a Wit, who affefts to imitate Balſac, ſays, that 
the Miniſtry now are like thoſe Heathens of old, who 
received their Oracles from the Woods. The Gent- 
Jemen of the Roman Catholic perſuaſion are not un- 

willing to credit me, when I whiſper, that you are 
gone to meet ſome Jeſuits commiſſioned from the 
Court of Rome, in order to ſettle the moſt convent» 

ent methods to be taken for the coming of the Pre- 
tender. Dr. Arbuthnot is ſingular in his opinion, and 
imagines your only deſign is to attend at full leifurs 

7) Some time before the Death of Anne, Whem 
her miniſters were quarrelling, and the Dean could nat re- 
concile them, he retired to a Friend's Houſe in Ber 
and never ſaw them after, S8. * a 

— cetera Ee — 2 — 

zer a man, who was thought to have ſome 

« er OO 232 

S 



"FR'OM Dx SWIFT, 2 
to the life and adventures of Scriblerus 2). This 
indeed muſt be granted of greater importance than 
all the reſt; and I wiſh I could promiſe ſo well of 

you. The top of my own ambition is to contribute 
to that great work, and I ſhall tranflate Homer by the 
by. Mr. Gay has acquainted you what progreſs I 
have made in it. I can't name Mr, Gay, without all 
the acknowledgements which I ſhall ever owe! Nav 
on his account. If I writ-this in verſe, I would tell 
you, you are like the ſun, and while men imagine 
you to be retir'd or abſent, are hourly exerting your 

Aindulgence, and bringing things to maturity for their 
advantage. Of all the world, you are the may 
(wichout flattery ) who ſerve your friends with the 

- leaſt oftentation; it is almoſt ingratitude to thank you, 
conſidering your temper; and this is the period of 

all my letter which I fear you will think the moſt 
ümpertinent. I am with the trueſt affeftion,, 

Your's , &c. 

[ "$0 *.F 

) This projet (in which the principal perſons engaged 
Were Dr. Arbuthnot, Dr. Swift, and Mr. Pope) was a very 

noble one. It was to write a complete ſatire in proſe upon 
the abuſes in every branch of ſcience, compriſed in the hiſto- 
ry of the life and writiags of Scriblerus ; of whieh only ſome 

" detached parts and fragments were done, ſuch as the Mer 
enoirs.'o Scviblerus, the Travels of Gulliver , the Treati/o 

of the Profound, the literal Criticiſms on Virgil. &, 



LETTRES/TO AND 

LETTER IL 
"From Dr. Swier to Mr. porn. | 

Dublin, June 28, 1715; 

Ty 3 Lord Biſhop of Clogher gave me your 
kind letter full of reproaches for my not writ- 

Ag J am naturally no very exact correſpondent, 
and when I leave a country without probability of 
returning, I think as ſeldom as I can of what I loved 
or eſteemed in it, to avoid the Deſiderium which of 
all things makes life moſt uneaſy. But you muſt give 
me leave to add one thing, that you talk at your eaſe, 
being wholly unconcerned in public events: For, if 
your friends the Whigs continue, you may hope for 
ſome favour; if the Tories return, you are at leaſt 
ſure of quiet. , You know how well I loved both Lord 
Oxford and Bolingbroke, and how dear the Duke of 
Ormond is to me: Do you imagine I can be eaſy 
while their enemies are endeavouring to take off their 
heads? I nunc, & verſus tecum meditare canoros 
— Do you. imagine I can. be eaſy, when I think of 
the probable conſequences of theſe proceedings, per- 
haps upon the very peace of the nation, but certainly 

of the minds of ſo many hundred thouſand good ſub- 
jets? Upon the whole, you may truly attribute my 
ſilence to the Eclipſe, but it was that Eclipſe which 
ON > Us on the firſt of Auguſt, 

I borrowed your Homer from the Biſhop (mine is 
not yet landed) and read it out in two AE If 

3) Dr. St. George Aſh, formerly a fellow of Trinity- 
College Dublin, (to whom the Dean was a Pupil) afterwards 

| mikey of wa and tranſlated to the "998 of Derry in 
m Ito: |  s + 



RM D SWIFT u 
1 pleaſeth others as well as me, you have got your 
end in profit and reputation: Vet Lam angry at ſome 
bad Rhymes and Triplets, and pray in your next do 
not let me have ſo many unjuſtifiable Rhymes to war. 
and gods. I tell you all the faults I know, only in 
one or two places you are a little obſcure; but I ex- 
petted you to be ſo in one or two and twenty. I have 
heard no ſoul talk of it here, for indeed it is-not 
come over; nor do we very much abound in Judges, 
at leaſt I hae got the honour ta be ncqhainted witn 
them. Your notes are perſettly good, and ſo are your 
Preface and Eſſay. Lau were pretty bold in mention- 
ing Lord Bolingbroke in that Preface. I ſayy the Key 
to the Lock but yeſterday: 1 think you have changed 

it a good deal, to adapt it to the preſent times ). 
Cod be thanked I have yet no Parliamentary bulk 

neſs, and if they have none with me, I ſhall never ſeek 
their acquaintance. I have not been very fond of them 
for ſome years paſt, not when 1 tliought them tolerably 
good, Mic therefore if I can get leave to be abſent 1 
ſhall be much inclined to be on that fide, when thers 
is a parliament on this; but truly I muſt be a little eaſy 
in my mind before I can think of Seribleruas. my 

| You are to underſtand that I live in the corner of a 
vaſt unfurniſhed houſe ; my family conſiſts of a 
ſteward, a groom, a helper in the ſtable, a footman, 
and an old maid, who are all at board - wages, and 
when I do not dine abroad, or make an entertain- 
ment (which laſt is very rare) J eat a mutton pye 
and drink half a pint of wine: My amuſements 78 

* 

g Put theſe two laſt obſervations together, and it wit 
ar that Mr. Pope was neither wanting to his friends 

ſor fear of party, nor would inſult a miniſtry to humour 
his friends. He ſaid of himſelf, and I believe he faid truly, 
that ke never twrote a line to gratify the animoſity of any ons 
—_ at the expince of ele See the letter i a wobl 



un LETTERS'TO AND 
defending my ſmall dominions againſt the Archbiſhop 
and endeavouring to reduce my rebellious Choir. 
Perditur haec inter miſero lux, I deſire you will pre- 
ſent my humble ſervice to Mr. Addiſon, Mr. Con- 

greve, and Mr. Rowe, and Gay. I am, W be 
always, mee el Kc. ot : 

188 * 
. & 

- . as , ; , f $ Pl 

jets LETTER UL 
* Pore to Dr. s . 0 

june 20, 7 

I a ſuffer a friend to croſs the Iriſh ſeas with 
1 out bearing a teſtimony from me of the conſtant 
eſteem and affeftion I am both obliged and inelined 
to have for you. It i is better he ſhould tell you than 
L how often you are in our thoughts and in our cups, 
and how I learn to fleep leſs 5) and drink more, 
whenever you are named among us. I look upon a 
friend in Ireland as upon a friend in the other world, 
hom (popiſhly - ſpeaking) I believe conſtantly well 

diſpoſed towards me, and ready to do me all thegood 
he can, in that ſtate of ſeparation, though I hear 
nothing from him, and make addreſſes to him but 
very rarely. A proteſtant divine cannot take it amiſs 
that I treat him in the ſame manner with my -patron, | 
Saint. | 

I can tell you no news, but what you will not 
ſufficiently wonder at, that I ſuffer many things as 
an author militant: whereof, in your days of pro- 
bation, you have been a ſharer, or you had not ar- 

5 Alluding: el his conlnz cultom} ef Heepitig after 
dinner. | | 3 



FROM Di SWIFT. 4g 

- Nived to that triumphant ſtate you now deſervedly 
enjoy in the Church. As for me, I have not the 
leaſt hopes of the Cardinalat, tho? 1 __ for my Re» 
ligion in almoſt every weekly pa I have begun 
to take a 2: 4h at the Pſalms of ©, (if the wie- 
ked may be credited, who have printed a ſcandalous 
one 6) in my name). This report I dare not diſs 

courage too much, in a proſpett I have at preſent of 
a poſt under the Marquis de Langallerie 2), wherein 

if 1 can but do ſome ſignal ſervice againſt the Pope, 
I may be conſiderably advanted by the Turks, the 
only religious people I dare confide in. If it ſhould. 
Happen hereifter that I ſhould write for the holy law 
of Mahomet, I hope it may make no breach between 
you and me; every one muſt live, and I beg you 
will not be the man to manage the controverſy againſt 
me. The Church of Rome I judge (ſrom many mo- 

dern ſymptoms; as well as ancient prophecies) to be 
im 2 deelining condition; that of England will in a 
ſhort time be ſcarce able to maintain her own family: 
1 Churches fink as generally as Banks in Europe, 
und for the ſame reaſon; that Religion and Trade, 
which at firſt were open and free, have been reduced 
into the Management of Coinpalics, and the Roguery 
of Directors. | 

I don't know why 1'tell you: all "this, but that 1 
always loved to talk to you; but this is not a time 
for any man to talk to the Purpoſe. Truth is a'kind 
of contraband commodity , which I would not ven- 
ture to export, and therefore the only thing tending 

that dangerous way which I ſhall ſay, is, that I am, 
ns GONE will be, with the utmoſt ſincerity, 

Your's, &c. - 

l in Gary Coileaion. 1 5 e ee 

7 ) One who Trace = noiſe then as Count bene has | 
done Ines, | 
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L E T T E R . : 
From Dr. LE to fr. rege. 

Ang. 30, 1716. 

Had the favour of yours by Mr. F. of ham bes 
fore any other queſtion relating to your health or 

fortune, or ſucceſs as a Poet, I enquired, your prin» 
ciples in the common form, Is he Whig or aTory ?” 
I am ſorry to find they are not ſo well tallied to the 
preſent juncture as I could wiſh. IL. always thought 
the terms of FaZo and Jure had been introduced by 
the Poets, and that Poſſeſſion of any ſort in Kings 
was held an unexceptionable title in the courts of 

' Parnaſſus. If you do not grow a perfect good ſubject 
in all its preſent latitudes , 1 ſhall. conclude vou are 
become rich, and able to live without -dedications to 
men in power, whereby one great inconvenience will 
follow, that you and the world and poſterity: will be 
utterly ignorant of their Virtues. For, either your 
brethren have miſerably : deceived us theſe hundred 

moore paſt, or Power confers Virtue, as naturally as 
ve of your Popiſh facraments do Grace. — You fleep 

| Jeſs and drink more. — But your, maſter. Horace was 
ini ſomnique beniguus: and, as I take it, both are 
proper for your trade. As to mine, there are a thou- 
ſand poetical texts to confirm the one; and; as to the 
other, I know it was anciently the cuſtom to ſleep . 
in Temples for thoſe who would conſult. the Oracles. 
Who dictates to me ſlumbring 8)”, Ke. 

Vou are an ill Catholick, or a worſe Geographer, 
for I can aſſure you. Neun is not Fan, and L 

tes | a I 2 '4 fy - s F- . 4 4 % N * , 

'8) Milton. | oY < 54:4 Ba 2.» 



FROM D. SWIFT. 1 

appeal even to any Spaniſh divine whether Addreſſes 
were ever made to à friend in Hell, or Purgatory? 
And who are all theſe enemies you hint at? I can 
only think of Curl, Gildon, Squire Burnet, Black- 
more, and a few others whole fame I have forgot; 
Tools, in my opinion as necefſary for a good writer, 

as pen, ink, and paper. And beſides, I would fain 
know whether every Draper doth not ſhew you three 
or four damn'd pieces of ſtuff to ſet off his good one? 
However, I will grant, that one thorough Bookſell- 
ing - Rogue is better qualified to vex an author, than 
all his cotemporary ſcriblers in Critic or Satire, not 
only by ſtolen Copies of what was incorrect or unfit 
for the public, but by downright laying other mens 
dulneſs at your door. I had a long deſign upon the 
Ears of that Curl, when I was in credit, but the 
Rogue would never allow me a fair ſtroke at them, 

although my penknife was ready drawn and ſharp. 
I can hardly believe the relation of his being poiſon- 
ed, although the Hiſtorian pretends to have been an 
eye-witneſs: But I beg pardon, Sack might do it, 
although Rats- bane would not. I never ſaw the 
thing you mention as falſely imputed to you; but I 
think the frolicks-of merry hours, even when we are 
guilty,” ſhould not be left to the mercy of our beſt 
friends, until Curl and his reſemblers are hang'd. 
With ſubmiſſion to the better judgment of you and 
your friends, I take your projeft of an employment 
under the Turks to be idle and unneceſſary. Have a 
little patience, and you will find more merit and en- 
couragement at home by the ſame methods. You 
are ungrateful to your country; quit but your own 
Religion, and ridicule ours, and that will allow you 
a free choice for any other, or for none at all, and 
pay you well into the bargain. Therefore pray do 
not run and diſgrace us ä Turks, by telling 
Vo I. IX. 
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them you.were forced to leave your 

native home, * 

cauſe we would oblige you to be a Chriſtian; where- 
as we will make it appear to all the world, that we 
only compelled you to be a Whig. | 

There is a young ingenious Quaker in this town 
who writes verſes to his miſtreſs, not very corrett, 

but in a ſtrain purely what a poetical Quaker ſhould 
do, commending her look and habit, &c. It gave 
me a hint that a ſett of Quaker paſtorals might ſuc- 
ceed, if our friend Gay 7) could fancy it, and 1 
think it a fruitful ſubject; pray hear what he ſays. 
I believe further, the paſtoral ridicule is not exhauſt- 
ed; and that a porter, footman 2), or chairman's 
paſtoral might do well. Or what think you of a 
Newgate - paſtoral, a the whores and thieves 
there. 

Laſtly, to conclude, 1 love you never the 0 
for ſeldom writing to you. I am in an obſcure ſcene, 
where you know neither thing nor perſon. I can 
only anſwer yours, which I promiſe to do after a 
ſort whenever you think fit to employ me. But I 
can aſſure you, the ſcene and the times have depreſſ- 
ed me wonderfully, for I will impute no defett to 
thoſe two paltry years which have ſlipt by ſince 1 

oſt eſteem, 
had the happineſs to ſee you, I am, with the true 

| Your's, 3 &c. 

SAP 

1) Gay did . a aſtoral of this kind, which is pub» 
liſhed in his works. - 

2) Swift himſelf Wrotel,one. of this kind, intitled Dore 
mot and Sheelah, 

it 
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JLETTER v. 
Frei Dr. SWI rer to Mr. Po . 

Dublin, Jan. 10, 1721, 

Thouſand things have vexed me of late years, 
upon which I am determined to lay open my 

mind to you. TI rather chuſe to appeal to you than 
to my Lord Chief Juſtice Whitſhed, under the ſitua- 

tion J am in. For, I take this cauſe properly to lie 
before you: Vou are a much fitter Judge of what 
concerns the credit of a Writer, the injuries that are 
done him, and the reparations he ought to receive. 
Beſides, I doubt whether the Arguments I could 
ſuggeſt to prove my own innocence would be of much 
weight from the gentlemen of the Long - robe to thoſe _ 
in Furs, upon whoſe deciſion about the difference 
of Style or Sentiments, I ſhould be "ny unwilling 
to leave the merits of my Cauſe, 

Give me leave then to put you in mind Calthough | 
you cannot eaſily forget it) that about ten weeks be- 
fore the Queen's death, I left the town, upon occa- 
ſion of that incurable breach among the great men at 
Court, and went down to Berkſhire, where you 
may remember that yougave me the favour of a vilit. 
While I was in that retirement, I writ a Diſcourſe 
which I thought might be uſeful in ſuch a juncture 
of affairs, and ſent it up to London ; but, upon ſome 
difference in opinion between me and a certain great 
Miniſter now abroad, the publiſhing of it was defer- 
red ſo long that the Queen died, and I recalled my 

3) This Letter Mr. Pope never receiyed, P. ror did he 
2 it was ever ſent. I v 
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copy, which hath been ever ſince in ſafe hands. In 
a few weeks after the loſs of that excellent Princeſs, 
I came to my ſtation here; where I have continued 
ever ſince in the greateſt privacy, and utter ignorance 
of thoſe events, which are moſt commonly talked 
of in the world. I neither know the names nor 
number of the Royal Family which now reigns , fur- 
ther than the Prayer - book informs me. I cannot. 
tell who is Chancellor, who are Secretaries, nor 
with what nations we are in peace or war. And 
this manner of life was not taken up out of any ſort 
of Affettation, but merely to avoid giving offence, and 
for fear of provoking Party - zel. 

I had indeed written ſome Memorials of the four 
laſt years of the Queen's reign, with ſome other in- 
formations, which I receiv'd, as neceſſary materials 
to qualify me for doing ſomething in an employment 
then deſigned me ): But, as it was at the diſpoſal 
of a perſon, who had not the ſmalleſt ſhare of ſted- 
dineſs or fincerity, I diſdained to accept it. 

Theſe papers, at my few. hours of health and 
leiſure, I have been digeſting 5) into order by one 
ſheet at a time, for I dare not venture any further, 

4) Hiſtoriographer, P. | 

5) Theſe papers ſome years after were brought finiſhed 
by the Dean into England, with an intention to publiſh 
them, But a friend, on whoſe judgment he relied (the 
ſame I ſuppoſe whom he mentions above, as being abroad 
at the time of writing this letter) diſſuaded him from that 
deſign. He told the Dean, there were ſeveral facts he knew 
to be falſe, and that the whole was ſo much in the ſpirit 
of party - writing, that, though it might have made a ſea- 
ſonable pamphlet in the time of their adminiſtration, it was 
a diſhonour to jult hiſtory, The Dean would do — 
againit his Friend's judgment, yet it extremely chagrine 
him. And he told a common friend, that ſince * did not 
approve his hiſtory, he would cal} it into the fire, tho? it 

Was the beſt work he had ever written. However it did not 
undergo this fate, and is ſaid to be yet in, being, 4 
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leſt the hnmour of ſearching and ſeizing papers, 
ſhould receive; not that I am in pain of any danger 
to myſelf (for they contain nothing of preſent Times 
or Perſons , upon which I ſhall never lofe a thought 
while there is a Cat or a Spaniel in the houſe) but 
to preſerve them from being loſt among PRINTS 
and Clerks. A 

I have written in this kingdom, a6) diſcourſe to 
perſuade the wretched people to wear their own Ma- 
nufaftures inſtead of thoſe from England. This Trea- 
tiſe ſoon ſpread very faſt, being agreeable to the 

| ſentiments of the whole nation, except of thoſe gent- 
lemen who had employments, or were Expe&ants. 
Upon which a perſon in great office here immedia- 
tely took the alarm; he ſent in haſte for the Chief 
Juſtice, and informed him of a ſeditious, faftions,. 
and virulent Pamphlet, lately publiſhed with a deſign 
of ſetting the two Kingdoms at variance; directing at 
the ſame time that the Printer ſhould be proſecuted 
with the utmoſt rigour of law, The Chief Juſtice 
had ſo quick an underſtanding, that he reſolved, if 
poſſible, to out- do his orders. The Grand - Juries | 

of the county and city were praftiſed effeftually with 
to repreſent the ſaid Pamphlet with all aggravating 
Epithets, for which they had thanks ſent, them from 
England, and their Preſentments publiſhed for ſeve- 

ral weeks in all the news- papers. The Printer was 
ſeized , and forced to give great bail: after his trial 
the Jury brought him in Not Guilty, although they 
had been culled with the utmoſt induſtry ; the Chief 
Juſtice ſent them back nine times, and kept them 
eleven hours, until being perfefly tired out, they 
were forced to leave the matter to the mercy of the 
Judge, by what they call a ſpecial Verdi&., During 

6) A i for the univerſal Uſe of Iriſh Manu- | 
factures. : 
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the trial, the Chief Juſtice, among other] ſingularities, 
laid his hand on his breaſt, and proteſted ſolemnly 
that the Author's deſign was to bring in the Pretend- 
er; although there was not a ſingle ſyllable of party 
in the whole Treatiſe, and although it was known 

that the moſt eminent of thoſe who profeſſed his 
own principles, publickly diſallowed his proceedings. 
But the cauſe being Pen odious and impopular, 
the trial of the Verdift was deferred from one Term 
to another, until upon the Duke of G ſt — n the 
Lord Lieutenant's arrival, his Grace, after mature 
advice, and permiſſion from England, was pleaſed to 
grant a oli proſequi. 

This is the more remarkable, becauſe it is ſaid 
that the man is no ill decider common caſes of pro- 

perty, where Party is out of the queſtion; but when 
that intervenes, with ambition at heels to puſh it 
forward, it muſt needs confound any man of little 
ſpirit, and low birth, who hath no other endow- 
ment than that ſort of Knowledge, which, however 
poſſeſſed in the higheſt degree, can poſſibly give no 
one good quality to the mind 2). | 

It is true, I have been much concerned, for ſe- 
veral years paſt, upon account of the publick as well 
as for myſelf, to ſee how ill a taſte for wit and ſenſe 
prevails in the world, which Politics, and South - ſea, 
and Party. and Opera's, and Maſquerades have in- 

7) This is a very ſtrange aſſertion. To ſuppoſe that a 
conſummate knowledge of the laws, by which civilized ſo- 

_ cieties are governed, can give no one good quality to tlie 
mind, is making Ethics ( of which public laws are io con- 
ſiderable a part) a very unprofitable ſtudy. The beſt divi- 
ſion of the ſciences is that old one of Plato, into Ethics, 
Phyſics, and Logic, The ſeverer Philoſophers condemn a 
total application to the two latter, becaule they have no 
tendency to mend the heart ; and recommend the firit as 
our principal itudy, for its efficacy in this inportant ſervice, 
And ſure, if any human ſpeculations can mend the heart 
they muſt be thoſe which have Man for their object, as a 
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troduced. For, beſides many infipid papers which 
the malice of ſome hath entitled me to, there are 
many perſons appearing to wiſh me well, and pre- 
tending to be judges of my ſtyle and manner, who 
have yet aſcribed ſome writings to me, of which any 
man of common ſenſe and literature would be hearti- 
ly aſhamed, I cannot forbear inſtancing a Treatiſe 
called a Dedication upon Dedications, which many 
would have to be mine, although it be as empty, 
dry, and ſervile a compoſition, as I remember at any 
time to have read. But above all, there is one Cir- 
cumſtance which makes it impoſſible for me to have 

been author of a Treatiſe, wherein there are ſeveral 
pages containing a Panegyric on King George, of whoſe 
character and perſon I am utterly ignorant, nor 
ever had once the curioſity to enquire into either, liv- 
ing at ſo great a diſtance as I do, and having long 

done with whatever can relate to public matters. 
Indeed I have formerly delivered my thoughts very 

freely, whether I were aſked or no; but never affec- 
ted to be a Councellor, to which I had no manner 
of call. I was humbled enough to ſee myſelf ſo far 
out- done by the Earl of Oxford in my own trade as 
a Scholar, and too good a Courtier not to diſcover 
his contempt of thoſe who would be men of impor- 
tance out of their ſphere. Beſides, to ſay the truth, 
although I have known many great Miniſters ready 

reaſonable, a ſocial, and a civil being. And theſe are all 
included under Ethics ; whether you call the ſcience Mo- 
rality or Law. And with regard ta the Law of England, 
we multj be much prejudiced againſt it not to allow that 
what Tully affirms concerning the Law of the twelve tables, 
may with more juſtice, be applied to ours. © Fremant 
* omnes licet. dic od ſentio: bibliothecas mehercule 
* omnium Philoſoph@m unum mihi videtur Pandectarum 
„volumen et authoritatis pondere et utilitatis ubertate 
< ſuperare.” But the beſt proof of its moral efficacy is the 
manners of its profeſſors: and theſe, ih every age , have 
been ſuch as were the firlt improved, or the laſt corrupted, ' 

oF ah B 4 | 
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enough to hear Opinions, yet I have hardly ſeen one 
that would ever deſcend to take advice; and this 
pedantry ariſeth from a Maxim themſelves do not be- 
lieve at the ſame time they praftiſe by it, that there 
is ſomething profound iy Politics, which men of plain 
honeſt ſenſe cannot arrive to. 

J only wiſh my endeavours had ſucceeded better 
in the great point I had at heart, which was that of 

reconciling the Miniſters to each other. This might 
have been done, if others, who had more concern 
and more influence, would have atted their parts; 
and, if this had ſucceeded, the public intereſt both 
of Church and State would not have been the worſe, 

nor the Proteſtant Succeſſion endangered. 
But, whatever opportunities a conſtant attendance 

of four years might have given me for endeavouring 
to do good offices to particular perſons, I deſerve at 
leaſt to find tolerable quarter from thoſe of the other 
Party; for many of which I was a conſtant advocate 
with the Earl of Oxford, and for this I appeal to his 
Lordſhip: He knows how often I preſſed him in fa- 
vour of Mr. Addiſon, Mr. Congreve, Mr. Row, and 
Mr. Steel; although I freely confeſs that his Lord- 

ſhip's kindneſs to them was altogether owing to his 
generous notions, and the eſteem he had for their 
wit and parts, of which I could only pretend to be a 
remembrancer. For I can never forget the anſwer 
he gave to the late Lord Hallifax, who upon the firſt 
change of the Miniſtry interceded with him to ſpare 
Mr. Congreve: It was by repeating theſe two lines 
of Virgil, | 

Non obtuſa adeo 5 peligra Pœni, 
| Nec tam aver ſus equos Tyria M jungit ab urbe. 

Purſuant to which, he always treated Mr. Congreve 
with the greateſt perſonal civilities, aſſuring him of 
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his conſtant favour and proteftion, and adding that 
he would ſtudy to do ſomething better for him. 
L remember it was in thoſe times a uſual ſubjet᷑t 
of raillery towards me among the Miniſters, that I 
never came to them without a Whig in my ſleeve; 

which I do not ſay with any view towards making 
my Court: For, the new Principles 5) fixed to thoſe 
of that denomination , I did then, and do now from 
my heart abhor, deteſt, and abjure, as wholly de- 

generate from their predeceſſors. I have converſed 
in ſome freedom with more miniſters of State of all 
parties than uſually happens to men of my level, and, 
I confeſs, in their capacity as Miniſters, I look upon 
them as a race of people whoſe acquaintance no man 
would court, otherwiſe than upon the ſcore of Vani- 
ty or Ambition. The firſt quickly wears off (and 
is the Vice of low minds, for a man of ſpirit is too 
proud to be vain) and the other was not my caſe. 

| Beſides, having never received more than one ſmall - 
favour , I was under no neceſſity of being a ſlave to 
men in power, but choſe my friends by their perſo- 
nal merit, without examining how far their notions 
agreed with the politics then in vogue. I frequently 
converſed-with Mr. Addiſon, and the others I named 
(except Mr. Steel) during all my Lord Oxford's 
Miniſtry, and Mr. Addiſon's friendſhip to me con- 
tinued inviolable, with as much kindneſs as when we 
uſed to meet at my Lord Sommers 9) or Halifax, 
who were leaders of the oppoſite Party. 

I would infer from all this, that it is with great 
injuſtice I have theſe many years been pelted by your 

S) He means particularly the principle at that time 
charged upon them, by their Enemies, of an intention to 
poo, tbe the Tories. 
2 172 Lord Sommers had very warmly recommended Dr. 
wift to the favour of Lord Wharton when he went the 

Queen's Lieutenant into Ireland, in the year 1709, 

B 5 
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Pamphleteers, merely won account of ſome OY 
which the Queen's laſt Miniſters were pleaſed to have 
for me: and yet in my conſcience I think I am a 
partaker in every ill deſign they had againſt the Pro- 
teſtant Succeſſion, or the Liberties and Religion of 
their Country; and can ſay with Cicero, that 1 
« ſhould be proud to be included with them in all 
« their actions tanquam in equo Trojano.” But if L 
have never diſcovered by my words, writings, or 
actions, any Party virulence 7), or dangerous de- 
ſigns againſt the preſent powers; if my friendſhip and 
converſation were equally ſnewn among thoſe who 
liked or diſapproved the proceedings then at Court, 
and that I was known to be a Common Friend of all 
deſerving perſons of the latter fort, when they were 
in diſtreſs; I cannot but think it hard, that I am not 
ſuffered to run quietly among the common herd of 
people, whoſe opinions unfortunately differ from 

| thoſe which lead to Favour and Preferment. 
1 ought to let you know, that the Thing we called 

a Whig in England is a creature altogether different 
from thoſe of the ſame denomination here; at leaſt * 
it was ſo during the reign of her late Majeſty. :Whe- 
ther thoſe on your fide have changed or no, it hath 
not been my buſineſs to enquire. I remember my 
excellent friend Mr. Addiſon, when he firſt came 
over hither Secretary to the Earl of Wharton then 
Lord Lieutenant, was extremely offended at tlie 
conduct and diſcourſe of the Chief Managers here: 
He told me they were a ſort of people who ſeemed 
to think, that the principles of a Whig conſiſted in 
nothing elſe but damning the Church, reviling the 
Clergy, abetting the Diſſenters, and ſpeaking con- 
temptibly of revealed Religion, 

7) The Examiners, I ſuppoſe, were not then publiſhed 
* the 9 s works, 
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1 was diſcourſing ſome years ago with a certain 
Mliniſter about that whiggiſh or fanatical Genius, ſo 
prevalent among the Engliſh of this kingdom: his 
Lordſhip accopnted for it by that number of Crom- 
well's Soldiers, adventurers eſtabliſned here, who 
were all of the ſoureſt leven, and the meaneſt birth, 
and whoſe poſterity are now in poſſeſſion of their 
lands and their principles. However, it muſt be 
confeſſed, that of late ſome people in this country lare 
grown weary of quarreling, becauſe intereſt, the great 
motive of quarrelling, is at an end; for, it is hardly 
worth contending who ſhall be an Exciſeman, a Country- 
Vicar, a Cryer in the Courts, or an Under-Clerk. 
_ You will perhaps be inclined to think, that a per- 
ſon ſo ill treated as I have been, muſt at ſome time 
or other have diſcovered very dangerous opinions. in 
government; in anſwer to which, I will tell you what 
my Political principles were in the time of her late 
glorious Majeſty, which I never contradifted by any 
aftion, writing, or diſcourſe. ' ; 

Firſt, I always declared myſelf againſt a Popiſh 
Succeſſor to the Crown , whatever Title he might 
have by the proximity of blood: Neither did I ever 
regard the right line, except upon two accounts: 
firſt, as it was eſtabliſhed by law; and ſecondly, as 
it hath much weight in the opinions of the people. 
For neceſſity may aboliſh any Law, but cannot alter 
the ſentiments of the vulgar; Right of inheritance 
being perhaps the moſt popular of all topics: and 
therefore in great Changes when that is broke, there 
will remain much heart burning and diſcontent 
among the meaner people; which (under a weak 
Prince and corrupt Adminiſtration ) may have the 
worſt conſequences upon the peace of any ſtate. 

As to what is called a Revolution - principle, my 
Opinion was this; That whenever thoſe evils, which 
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uſually attend and follow a violent change of Govern. 
ment, were not in probability ſo pernicious as the 

_ grievance we ſuffer under a preſent power, then the 
public good will juſtify ſuch a Revolution. And this 
J took to have been the caſe in the Prince of Orange's 
expedition, although in the conſequences it produced 
ſome very bad effefts, which are likely to ſtick long 
enough by us. 

I had likewiſe in thoſe days a mortal antipathy | 
againſt Standing Armies in times of Peace: Becauſe 
T always took Standing Armies to be only ſervants 
hired by the Maſter of the family for keeping his own 
children in ſlavery; and becauſe I conceived, that a 
Prince who could not think himſelf ſecure without 

Mercenary Troops, muſt needs have a ſeparate intereſt 
from. that of his Subjects. Although I am not igno- 

rant of thoſe j artificial Neceſſities which a corrupted 
Miniſtry can create, for keeping up Forces to be. + 298 
a Fattion againſt the publick Intereſt. 

As to Parliaments, I adored the wittom of that 
Gothic Inſtitution, which made them annual: and 
J was confident our Liberty could never be placed 
upon a firm foundation until that ancient law were 
reſtored among us. For, who ſees not, that, while 
ſuch Aſſemblies are permitted to have a longer dura- 
tion, there grows up a commerce of corruption be- 
tween the Miniſtry and the Deputies, wherein they 
both find their accounts, to the manifeſt danger of 
Liberty? which Traffic would neither anſwer the 
deſign nor expence, if Parliaments met once a year. 

Jever abominated that ſcheme of Politics / (now 
about thirty years old) of ſetting up a monied In- 
tereſt in oppoſition to the landed. For I conceived, 
there could not be a truer maxim in our Government 
than this, That the Poſſeſſors of the ſoil are the beſt 
Judges of what is for the advantage of the kingdom. 
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If others had thought the ſame way, Funds of Cre. + 
dit and South - ſea Projects would neither have been 
felt nor heard of. 

I could never diſcover the neceſſity of ſuſpending 
any law upon which the Liberty of the moſt innocent 
Perſons depended; neither do I think this Practice 

- hath made the taſte of Arbitrary Power ſo agreeable, 
\ as that we ſhould defire to ſee it repeated. Every 

Rebellion ſubdued and Plot diſcovered, contribute to 
the firmer eſtabliſhment of the Prince: In the latter 
caſe, the knot of Conſpirators is entirely broke, and 
they are to begin their work anew under a thouſand 
diſadvantages; ſo that thoſe diligent. enquiries into 
remote and problematical guilt, with a new power 

of enforcing them by chains and dungeons to every 
perſon whoſe face a Miniſter thinks fit to diſlike, are 
not only oppoſite to that Maxim, which declareth it 
better that ten guilty men ſhould eſcape, than one 

innocent ſuffer; but likewiſe leave a gate wide open 
to the whole Tribe of Informers, the moſt accurſed, 
and proſtitute, and abandoned race, that God ever 
permitted to plague mankind. 

It is true the Romans had a cuſtom of chuſing a 
Dictator, during whoſe adminiſtration the Power of 
-other Magiſtrates was ſuſpended; but this was done 
upon the greateſt emergencies; a War near their 
doors, or ſome civil Diffention : For Armies muſt be 
governed by arbitrary power. But when the Virtue 

ok that Commonwealth gave place to luxury and am- 
| bition, this very office of Dictator became perpetual 
# in the perſons of the Cziars and their Sutceſfors, the 
4 moſt infamous Tyrants that have any where d4ppeared 

in ſtory. | 
Theſe are ſome of the ſentiments I had, relating 

to public affairs, while I was in the world: what 
they are at "preſent, is of little importance either to 
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that or myſelf; neither can I * ſay I have _ at 
all, or, if I had, I dare not venture to publiſh them: 
For however orthodox they may* be while I am now 
writing, they may become criminal enough to bring 
me into trouble before midſummer. And indeed I 
have often wiſhed for ſome time paſt, that a political 
Catechiſm might be publiſhed by authority ſour times 
a year, in order to inſtruft us how we are to ſpeak, 
write, and act during the current quarter. I have 
by experience felt the want of ſuch an inſtructer: 
For, intending to make my court to ſome people on 
the prevailing ſide, by advancing certain old whiggiſh 

principles, which, it ſeems, had been exploded 
about a month before, I have paſſed for a diſaffeted 
perſon. I am not ignorant how idle a thing it is, for 
a man in obſcurity to attempt defending his reputa- 
tion as a Writer, while the ſpirit of Faction hath fo 

_.. univerſally poſſeſſed the minds of men, that they are 
not at leiſure to attend to any thing elſe. They will 
juſt give themſelves time to libel and accuſe me, but 
cannot ſpare a minute to hear my defence. So in a 
plot - diſcovering age, I have often known an inno- 
cent man ſeized and impriſoned, and forced to lie 
ſeveral months in chains, while the Miniſters were 
not at leiſure to hear his petition, until they had pro- 
ſecuted and hanged the number they propoſed. 

All I can reaſonably hope for by this letter, is to 
_ convince my friends, and others who are pleaſed to 
wiſh me well, that I have neither been ſo ill a Sub- 
Jet nor ſo ſtupid an Author, as I have been repre- 
ſented by the virulence of Libellers, whoſe malice 
hath taken the ſame train in both, by fathering 
dangerous Principles in government upon me, which 
I never maintained, and infipid* Produttions, which 
Jam not capable of writing. For, however I may 
have been ſoured by perſonal ill treatihent, or by 



words. And, if my 
encreaſing years, I have at leaſt enough diſcretion 
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8 melancholy proſpeſts for the public, I am too much 
a politician to expoſe my own ſafety by offenſive 

nius and ſpirit be ſunk by 

left, not to miſtake the meaſure of my own abilities, 
by attempting ſubjets where thoſe Talents are ne- 
ceſſary, which Forge I may have loſt wry my 
rn | 

1 

— 

LETTER VI. 
Pr. Swier to Mr. Gay. 

* 

Dublin, Jan. 8, 1722= 3. 

J Oming 3 after a ſhort Chriſtmas ramble, 1 
found a letter upon my table, and little expec- 

ted when I opened it to read your name at the bot- 
tom. The beſt and greateſt part of my life, until 
theſe laſt eight years, I ſpent in England; there I 
made my friendſhips, and there I left my defires. 
I am condemned for ever to another country ; what 
is in prudence to be done? I think, to be oblituſque 
meorum , obliviſcendus & illis. What can be the 
deſign of your letter but malice, to wake me out of 
a ſcurvy ſleep, which however is better than none? 
J am towards nine years older ſince I left you, yet 
that is the leaſt of my alterations; my buſineſs, my 
diverſions, my converſations, are all entirely chan- 
ged for the worſe, and ſo are my ſtudies and my 
amuſements in writing; yet, after all, this humdrum 
way of life might be paſſable enough, if you would 
Jet me alone. I ſhall not be able to reliſh my wine, 
my parſons, my horſes, nor my garden for three 
months, until the ſpirit you have raiſed ſhall be diſ- 
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poſſeſſed. I have ſometimes wondered that I have not viſited you, but I have been ſtopt by too many 

reaſons, beſides years and Mineſs, and yet theſe 
are very good ones. Upon my return after half a 
year amongſt you, there would be to me Defiderio 

nec pudor nec modus. I was three years reconciling 
myſelf to the ſcene, and the buſineſs, to which for- 
tune hath condemned me, and ſtupidity was what 1 
had recourſe to. Beſides, what a figure ſhould I 
make in London, while my friends are in poverty, 
exile, diſtreſs, or impriſonment, and my. enemies 

with rods of iron? Yet I often threaten myſelf with 
the journey, and am every ſummer practiſing to get 
health to bear it: The only inconvenience is, that I 
grow old in the experiment. Although I care not to 

talk to you as a Divine, yet I hope you have not 
been author of your colic: do you drink bad wine, or 
keep bad company ? Are you not as many years ol- 
der as 1? It will not be always Er tibi quos mikt 
dempſerit Apponet annos. I am heartily ſorry you 
have any dealings witir that ugly diſtemper, and I 
believe our friend Arbuthnot will recommend you to 
temperance and exerciſe. I wiſh they could have 
as good an effect upon the giddineſs I am ſubje& to, 
and which this moment Iam not free from. I ſhould 
have been glad if you had lengthened your letter by 
telling me the preſent condition of many of my old 
acquaintance, Congreve, Arbuthnot, Lewis, &c. but 
ou mention only Mr. Pope, who I believe is lazy, 

or elſe he might have added three lines of his own. 
I am extremely glad he is not in your caſe of needs 
ing great mens favour, and could heartily wiſh that 
ou were in his. I have been conſidering why Poets 

have ſuch ill ſucceſs in making their Courts, ſince 
they are allowed to be the greateſt and beſt of all 

flatters: The defect is, that they flatter only in print 

e TN TS ³⁰· . . 
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or in writing, but not by word of mouth: They will 
give things under their hand which they make a con- 
ſcience of ſpeaking. Beſides, they are too libertine 
to haunt antichambers, too poor to bribe Porters and 
footmen, and too proud to cringe to ſecond - hand 
favourites in a great family. Tell me, are you not 
under Original fin by the dedication of your Eclogues 

to Lord Bolingbroke? I am an ill Judge at this diſ- 
tance; and beſides, am, for my eaſe, utterly igno- 
rant of the commoneſt things that paſs in the world; - 
but if all Courts have a ſameneſs in them (as the 
Parſons phraſe it) things may be as they were in my 
time, when all employments went to Parliament- 
mens Friends, who had been uſeful in Elections, and 
there was always a huge Liſt of names in arrears at 
the Treaſury, which would at leaſt take up your 

| ſeven years expedient to diſcharge even one half. I 
am of opinion, if you will not be offended, that the 
ſureſt courſe wou'd be fo get your Friend who lodgeth 
in your houſe to recommend you to the next chief 

. Governor who comes over here for a good civil em- 
ployment, or to be one of his Secretaries, which 

| your Parliament-men are fond enough of, when there 
is no room at home. The wine is good and reaſon- 
able; you may dine twice a week at the Deanry- 
houſe; there is a ſett of company in this town ſuffici- 
ent for one man; folks will admire you, becauſe 
they have read you, and read of you; and a good 
employment will make you live tolerably in London, 

or ſumptuouſly here; or if you divide between both 
places , it will be for your health. 

I wiſh I could do more than ſay J love you. 1 left 
you in a good way both for the late Court, and the 
ſucceſſors; and by the force of too much honeſty or - 

too little ſublunary wiſdom, you fell between too 
ſtools. Take care of your health and money; be leſs 

Vo I. IX. C 
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modeſt and more active; or elſe turn Parſon and get 
a Biſhoprick here: Would to God they would fend 
us as good ones from your ſide! 

I am ever, &c. 

U 

8 * 

LETTER VII. 
Mr. Po Px. to Dr. Sw1irrkt. 

— 

Jan. 12, 1723. 

Find a be in a late Letter of yours, that both 
ſtings and pleaſeth me extremely. Your ſaying 

that I ought to have writ a Poſtſcript to my friend 
Gay's, makes me not content to write leſs than a 
whole Letter; and your ſeeming to take his kindly, þ 
gives me hopes you will look upon this as a ſincere 1 

effect of Friendſhip. Indeed as I cannot but own the 4 
Lazineſs with which you tax me, and with which I 
may equally charge you, for both of us have had : 
(and one of us hath both had and given 7) aSurfeit 
of writing; ſo I really thought you would know your- 
ſelf to be ſo certainly intitled to my Friendſhip, that 
it was a poſſeſſion you could not imagine ſtood in 
need of any further Deeds or Writings to aſſure vou 
of it. 

Whatever you ſeem to think of your withdrawn 
and ſeparate ſtate at this diſtance, and in this Abſence, 
Dean Swilt lives ſtill in England, in every place 
and company where he would chuſe to live, and I | 
find him in all the Converſations I keep, and in all 
the Hearts in which I deſire any ſhare. 

2 Alluding to his large werk on Slower. 
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We have never met theſe many years without 
mention of you. Beſides my old Acquaintance, I 

have found that all my friends of a later date are 
ſuch as were yours before: Lord Oxford, Lord Har- 
court, and Lord Harley may look upon me as one 
entailed upon them by you: Lord Bolingbroke is now 
returned (as I hope) to take Me with all his other 
Hereditary Rights: and, indeed, he ſeems grown ſo 
much a Philoſopher, as to fet his heart upon ſome 
of them as little, as upon the Poet you gave him. 
It is ſure my ill fate, that all thoſe T moſt loved, and 
with whom I moſt lived, muſt be baniſhed: After 
both of you left England, my conſtant Hoſt was the 
Biſhop of 2) Rocheſter. Sure this is a nation that 
is curſedly afraid of being over- run with too much 
Politeneſs, and cannot regain one great Genius, but 

at the expence of another 3). I tremble for my Lord 
Peterborow (whom I now lodge with) he has too 
much Wit, as well as Courage, to make a ſolid Ge- 
neral 4): and if he eſcapes being baniſhed by others, 
I fear he will baniſh himſelf. This leads me to give 
you ſome account of the manner of my life and Con- 
verſation, which has been infinitely more various 

2) Dr, Atterbury, 

3) The Biſhop of Rocheſter thought this to be indeed 
the caſe ; and that the price agreed on for Lord B's return 
was his baniſhment :. an imagination, which to ſtrongly pol- 
ſeſled him when he went abroad, that all the expoltulations 
of his friends, could not convince him of the folly of it. 

4) This Mr. Walſh ſeriouſly thought to be the caſe, where, 
in a letter to Mr. Pope, he ſays -- © When we were in the 
„North, my Lord Wharton (hew'd me a letter he had re- 

_«' ceived from a certain great General in * (Lord 
* Peterb.) I told him, I would by all means 
* neral recalled, and ſet to writing here at home, for it 

1ave that Ge- 

« was impoſſible that a man with fo much wit as he ſhewed, 
© could be fit to command an army or do any other bu- 
„% ſmeſs. Let, V. Sep. 9, 1700, 

C 2 
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and diſſipated, than when you knew me and cared 
for me; and among all Sexes, Parties, and Profeſ- 
fions a Glut of Study and Retirement in the firſt 
part of my life caſt me into this ; and this, I begin 
to ſee, will throw me again into Study and Retirement. 

The Civilities I have met with from oppoſite Setts 
of people, have hinder'd me from being violent or 
ſour to any Party; but at the ſame time the Obſer- 
vations and Experiences I cannot but have collected, 
have made me leſs fond of, and leſs ſurprized at any: 
J am therefore the more afflifted and the more angry 

at the Violences and Hardſhips I ſee praftiſed by 
either. The merry Vein you knew me in, is ſunk 

into a Turn of Reflection, that has made the world 
pretty indifferent to me; and yet I have acquired a 

Quietneſs of mind which by fits improves into a cer- 
_ tain degree of Chearfulneſs, enough to make me juſt 

ſo good humoured as to wiſh that world well. My 
Friendſhips are encreaſed by new ones, yet no part 
of the warmth I felt for the old is diminiſhed. Aver- 
ſions I have none, but to Knaves (for Fools I have 
learned to bear with) and ſuch I cannot be com- 
monly civil to; for I think thoſe men are next to 

 Krtaves who converſe with them. The greateſt Man 
in power of this ſort ſhall hardly make me bow to 
him, unleſs I had a perſonal obligation, and that I 
will take care not to have. The top pleaſure of my 
life is one I learned from you both how to gain and 
how to uſe, the Freedom of Friendſhip with men 
much my Superiors. To have pleaſed great men, 
according to Horace, is a praiſe; but not to have 
flattered them and yet not have diſpleaſed them, is 
a greater. I have carefully avoided all Intercourſe 
with Poets and Scriblers, unleſs where by great, 
chance I have found a modeſt one. By theſe means 
I have had no quarrels with any perſonally ; none 
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have been Enemies, but who were alſo Strangers to 
me; and as there is nogreat need of an Eclairciſment 
with ſuch, whatever they writ or ſaid I never reta- 
liated, not only never ſeeming to know, but often 
really never knowing, any thing of the matter. 
There are very few things that give me the Anxiety 
of a Wiſh; the ſtrongeſt I have would be to paſs my 

days with you, and a few ſuch as you: But Fate has 
diſperſed them all about the world; and I find to 
Wiſh it is as vain, as to wiſh to ſee the Millennium 
and the Kingdom of the juſt upon earth, 

If 1 have ſinned in my long ſilence, conſider there 
is one to whom you yourſelf have been as great a 

ſinner. As ſoon as you ſee his hand, you will learn 
to do me juſtice, and ſeel in your heart haw long a 

man may be ſilent to thoſe he truly ee and re- 
ſpetts. | 

2 * 

LETTER VIIL 
Lord BoLINGEROKE to Dr. Swir r. 

Am not ſo lazy as Pope, and therefore you muſt 
not expett from me the ſame indulgence to La- 

zineſs; in defending his own cauſe he pleads yours, 
and becomes your Advocate while he appeals to you 
as his Judge: You will do the ſame on your part; 
and I, and the reſt of your common Friends, ſhall 
have great juſtice to expe&t from two ſuch righteous 
Tribunals ; You reſemble perfectly the two Alehouſe- 
keepers in Holland, who were at the ſame time 
Burgomaſters of the Town, and taxed one another's 

Bills alternately. I. declare before - hand I will not 
ſtand to the award; my Title to your Friendſhip is 
you , and wants neither Deeds nor Writings to con- 

F 
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firm it: but annual 6 at leaſt are 
neceſſary to preſerve it: and I begin to ſuſpect by 
your defrauding me of them, that you hope in time 
to diſpute it, and to urge Preſcription againſt me. I 
would not ſay one word to you about myſelf (ſince 

it is a ſubject on which you appear to have no cu» 
rioſity) was it not to try how far the contraſt be- 
tween Pope's fortune and manner of life, and mine, 
may be carried. 

I have been, then, infinitely more uniform and 
leſs diſſipated than when you knew me and cared for 
me. That Love which I uſed to ſcatter with ſome 
profuſion among the female kind, has been theſe 
many years devoted to one object. A great many 
misfortunes (for ſo they are called, though ſome- 
times very improperly) and a retirement from the 
world, have made that juſt and nice diſcrimination 
between my Acquaintance and my Friends, which 
we have ſeldom ſagacity enough to make for onr- 
ſelves; thoſe inſe&s of various hues, which uſed to 

hum and buz about me, while J ſtood in the ſun- 
ſhine, have diſappeared ſince I lived in the ſhade. 
No man comes to a Hermitage but for the ſake of 
the Hermit; a few philoſophical Friends come often 
to mine, and they are ſuch as you would be glad to 
live with, if a dull climate and duller company have 
not altered you extremely from what you was nine 
years ago, 

The hoarſe voice of „Party was never heard in this 
quiet place; Gazettes and Pamphlets are baniſhed 
from it, and if the Lucubrations of Iſaac Bickerſtaff 
be admitted, this diſtinction is owing to ſome ſtrokes 
by which it is judged that this illuſtrious Philoſapher 
had (like the Indian Fohu, the Grecian Pythagoras, 
the Perſian Zoroaſter, and others his Precurſors 

TT II ITÞ 4 ALS 2 
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among the Zabians, Magians, and the Egyptian Seres) 
both his outward and his inward Doctrine, and that 
he was of no ſide at the bottom. When I am there, 
I forget I ever was of any party myſelf; nay, Iam 
often ſo happily abſorbed by the abſtrafted reaſon of 
things, that I am ready to imagine there never was 
any ſuch monſter as Party. Alas, I am ſoon awa- 
kened from that pleaſing dream by the Greek and 
Roman Hiſtorians, by Guicciardine, by Machiavel, 
and Thuanus; for I have vowed to read no Hiſtory 
of our own country, till that body of it which you 
promiſe to finiſh, appears 5). 8 

I am under no apprehenſion that a glut of Study 
and Retirement ſhould caſt me back into the hurry 
of the world; on the contrary, the fingle regret 
which Lever feel, is that I fell ſo late into this courſe 
of life; my Philoſophy grows confirmed by habit, 
and if you and I meet again, I will extort this ap- 
probation from you: Sam non confilio bonus, ſed 
ere eo perduftus, ut non tautum vette facere poſſim, 
fed niſi recte fatere non poſſim. The little incivilities 
I have met with oppoſite ſetts of people, have been 
fo far from rendering me violent or ſour to any, that 
I think myſelf obliged to them all; ſome have cured _ 
me of my fears, by ſhewing me how impotent the 
malice of the world is; others have cured me of 
my hopes, by ſhewing how precarious popular friend- 
ſhips are; all have cured me of ſurprize- In driving 
me out of party, they have driven me out of curfed 
company ; and in ſtripping me of Titles and Rank, 
and Eſtate, and ſuch trinklets, which every man 

that will may ſpare, they have given me that which 
no man can be happy without, | 

5) See the firſt note on Lett. V. ol this Vol. 
| C2 
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Refleftion and habit have rendered the world ſo 
indifferent to me, that I am neither afflifted nor re- 
joiced, angry nor pleaſed at what happens in it, any 

- farther than perſonal friendſhips intereſt me in the 
affairs of it, and this principle extends my cares but 
a little way. Perfect Tranquillity is the general tenour 
of my life: good digeſtions, ſerene weather, and 
ſome other mechanic ſprings, wind me above it now 
and then, but I never fall below it; I am ſometimes 
gay, but I am never ſad. I have gained new friends, 
and have loſt ſome old ones; my acquiſitions of this 
kind give me a good deal of pleaſure, becauſe they 
have not been made lightly: I know no vows ſo 

ſolemn as thoſe of friendſhip, and therefore a pretty 
Jang noviciate of acquaintance ſhould methinks pre- 
cede them: My loſſes of this kind give me but little 
trouble, I contributed nothing to them , and a friend 
who breaks with me unjuſtly, is not worth preſerv- 
ing. As foon as I leave this Town (which will be in 
a few days) I ſhall fall back into that courſe of life, 
which keeps knaves and fools at a great diſtance 
from me: I have an averſion to them both , but in 
the ordinary courſe of life I think I can bear the ſen- 
fible knave better than the fool. One muſt indeed 
with the former be in ſome or other of the attitudes 
of thoſe wooden men whom I have ſeen before a 
ſwort - cutler's ſhop in Germany: but even in theſe 
conſtrained poſtures the witty Raſcal will divert me; 
and he that diverts me does me a great deal of good, 
and lays me under an obligation to him, which I am 
not obliged to pay him in another coin : The Fool 
obliges me to be almoſt as much upon my guard as 
the knave, and he makes me no amends: he numbs 
me like the Torpor, or he teazes me like the Fly. 
This is the Picture of an old Friend, and more like 
him than that will be which you once aſked, and 
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which he will ſend you, if you continue ſtill to deſire 
it. — Adieu, dear Swift, with all thy faults 1 love 
thee intirely ; make an effort, and love me on with 

all mine. 

— 

LETTER IL 

From Dr. 8d in * 

Dublin, Sept. 20, 1723. 

Eturning from a ſummer expedition of four 
months on account of my health, I found a 

letter from you, with an appendix longer than yours 
from Lord Bolingbroke. I believe there is not a 
more miſerable malady than an unwillingneſs to write 
letters to our beſt friends, and a man might be phi- 
loſopher enough in finding out reaſons for it. One 
thing is clear, that it ſhews a mighty diſſerence be- 
twixt Friendſhip and Love, for a lover (as I have 
heard) is always ſcribling to his miſtreſs, If I could 
permit myſelf to believe what your civility makes 
you ſay, that I am ſtill remembered by my friends 
in England, I am in the right to keep myſelf here 
— Non ſum qualis eram. I left you in a period of 
life when one year does more execution than three 
at yours, to which if you add the dullneſs of the air, 
and of the people, it will make a terrible ſum. I 
have no very ſtrong faith in you pretenders to Retire- 
ment; you are not of an age for it, nor have gone 
through either good or bad fortune enough to go into 
a corner, and form concluſions de contemptn mundi 
& fuga ſaculi, unleſs a Poet grows weary of too 
much applauſe, as Miniſters do of too much weight 
of buſineſs. g 

C's 
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Your happineſs is greater than your Merit, in 

chuſing your Favourites ſo indifferently among either 
Party: this you owe partly to your Education, and 
partly to your Genius employing you in an Art in 
which Faction has nothing to do, for I ſuppoſe 
Virgil and Horace are equally read by Whigs and 
Tories. You have no more to do with the Conſtitu- 
tion of Church and State, than a Chriſtian at Conſtan- 
tinople; and you are ſo much the wiſer and the hap- 

pier, becauſe both Parties will approve your poetry 
as long as you are known to be of neither. 

Your notions of Friendſhip are new to me 6): I 
believe every man is born with his quantum, and he 
cannot give to one without robbing another. I very 
well kuow to whom I would give the firſt places in 
my Friendſhip, but they are not in the way: I am 
condemned to another ſcene, and therefore I diſtri. 

pute it in Pennyworths to thoſe about me, and who 
diſpleaſe me leaſt; and ſhould do the ſame to my fel- 
low priſoners if I were condemned to jayl. I can 
likewiſe tolerate Knaves much better than Fools, 
becauſe their knavery does me no hurt in the com- 
merce I have with them, which however I own is 
more dangerous, tho' not ſo troubleſome, as that of 
Fools. I have often endeavoured to eſtabliſh a 
Friendſhip among all Men of Genius, and would 
fain have it done: they are ſeldom above three or 
four Contemporaries, and if they could be united, 
would drive the world before them. I think it was 
ſo among the Poets in the time of Auguſtus: but Envy, 
and Party, and Pride, have hindered it among us. 
I do not include the Subalterns, of which you are 
ſeldom without a large Tribe. Under the name of 
Poets and Scriblers I ſuppoſe you mean the Fools 

6) Let they are the Chriſtian notions, 
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to be modeſt; which was not frequent among them 
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you are content to ſee ſometimes, when they happen 

while I was in the world. 
I would deſcribe to you my way of living, if any 

method could be called fo in this Country. I chuſe 
my companiens among thoſe of leaſt conſequence and 
moſt complyance : I read the moſt trifling Books 
I can find, and whenever I write, it is upon the 
moſt trifling ſubjects: But riding, walking, and 
ſleeping take up eighteen of the twenty - four hours, 
I procraſtinate more than I did twenty years ago, 
and have ' ſeveral things to finiſh which I put of 
to twenty years hence; Hac eſt vita So/utorum, &c. 
I fend you the compliments of a friend of yours, 
who hath paſſed four ' months. this ſummer with 
two grave acquaintance at his country - houſe with- 

out ever once going to Dublin, which is but eight 
miles diſtant ; yet when he returns to London, I will 
engage you ſhall find him as deep in the Court of 
Requeſts, the Park, the Opera's, and the Coffee. 
houſe, as any man there! I am now with him for 
a few days. 
You muſt remember me with great affection to Dr. 

Arbuthnot, Mr. Congreve, and Gay,'— I think there 
are no more eodem tertio's between you and me, ex- 
cept Mr. Jervas, to whoſe houſe I addreſs this, for 
want of knowing where you live: for it was not clear 
from your laſt whether you lodge with Lord Peter- 
borow, or he with vou? 

1 Am ever, CC, : 
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LETTER Xx: 
Sept. 14, 1725. 

Need not tell you, with what real delight k 
ſhould have done any thing you deſired, and in 

particular any good offices in m y power towards the 
bearer of your Letter, who is this day gone for 
France. Perhaps 'tis with Poets as with Prophets, 
they are ſo much better liked in another country than 

their own, that your Gentleman, upon arriving in 
England, loſt his curioſity concerning me. However, 
had he try'd, he had found me his friend; I mean 
he had found me yours. I am diſappointed at not 

knowing better a man whom you eſteem, and com- 
fort myſelf only with having got a Letter from you, 
with which (after all) I fit down a gainer; ſince to 
my great pleaſure it confirms my hope of one more 
ſeeing you. After ſo many diſperſions and ſo many 
diviſions, two or three of us may yet be gathered 
together: not to plot, not to contrive filly ſchemes 
of ambition, or tv vex our own or others hearts 
with buſy vanities (ſuch as perhaps at one time of 
life or other take their Tour in every man) but to 
divert ourſelves, and the world too if it pleaſes; or 
at worſt, to laugh at others as innocently and as un- 
hurtfully as at ourſelves. Your Travels >) I hear 
much of; my own I promiſe you ſhall never more be 
in a ſtrange land, but a diligent, I hope uſeful, in- 
veſtigation of my own Territories S). I mean no 
more Tranſlations, but ſomething domeſtic, fit for 
my own country, and for my own time. 

7 Gulliver. 
$) The Eſlay on Man, 

GT SCETOET—R_—_—_—P__ 
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If you come to us, Dll find you elderly Ladies 
enough that can halloo, and two that can nurſe, and 
they are too old and feeble to make too much noiſe; 

as you will gueſs, when J tell you they are my own 
mother, and my own nurſe. I can alſo help you to 

a Lady who is as deaf, tho? not ſo old, as yourſelf; 
you'll be pleaſed with one - another I'll engage, 

tho' you don't hear one- another: you'll converſe 
like ſpirits by intuition. What you'll moſt wonder 
at is, ſhe is conſiderable at Court, yet no Party- 
woman, and lives in Court, yet would be eaſy, and | 
make you ny. 

One of thoſe you mention (and I dare ſay always 
will remember) Dr. Arbuthnot, is at this time ill 
of a very dangerous diſtemper, an impoſthume in the 
bowels; which is broke, but tne event is very un- 
certain, Whatever that be (he bids me tell you, 
and I write this by him) he lives or dies your faithful 
friend; and one reaſon he has to deſire a little longer 
life, is the wiſh to ſee you once more. 

He is gay enough in this circumſtance to tell you, 
he would give you (if he cou'd) ſuch advice as 
might cure your deafneſs, but he would not adviſe 
you, if you were cured, to quit the pretence of it; 

| becauſe you may by that means hear as much as you 
Will, and anſwer as little as you pleaſe. Believe me 

* 

Your's, &c. 

* Err r T_T _—— 3 2 
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LETTER Xl. 
From Dr, S WI x =. 

Sept. 29, 1725. 

Am now returning to the noble ſcene of Dublin, 
into the grand Monde, for fear of burying my 

parts: to ſignalize myſelf among Curates and Vicars, 
and correct all corruptions crept in relating to the 
weight of bread and butter, through thoſe dominions 
where I govern. I have employed my time (beſides 

_ ditching) in finiſhing, corretting , amending, and 
tranſcribing my 9) Travels, in four parts compleat, 
newly augmented, and intended for the preſs when 
the world ſhall deſerve them, or rather when a 
Printer ſhall be found brave enough to venture his 
ears. TI like the ſcheme of our meeting after diſtreſ- 
Tes and diſperſions; but the chief end I propoſe to 
myſelf in all my labours, is to vex the world, rather 
than divert it; and if I could compaſs that deſign 
without hurting my own perſon or fortune, I would 

be the molt indefatigable writer you have ever ſeen, 
without reading, I am exceedingly pleaſed that you 

| have done with Tranſlations; Lord Treaſurer Oxford 
often lamented that a raſcally world ſhould lay you 
under a neceſſity of miſemploying your genius for ſo 
long a time. But fince you will now be ſo much bet- 
ter employed, when you think of the world, give it 
one laſh the more at my requeſt. I have ever hated 
all Nations, Profeſſions and Communities; and all 
my love is towards Individuals: for inſtance, I hate 
the Tribe, of Lawyers, but 1 love Counſellor ſuch a 

9 ) Gulliver's Travels. 
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FROM Dx. SWIFT, 2 

one, and Judge ſuch a one: *Tis ſo with Phyſicians 
CI will not ſpeak of my own Trade) Soldiers, Engliſh, 
Scotch, French; and the reſt. But principally I hate 
and deteſt that animal called Man, although I hear- 
tily love John, Peter, Thomas, and ſo forth. This 
is the ſyſtem upon which I have governed myſelf 
many years (but do not tell) and fo I ſhall go on 
till I have done with them. I have got materials. 
towards a Treatiſe, proving the falſity of that defi- 
nition Animal rationale, and to ſhew it ſhould be 

only rationis capax. Upon this great foundation of 
Miſanthropy (tho? not in Timon's manner) the whole 

building of my Travels is erected; and I never will 
have peace of mind, till all honeſt men are of my 
opinion : By conſequence you are to embrace it im- 
mediately, and procure that all who deſerve my 
eſteem may do ſo too. The matter is ſo clear, that 
it will admit of nodiſpute; nay, J will hold a hundred 
pounds that you and I agree in the point. 

I did not know your Odyſſey was finiſhed, being 
yet in the country, which I ſhall leave in three days. 
I thank you kindly for the preſent, but ſhall like it 
three fourths the leſs, from the mixture you men- 
tion of other hands; however, I am glad you ſav'd 

yourſelf ſo much drudgery — I have been long told 
by Mr. Ford of your great atchievements in building 
and planting, and eſpecially of your ſubterranean 
paſſage to your garden, whereby you turned a Blunder 
into a Beauty, which is a piece of Ars Poetica. 

I have almoſt done with Harridans, and ſhall ſoon 
become old enough to fall in love with girls of four- 
teen. The Lady whom you deſcribe to live at Court, 
to be deaf, and no party « woman, I take to be My- 
thology, but know not how to moralize it. She 
cannot be Mercy, for Mercy is neither deaf, nor 
lives at Court: Juſtice is blind, and perhaps deaf 
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but neither is ſhe a Court - lady , Fortune is both 
blind and deaf, and a Court- lady, but then ſhe is a 
moſt damnable Party - woman, and will never make 
me eaſy, as you promiſe. It muſt be Riches, which 
anſwers all your deſcription: I am glad ſhe viſits you, 
but my voice is ſo weak, that I doubt ſhe will never 
hear me. 

Mr. Lewis ſent me an account of Dr. Arbuthnot's 
illneſs, which is a very ſenſible affliction to me, who 
by living ſo long out of the world, have loſt that 
hardneſs of heart contracted by years and general con- 
verſation. I am daily lofing friends, and neither 
ſeeking nor getting others. Oh if the world had but 
a dozen of Arbuthnots in it, I would burn my Tra- 
vels! But however he is not without ſault: There is 
a paſſage in Bede, highly commending the piety and 
learning of the Iriſh in that age, where after abun- 
dance of praiſes he overthrows them all, by lament- 

ing that, alas! they kept Eaſter at a wrong time of 
the year. So our doctor has every quality and virtue 
that can make a man amiable or uſeful ; but alas, he 
hath a ſort of ſlouch in his walk! I pray God protect 
him, for he is an excellent Chriſtian, though not a 
Catholic. 

I hear nothing of our Friend Gay „ but I find the 
Court keeps him at hard meat. I adviſed him to 
come over here with a Lord Lieutenant. Philips 
writes little Flams (as Lord Leiceſter calbd thoſe 
ſort of verſes) on Miſs Carteret. A Dublin Black- 
ſmith, a great Poet, hath imitated his manner in a 
poem to the ſame Miſs. Philips is a complainer, and 
on this occaſion I told Lord Carteret, that Com- 
plainers never ſucceed at Court, tho' Railers do. 

Are you altogether a country gentleman? that I 
muſt addreſs to you out of London to the hazard of 
Your loſing this precious letter, which 1 will now 
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conclude altho' ſo moch paper is left, 1 have an ill 
Name, and therefore ſhall not ſubſcribe it, but you 
will gueſs it comes from one who eſteems and loves 
you about half as much as you deſerve, I mean as 
bein 2A % 

I am in great concern, , at GFR 1 am juſt told i is in 
ſome of, the news - papers, that Lord Bolingbroke is 
much hurt by a fall in hunting. I am glad he has 
ſo much Youth and vigour left (of which he hath 
not been thrifty ) but I er he has no more 
Diſcretion. 29041 inte | 

— 
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LETTER A. 
Od. 15 , 1725. 

1 wonderfully pleafed with the ſuddenneſs of 
your kind anſwer. Tt makes me hope you are 

coming towards us, and that you incline more and 
more to your old friends, in proportion as you draw 
nearer to them; and are' getting into our Vortex. 
Here is One, who was once a powerful planet, but 
has now (after long experience of all that comes of 
ſhining) learned to be content, with returning to his 
firſt point, without the thought or ambition of ſhi- 
ning at all. Here is Another, who thinks one of the 
greateſt glories of his Father was to have diſtinguiſhed 
and loved you, and who loves you hereditari] 
Here is Arbuthnot, recovered from the jaws of Gent, | 
-and more pleaſed with the hope of ſeeing you again, 
than of reviewing a world every part of which he 
has long deſpiſs'd, but what is made up of a few 
men like yourſelf. He goes abroad again, and is oe 

more chearful than even health can make a man, 
For he has a good conſcience into 1 

Vo I. IX. D 
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is the moſt Catholic of all remedies, tho! not the 
moſt Univerſal). ' I knew it would be a pleaſure to 
you to hear this, and in n. that made me write 

"Pa forry poor P. is not . in this age; 
for certainly if his reward be of the next, he is of 

all Poets the moſt miſerable. I'm alſo ſorry for an- 
other reaſon; if they don't promote him, they 'H ſpoll 
the concluſion of one of my Satires, where, havi 

endeavoured to correct the Taſte of the Town in wit | 
and criticiſm, 1 end thus, | 

But what avails to lay down rules for ſenſe? © © 

In *s Reign theſe fruitleſs lines were writ, 

. hen Ambroſe Philips was preferred for Wit? 

Our friend Gay is uſed as the friends. of Tories Xe 
by Whigs (and generally by Tories too). Becauſe 
he had humour, he was ſuppoſed ta have dealt with 
Dr. Swift; in like manner, as when any one had 
learning formerly, he was tbbught to have dealt with 
the Devil. He puts his whole truſt at Court in that 
Lady whom I deſcribed to you, and whom you take 
to be an allegorical creature of fancy: I wiſh ſhe- 
really wereRiches for his ſake; though as for yours, 
I queſtion whether (if you knew her) you would 
change her for the other? 

Lord Bolingbroke had not the leaſt harm by his 
fall, I wiſh he had received no more by his other 
fall; Lord Oxford had none by his., But Lord Bo- 
lingbroke is the moſt. improved Mind ſince you ſaw 
him, that ever was improved without ſhifting into a 
new body, or being: paullo minus ab angelis. | 
have often imagined to myſelf, that if ever all of us 
meet again, after ſo many varieties and changes, after 
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| fo much of the old world and of the old man in each 
of us has been altered, that ſcarce a ſingle thought 
of the one, any more than a ſingle atome of the other, 
remains juſt the ſame; T've fancy'd, I ſay, that we 
mould meet like the righteous in the Millennium, 
quite in peace, diveſted of all our former Paſſions, 
ſmiling at our paſt follies, and content to enjoy the 
kingdom of the Juſt in tranquillity. Bud I find you 
would rather be employed as an avenging Angel of 
wrath, to break your Vial of Indignation over the 
heads of the wretched creatures of this world; nay, 
would make them Eat your Book, which you have 
made (I doubt not) as bitter a pill for them as 
poaidle. 2 ̃ ; . 

won't tell you what deſings I have in my head 
( beſides writing a ſet of Maxims in oppoſition to all 
Rochefoucault's principles 2) till I ſee you here, face 
to face. Then you ſhall have no reaſon to com- 
plain of me, for want of a generous diſdain of this 
world, though I have not loſt my Ears in yours and 
their ſervice. Lord Oxford too (Whom I have now 
the third time mentioned in this Letter; and he de- 
ſerves to be always mentioned in every thing that is 
addreſs'd to you, or comes from you,) expetts you: 
That ought to be enough to bring you hither; 'tis a 

| better reafon than if the Nation expected you. For 
I really enter as fully as you can deſire, into your 
Principle of Love of Individuals: and I think the 
way to have a public ſpirit is firſt to have à private 
one; for who can believe (ſaid a friend of mine) 
that any man can care for a hundred thouſand people, 

) This was only faid as an oblique reproof of the 
Horrid W in the foregoing Letter; and which he 
ſuppoſed, might be chiefly occaſioned by the Dean's ſond- 
neſs for Rochefoucault, whoſe Maxims are founded on the 
principle ef an univerſal ſelfiihneſs in human nature, 

D 3 
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| who never cared for one? No Ul» howoured man can 
ever be a Patriot, any more than a Friend. 

I deſigned to have left the following page for Dr. 
Arbuthnot to fill, but he is ſo toucb'd -with the pe- 
riod in yours to me concerning him, that he intends 
to anſwer it by a whole letter. He too is buſy about 

a book, which I gueſs he will tell you of. So adieu 
- — what remains worth telling you? Dean Berkley 
is well, and happy in the proſecution of his Scheme. 
Lord Oxford and Lord Bolingbroke in health, Duke 
Diſny fo alſo; Sir William Wyndham better Lord 
Bathurſt well. Theſe and ſome others, preſerve 

their ancient honour and ancient ſriendſhip. Thoſe 
who do neither, if they were d- d, what is it to 
a Proteſtant prieſt, who has nothing to do witi the 
dead? I anſwer for my own part as a Papiſt, 1 

would not pray them out of Purgatory. | 

My name is as bad an one as yours, and hated 
by all bad Poets, from Hopkins and Sternhold to 
Gildon and Cibber. The firſt prayed againſt me with 
the Turk; and a modern Imitator of theirs. (whom 
J leave you to find out) has added the Chriſtian to 
*em, With proper definitions of each in this manner, 

7 he Pope's the Whore of Babylon, 

Le Turk he is a Jew: | 

The Chriſtian is an Infidel 

That ſitteth in a Pew. 
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LETTER XIII. 
From Dr. SWI r r. 

Nov. 26, 1725. 

Should ſooner have acknowledged yours, if a 
feveriſh diſorder and the relics of it had not 

diſabled me for a fortnight. 1 now begin to make 0 
excuſes, becauſe I hope I am pretty near ſeeing you, 
and therefore I would cultivate an acquaintance; 
becauſe if you do not know me when we meet, you 
need only keep one of my letters, and compare it 
with my face, for my face and letters are counter- 
parts of my heart. I fear I have not expreſs'd that 
right, but I mean well, and I hate blots: I look in 
your letter, and in my conſcience you ſay the ſame 
thing, but in a better manner. Pray tell my Lord 
Bolingbroke that I wiſh he were baniſhed again, for 
then I ſhould hear from him, when he was full of 
philoſophy, and talked de contemptu mundi. My 
Lord Oxford was fo extremely kind as to Write to 
me immediately an account of his ſon's birth; which 
I immediately acknowledg'd, but before my letter 
could reach him, I wiſhed it in the ſea: I hope I 
was more afflifted than his Lordſhip. Tis hard that 
Parſons and Beggars ſhould be over-run with bratts, 

. 

while ſo great and good a family wants an heir to 
continue it. I have receiv'd his Father's picture, but 
J lament (/#b ſigilio con feſſionis) that it is not ſo 
true a reſemblance as I could wiſh. Drown the 
world! J am not content with deſpiſing it, but 1 
would anger it, if I could with ſafety. I wiſh there 
were an Hoſpital built for its Deſpiſers, where one 
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it is yours. I wiſh it were not, becauſe I am againſt” 

s LETTERS TO AND 
might af with ſafety, and it need not be a large 

building, only I would have it well endow'd. P * * 
is fort change/laut whether he ſhall turn Parſon or 
no. But all employments here are engaged, or in 
reverſion, Caſt Wits and caſt Beaux have a proper 
ſanctuary in the church: yet we think it a ſevere 
judgment, that a fine gentleman, and ſo much the 

_ finer for hating Eccleſiaſtics, ſhould be a domeſtic 
humble retainer to an Iriſh Prelate. He is neither 
Secretary nor Gentleman - uſher, yet ſerves in both 
capacities. He hath publiſhed ſeveral reaſons why he 
never came to ſee me, but the beſt is, that I have not 
waited on his Lordſhip. We have had a Poem ſent 
from London in imitation of that on Miſs Carteret. It 
is on Miſs Harvey of a day old; and we ſay and think, 

monopolies. — You might have ſpared me a few more 
lines of your Satire, but I hope in a few months to 

ſee it all. To hear boys, like you, talk of Millen- 
niums and tranquillity! I am older by thirty years, 
Lord Bolingbroke by twenty, and you but by ten, 
than when we laſt were together; and we ſhould 
differ more than ever, you coquetting a maid of 
honour, my Lord looking on to ſee how the gameſters 
play, and I railing at you both. I defire you and all 
my friends will take a ſpecial care that my Diſaffec- 
tion to the world may not be imputed to my Age, 
for I have credible witneſſes ready to depoſe, that it 
bath never varied from the twenty - firſt to the f-- ty 
eighth year of my life (pray fill that blank charita- : 
bly.) TI tell you after all, that I do not hate man- 
kind, it is vous autres who hate them, becauſe you 
would have them reaſonable Animals, and are angry 
at being diſappointed: I have always rejetted that 
definition , and made another of my own. I am no 
more angry With — than I was with the Kite that 
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laſt week flew away with one of my chickens; and 
yet I was pleaſed when one of my ſervants ſhot him 
two days after. This I ſay, becauſe yon are ſo hardy 
as to tell me of your intentions to write Maxims in 
oppoſition to Rochefoucault, who is my favourite, 

| becauſe I found my whole charaftex in him 2); how- | 
ever I will read him again, becauſe it is poſſible 1 

may have fince undergone ſome alterations, — Take 
care the bad Poets do not out- wit you, as they have 

| ſerved the good ones in every age, whom they have 
| provoked to tranſmit their names to poſterity. Moevius 
is as well known as Virgil, and Gildon will be as 
well known as you, if his name gets into your Ver- 
ſes: and as to the difference between good and bad 
fame, tis a perfect trifle. I aſk a thouſand pardons, | 
and ſo leave you for this time, and will write again 
without concerning' myſelf 2— you write or no. 

Lam; de 
ds 

* 8 » ta. i. > Ah. ae. a. 

LETTER XIV. 
Decemb. 10, 1725. 

Find myſelf the better acquainted with you for a 
long Abſence, as men are with themſelves for a 

long Affliction: Abſence does but hold off a Friend, 
to make one ſee him the more truly. Iam infinitely 
more pleas'd to hear you are coming near us, than 
at any thing you ſeem to think in my favour: an 
opinion which has perhaps been aggrandized by the 
diſtance or dulneſs of Ireland, as objetts look larger 
thro a medium of Fogs: and yet I am lnfinitely 

29 This, wethinks , is no great compliment to his 
own heart, 

D 4 
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finding (a better thing than our Wits) our Judg- 

So let Gildon and Philips reſt in peace! what Virgil 

others will look upon you as a Wit, and hate you. 

as Virgil, or the aforeſaid Hibernian. 

generous principles as you and J, deſpiſe it, fly in 

Its face, than retire from it. Not that I have much 
anger againſt the Great, my ſpleen is at the little ro- 

to death (as poor Wycherly ſaid to me on his death- 

thinks all this indiſcreet: the Dr. not ſo; he loves 

pleas'd with that too. I am much the happier for - 

ments jump, in the notion that all Scriblers ſhould 
be paſt in filence, To vindicate one's ſelf againſt ſuch 
naſty ſlander, is much as wiſe as it was in your 
country - man, when the people imputed a ſtink to 
him, to prove the contrary by ſhewing his backſide. 

had to do with Moevius, that he ſhould wear him 
upon his ſleeve to all eternity, I don't know. I've 
been the longer upon this, that I may prepare you 
for the reception both you and your works may poſ- 
ſibly meet in, England. We your true acquaintance 
will look upon you as a good man, and love you; 

So you know the worſt; unleſs you are as vindicative 

I wiſh as warmly as you for an Hoſpital in which 
to lodge the Deſpiſers of the world; only I fear it 
would be filled wholly like Chelſea, with maimed _ 
Soldiers, and ſuch as had been diſabled in its ſer- 
vice, I would rather have thoſe, that, out of ſuch 

gues of it; it would vex one more to be knocke'd on: 
the head with a Piſs - pot, than by a Thunder - bolt. 
As to great Oppreſlors, they are like Kites or Eagles, 
one expects miſchief from them; but to be ſquirted 

bed) by Apothecaries Apprentices, by the under- 
ſtrappers of under - ſecretaries to ſecretaries who were 
no ſecretaries — this wow'd provoke as dull a dog 
as Ph — s himſelf, | | : 

So much for enemies, now for friends. Mr. L —. 
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miſchief the beſt of any good- natured man in Eng- 
land. Lord B. is above trifling: when he writes of 
any thing in this world, he is more than mortal; 
Feber he trifles, it muſt be when he turns a Divine. 
Gay is writing Tales for Prince William: I ſuppoſe 
Mr. Philips will take this very ill, for two reaſons ; 
one that be thinks all childiſh things belong to him, 
and the other becauſe he'll take it ill to be taught 
that one may write things to a child without being 
childiſh. What have I more to add? but that Lord 
Oxford defires earneſtly to ſee you: and that many 
others whom you do not think the worſt of, will 
be gratified by it: none more, be aſſured, than 
Yours, &c. | | 8 To | 

S. Pope and you are very great Wits, and T 
think very indifferent Philoſophers: If you deſpiſed 
the world as much as you pretend, and perhaps 
believe, you would not be ſo angry with it. The 
founder of your ſeft, that noble Original whom you 
think it ſo great an honour to reſemble z), was a 
ſlave to the worſt part of the world, to the Court; 
and all his big words were the language of a ſlighted 
Lover, who deſired nothing ſo much as a reconcilia- 
tion, and feared nothing ſo much as a rapture, I 
believe the world hath uſed me as ſcurvily as moſt 
people, and yet I could never find in my heart to be 
thoroughly angry with the ſimple, falſe, capricious. 
thing. I ſhould bluſh alike, to be diſcover'd fond of 
the world, or piqued at it. Your definition of Aui- 
mal Rationis capax, inſtead of the common one 
Animal Rationale, will not bear examination: define 
but Reaſon, and you will ſee why your diſtinction is 

not better than that of the Pontiff Cotta; between 
mala ratio, and bona ratio. But enough of this: 

3) Seneca. . hh 
a D4 
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make us a viſit, and I'll ſubſcribe to any ſide of thefts 
important queſtions which you pleaſe. We differ 
lefs than you imagine, perhaps, when you wiſh'd 
me baniſhed again: but I am not leſs true to you and 
to Philoſaphy in England, than I was in France. 

LETTER XV. 
From Dr. S FE 1 xx; 

* 

London, May 4. 1725. 

Had rather live in forty Irelands than under the 
frequent diſquiets of hearing you are out of 

order, I always apprehend it moſt after a great 
dinner; for the leaſt Tranſgreſſion of yours, if it be 
only two bits and one ſup more than your ſtint, is a 

great debauch; for which you certainly pay more 
than thoſe ſots who are carry'd dead drunk to bed, 
My Lord Peterborow ſpoiled every body's dinner, but 
eſpecially mine, with telling us that you were de- 
tained by ſickneſs. Pray let me have three lines un- 
der any hand or pot- hook that will give me a better 
account of your health; which concerns me more 
than others, becauſe I fove and eſteem you for rea- 
ſons that moſt others have little to do with, and 
would be the ſame although vou had never touched 
a pen, further than with writing to me. 

I am gathering up my luggage, and preparing for 
my journey; | will endeavour to think of you as little 
as I can, and when Twrite to you, I will ſtrive not 
to think of you: This 1 intend in return to your 
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kindneſs; and further, I know no body has dealt 
with me ſo cruelly as you, the conſequences of which 

_ uſage I fear will laſt as long as my life, for ſo long 
ſhall I be (in ſpite of my heart) entirely Yours, 

—_— 

LETTER xv. 
Aug. 22, 1726, 

Tay a mort ſi gh you coſt me the day I left you, 
and many more you will coſt me, till the day 

you return, I really walk'd about like a man bani- 
ſhed, and when I came home found it no home. 
*Tis a ſenſation like that of a limb lopp'd off, one is. 
trying every minute unawares to uſe it, and finds it 
is not. I may ſay you have uſed me more cruelly 
than you have dome any other man; you have made 
it more impoſſible for me to live at eaſe without you: 
Habitude itſelf would have done that, if I had leſs 
friendſhip in my nature than I have, Beſides my 
natural memory of you, you have made a local one, 
which preſents you to me in every place I'frequent ; 
I ſhall never more think of Lord Cobham's , the 
woods of Ciceter, or the pleaſing proſpett of Byberry, 
but your Idea muſt be joined with? em; nor ſee one 
ſeat in my own garden, or one room in my own . 

AC. Mo ar Yu. „ 

| houſe, without a Phantome of you, ſitting or walk- 
ing before me. I travelled with you to Cheſter, I 

felt the extream heat of the weather, the inns, the 
roads, the confinement and cloſeneſs of the uneaſy. 

coach, and wiſh'd a hundred times I had either a 
Neanery or a Horſe in my gift. In real truth, 1. 
haye felt my ſoul peeviſh ever ſince with all abaut 
mo, from a warm uneaſy deſire after you. 1 am 
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gone out of myſelf to no purpoſe, and cannot catch' 
you. Inſnat in pedes was not more properly apply'd 
to a poor dog after a hare, than to me with regard 
to your departure. I wiſh I could think no more of 
it, but lye down and ſleep till we meet again, and 
let that day (how far ſoever off it be) be the mor- 
row. Since I cannot, may it be my Amends that 
every thing you wiſh may attend you where you are, 
and that you may find every friend you have there, 

in the ſtate you wiſh him, or her; ſo that your viſits 
to us may have no other effect, than the progreſs of 
a rich man to a remote eſtate, which he finds greater 
than he expected; which knowledge only ſerves to 
make him live happier where he is, with no diſagree- 
able proſpett if ever he ſhould chuſe to remove. May 
this be your ſtate till it become what I wiſh. But 
indeed I cannot expreſs the warmth, with which I 
wiſh you all things, and myſelf you. Indeed 
are ingraved elſewhere” than on the Cups you Lot 

me, (with ſo kind an inſcription) and I might throw 
them into the Thames without injury to the giver. 
1 am not pleas'd with them, but take them very 
Kindly too: And had I ſuſpefted any ſuch uſage from 
you, I ſhould have enjoyed your company leſs than 
J really did, for at this rate I may ſay 

Neo tecum poſſum vivere, nec ſine te. 

J will bring you over juſt ſuch another preſent, when 
J go to the Deanery of St. Patrick's; which I promiſe 

you to do, if ever I am enabled to return your kind- 
neſs. Donarem Pateras, &c. Till then ÞIl drink 
Cor Gay ſhall drink) daily healths to you, and III 
add to your inſcription the old Roman Vow for years 
to come, VOTIS X. VOTIS XX. My Mother's 
age gives me authority to hope it for yours. Adieu. 
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LETTER XVII. 

Sept. 3 1 

3 to Mr. Gay gave me greater fatisfation 
than that to me (tho' that gave me a great 

deal) for to hear you were ſafe at your journey's end, 
exceeds the account of your fatigues while in the 
way to it; otherwiſe believe me, every tittle of each 
is important to me, which ſets any one thing before 
my eyes that happens to you. IT writ you a Jong let- 
ter, which I gueſs reach'd you the day after your 
arrival. Since then I had a conference with Sir — 
who expreſsed his deſire of having ſeen you again 
before you left us. He ſaid he obſerved a willingneſs 
in you to live among us; which I did not deny; but 
at the ſame time told him, you had no ſuch deſign 
in your coming this time, which was merely to ſee 
za few of thoſe you loved: but that indeed all thoſe 
wiſhed it, and particularly Lord Peterborow and 
myſelf, who wiſhed you lov'd Ireland leſs, had you 
any reaſon to love England more. I ſaid nothing but 
what I think wou'd induce any man to be as fond of 
you as I, plain Truth, did they know either it, or 
you. I can't help thinking (when I conſider the 
whole ſhort Liſt of our friends) that none of them 
except you and I are qualify'd for the Mountains of 
Wales. The Dr. goes to Cards, Gay to Court; one 
loſes money, one loſes his time: Another of our 
friends labours to be unambitious, but he labours in 
an unwilling ſoil. One Lady you like has too much 
of France to be fit for Wales: Another is too much 
a ſubje& to Princes and Potentates, to reliſh that 

wild CD of liberty and poverty, Mr. 2 is 

* 
% 
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too ſick to bear a thin air; and ſhe that leads him 
too rich to enjoy any thing. Lord Peterborow can 
go to any climate, but never ſtay in any. Lord 
Bathurſt is too great an huſbandman to like barren 
hills, except they are his own to improve. Mr. 

Bethel indeed is too good and too honeſt to live in the 
World, but yet 'tis fit, for its example, he ſhould. 
We are left to ourſelves in my opinion, and may live 
where we pleaſe, in Wales, Dublin, or Bermudas: 
And for me, I aſſure you I love the. world ſo well, 
and it loves me ſo well, that I care not in what 

part of it I paſs the reſt of my days. I ſee no ſuns | 
ſhine but in the face of a friend. 

I had a glympſe of'a letter of yours lately, by 
which I find you are (like the vulgar) apter to 

| think well of people out of power, than of people in 
power; perhaps 'tis a miſtake, but however there's 
ſomething in it generous. Mr. * * takes it extreme 
kindly, I can perceive, and he has a great mind to 
thank you for that good opinion, for which TI believe 
he is only to thank his ill fortune: for if I am not 
in an error, he would rather be in power than out. 

To ſhew you how fit Iam to live in the mountains, 
I will with great truth apply to myſelf an old ſentence : 
« Thoſe that are in, may abide in; and thoſe that 
* are out, may abide out: yet to me, thoſe that are 
« in ſhall be as thoſe that are out, and thoſe that 
« are out ſhall be as thoſe that are in.” 
J am indifferent as to all thoſe matters, but I miſs 

you as much as I did the firſt day, when (with a 
ſhort ſign) I parted. Wherever you are, (or on the 
mountains of Wales, or on the coaſt of Dublin, 

Tu mihi, ſeu magui ſuperas jam ſaxa Timavi, 
Siu oram Illyrici legis @quoris — ) 

I am, and ever ſhall be Yours, be. 
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LETTER 
Mr. Gay to Dr. Sw Ir r. 3 

. Nov. 17, 1726. £ 

A Bont ten days ago a Book was publiſ d here of 
the Travels of one Gulliver, which hath been 

the converſation of the whole town ever ſince: The | whole impreſſion ſold in a week; and nothing is mo 
' diverting than to hear the different opinions people 
give of it, though all agree in liking. it extremely. 
*Tis generally ſaid that you are the Author; but L 
am told, the Bookſeller declares, he knows not 
from what hand it came. From the higheſt to the 
loweſt it is univerſally read , from the Cabinet- 
council to the Nurſery. The Politicians to a man 
agree, that it is free from particular refleftions, but 
that the Satire on general ſocieties of men is too 
ſevere. Not but we now and then meet with people 

of greater perſpicuity , who are in ſearch ſor particu- 
lar applications in every leaf; and ?tis highly . 
we ſhall have keys publiſh'd to give light into Gul- 

liver's deſign, Lord — is the perſon who leaſt ap- 
proves jt, blaming it as a deſign of evil conſequence 
to depreciate human nature, at which it cannot he 
wondered that he takes moſt offence, being himſelf 
the moſt accompliſh'd of his ſpecies, and ſo lofing 
more than any other of that praiſe which is due both 
to the dignity and virtue of a man ). Your friend, 

4) It is no wonder a man of worth ſhould condemn a 
ſatire on his ſpecies; as it injures Virtue and violates Truth: 
And, as little, that a corrupt man ſhould approve it, be- 
cauſe it jultifies his principles and tends. to exculs hs 

practice. 
* 
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my Lord Harcourt, commends it very much, though 
he thinks in ſome places the matter too far carried. 

The Dutcheſs Dowager of Marlborough is in raptures 
at it; ſhe ſays ſhe can dream of nothing elſe ſince ſhe 
read itz ſhe declares, that ſhe hath now found out, 
that her whole life hath been loſt in careſſing the 
worſt part of mankind, and treating the heſt as her 
foes; and that if ſhe knew Gulliver, tho' be had 

been the worſt enemy ſhe ever had, ſhe would give 
up her preſent acquaintance for his friendſhip. You 

may ſee by this, that you are not much injur'd by 
being ſuppos'd the Author of this piece. If you are, 
you have diſoblig'd us, and two or three of your beſt 
friends, in not giving us the leaſt hint of it while 
you were with us; and in particular Dr. Arbuthnot, 
who ſays it is ten thouſand pitys he had not known 
it, he could have added ſuch abundance of things 
upon every ſubjet, Among Lady - critics, ſome have 
found out that Mr. Gulliver had a particular malice 
to Maids of honour. Thoſe of them who frequent 
the Church, ſay, his deſign is impious, and that it 
is depreciating the works of the Creator. Notwith- 

ſtanding, I am told the Princeſs hath read it with 
great pleaſure. As to other Critics, they think the 
flying iſland is the leaſt entertaining; and ſo great 
an opinion the town have of the impoſſibility of Gul- 
liver's writing at all below himſelf, 'tis agreed that 
part was not writ by the ſame hand, tho this hath 
its defenders too. It hath paſs'd Lords and Com- 
mons, nemine contradicente; and the whole town, 
men, women, and children are quite full of it. 

Perhaps I may all this time be talking to you of 
a Book you have never ſeen, and which hath not yet 
reach'd Ireland; if it hath not, I believe what we 
have ſaid will be ſufficient to recommend it to your 
reading, and that you will order me to ſend it to you. 
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But it will-be much better to come over your ſell, 
and read it here, where you will have the pleaſure 
of variety of Commetators, to explain the difficult 
paſſages to you. 

We.all rejoice that you have fix'd the preciſe time 
of your coming to be cum hirundine prima; which 
we modern naturaliſts pronounce , ought to be ie 
kon'd , cotitrary to Pliny, in this northern latitui 
of fifty = two degrees, from the end of Februa 
Styl. Greg. at fartheſt. But to us your friends, t 0 
coming of ſuch a black ſwallow as you, will make a 
ſummer in the worſt of ſeaſons, We are no leſs glad 
at your mention of Twickenham and Dawley; and in 
town you know you have a lodgin ng at Court. 

The Princeſs is cloth'd in Iriſh 
ſervice to the Weavers. We are ſtrangely ſurpri?d 
to hear that the Bells in Ireland ring without your 
money. T hope you do not write the thing that is 

not. We are afraid that B — hath been guilty of that 
crime, that you (like Honynhum) have treated him 

as a Yahoo, and diſcarded him your ſervice. I feat you 
do not underſtand theſe modiſh terms, which ai 
ereature now underſtands but your ſelf. - 

You tell us your Wine is bad, and that the 
do not frequent your houſe, which we look upon to 
be tautology. The beſt advice we can give you is, 
to make them a preſent of Your wine, and come 
away to better. | 

You fancy we envy you, but you are "miſtaken ; s 
we envy thoſe you are with, for we cannot envy 
the man we love. Adieu. 

You. IX, bs 
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LETTER XIX. 

Nov. 16, 7756. ; 

Hare reſolved to take time; and in ſpite of all 
1 misfortunes. and demurs, which ſickneſs, lame- 
neſs , or diſability of any kind can throw in my 

way, to write you (at intervals) a long letter. My 
two leaſt fingers of one hand hang impediments to 
the others 1), like uſeleſs dependents, who only take 
up room, and never. are active or aſſiſtant to our 
wants : I ſhall never be much the better for em — J 
congratulate you firſt upon what you call your Cou- 
ſin's wonderful Book, which is publica trita manu 
at preſent, and 1 propheſy will be hereafter the ad- 
miration of all men. That countenance with which 
it is received by ſome ſtateſmen, is delightful; 1 
with I could tell you how every ſingle man looks 
upon it, to obſerve which has been wy whole diver- 
fon this fortnight. I've never been a night in Lon- 
don fince you left me, till now ſor this very end, and 
indeed it has fully anſwered my expettations. 

I find no conſiderable man very angry at the book; 
ſome indeed think it rather too bold, and too general 
a Satire: but none, that I hear of, accuſe. it of par- 
ticular reflections (I mean no perſons of conſe- 
ne or r good judgment ; the mob of Critics,” you 

7) This was occalioned by a bad accident as he was 
returning home in a friend's Chariot; which in paſſing a 
bridge was overturned, and thrown with the horſes into 

. the River. The glalles being up, and Mr. Pope unable to 
break them, he was in immediate danger of drowning , 
when the poſtillion, who had juſt recovered himſelf, beat 
the glaſs, which lay u 1 to pieces: a fragment of 

ope's hands very dangeroully, 
w -, 
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know, always are deſirous, to apply Satire to, thoſe 
they envy for being above them) ſo that you needed 

not to have been ſo ſecret upon this head. Motte 
receiv'd the copy Che tells me) he knew, not from 

| whence, nor from whom, dro d at his houſe . 
the dark, from a Hackney - coac 1 computing 
time, 1 found it was after you left 
my part, I ſuſpend my judgment. 

4a - 

I am pleas'd with the nature and quality. of your 
Preſent to the Princeſs. The Iriſh ſtuff you ſent to 
Mrs. H. her R. H. laid hold of, and has made up 
for her own uſe. Are you determin'd to be National 
in every thing, even in your, civilities ?. ou are the 
greateſt Politician in Europe at this rate; 
are a, rational Politician, there's no great fear of you, 
you will never ſucceed. _ 
Another thing, in which you have Wan 

was what you ſay. to Mr. P. by which it Cem 
me that you value-no man's civility above your, own 

I queſtion not, many men would be of your inti : 
macy, that you might bejof-their intereſt : But God for- 

_ dignity, or your own reaſon; Surely , without flat- 
tery , you are now above all parties of men, and it 
is high time to be ſo, after "any, or n wil | 
obſervation of the great world, l . 

Nullius addi us jurare in verba nacli. 

bid an honeſt or witty man ſhould be of any, but that 
of his country. They have ſcoundrels enough to write 

. 1 impartially Judge of YOU, © Ko." 

' for their paſſions and their deſigns; let us write for 
truth, for honour, and for poſterity. If you muſt 
needs write about Politics at all (but perhaps tis 
full as wiſe to play the fool any other way) ſurely it 

- vught- to be ſo as to preſerve the dignity and integrity 
of your character with thoſe times to come, which 

ngland,, fo, K or 

but as you 

% 

— n * 
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T wiſh you had writ to Lord Peterborow, no min 
is more affectionate toward you. Don't fancy none 
but Tories are your friends; for at that rate T muſt 
be, at moſt, but half your friend, and ſincerely am 
wholly ſo. Adieu, write often, and come ſoon, for 

many wiſh you well, and all wayld be glad of your 
company. 

» 4 > . : þ 1 a 

”Y LETTER XX; , 
From Dr. S w 1 r Tt. 

Dublin, Nov. 17, 1726. 

Am juſt come from anſwering a Letter of Mrs. 
1 H- 's writ in ſuch myſtical terms, that I ſhould 
never have found out the meaning, if a Book had 
not been ſent me called Gu/liver's Travels, of which 
you ſay ſo much in yours. I read the Book over, 
and in the ſecond colume obſerve ſeveral paſſages, 
Which appear to be patch'd and altered 2), and the 
ſtyle of a different fort (unleſs I am much miſtaken) 
Dr. Arbuthnot likes the Projectors leaſt 3); others, 
you tell me, the Flying iſland; ſome think it wrong 
to be ſo hard upon whole Bodies or Corporations, yet 
the general opinion is, that reflections on particular 
perſons are moſt to be blam'd: ſo that in thele caſes, 
I think the beſt method is to let cenſure and opinion 
take their courſe. A Biſhop here ſaid, that book 

was full of improbable lies, and for his part, he 

2) This was the fact, which is complained of and re- 
dreſſed in the Dublin Edition of the Dean's works, | 

) Becauſe he underſtood] it to be intended as a ſatire 
on the Royal Society, . ; | 
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hardly believed a word of it; and ſo much — 
Gulliver. 

Going to England is a very good thing, if it were 
not attended with an ugly eircumſtance of returning 

to Ireland. It is a ſhame you do not perſuade your 
Miniſters to keep me on that fide, if it were but by 
a court expedient of keeping me in priſon for a Plot- 
ter; but at the ſame time I muſt tell you, that ſuch 
Journeys very much ſhorten my. life, for a month | 
here is longer than ſix at Twickenham. 
How comes friend Gay to be ſo tedious ? another: 
man can publiſh fifty - thouſand Lies ſooner than he 
can fifty Fables. | | 
J am juſt going to e a very good office, it is 

to aſſiſt with the Archbiſhop, in degrading a Parſon 
who couples all our beggars, by which I ſhall make 
one happy. man: and decide the great queſtion of an 
indelible. character in favour of the principles in fa- 
ſnion; this I hope you will repreſent to the 1 
in my favour, as a Point of merit; ſo farewell t 
I return. 

I am come bock, and ave deprived the parſon, 
who, by a law here is to. be. hanged the next couple 
he marries: he declared to us that he reſolved to be 

| hanged, only deſired that when he was to go to the 
gallows, the Archbiſhop would take off his Excom- 
munication. Is not he a good Catholic? and yet h 
is but a Scotch - man. . This is the only Iriſh eb, 
ever troubled you with, and 1 think it deſerves 
notice. — Let me add, that, if I were Gulliver's 
friend, I woud deſire all my acquaintance to give out 

that his copy was baſely mangled, and abuſed and 
added to, and blotted out by the Printer; for ſo to 
me it ſeems „ in the ſecond volume Fe. 

5 dieu. E 3 * 
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Is E T T E R xxl. 

From Dr, 8 W 1 r* 917 g 

Decemb. 5, 1 

[| Believe the hurt In i your hand affects me more 
than it does yourſelf} and with reaſon, becauſe 

I may probably be a greater loſer by it. What have 
Accidents to do with thoſe who are neither jockeys, 
nor fox - hunters, nor bullies, nor drunkards? And 
yet a raſcally Groom ſhall gallop a foundred horſe 
ten miles upon a cauſeway, and get home ſafe. | 

I am very much pleas'd that you approve what 
was ſent, becauſe I remember to Have heard a great 
man ſay, that nothing required more judgment than 
making a preſent; which when it is done to thoſe 
of high rank, ought to be of ſomething that is not 
readily got for money. Yoy oblige me, and at the 
fame time do me juſtice in what you obſerve as to 
Mr. P. Beſides, it is too late in life for me to aft 
otherwiſe, and therefore 1 follow a very eaſy road 
to virtue, and purchaſe it cheap. If you will give 
me leave to join us, is not your life and mine a ſtate 
of power, and dependance a ſtate of ſlavery? We 
eare not three pence whether a Prince or Miniſter 
will ſee us or no; We are not afraid of having ill of- 
fices done us, nor are at the trouble of guarding our 
words for fear of giving offence, I do agree that 
Riches are Liberty, but then we are to put into the 
balance how long our apprenticeſhip is as laſt in Ace 
quiring them. | 

Since you have receiv'd the . 1 moſt ear- 

neſtiy intreat you to burn thoſe which you do not ap- 
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| prove, and in thoſe few where you may not... diſlike 
ſome parts, blot out the reſt, and ſometimes (tho? 
it be againſt the lazingſs of your nature I be ſo kind 
to make a few correftions , if the matter will bear 
them. I have ſome few of thoſe things I call Thoughts 
moral and diverting; if you pleaſe, I will ſend the 
beſt T can pick from them, to add to the new volume. 
J have reaſon to chuſe the method you mention of 
mixing the ſeveral verſes, and I hope thereby among 
the bad Critics to be ee to more merit ten is 
my m To x ; 

This moment 1 am [fo F bara a letter from 
my Lord Peterborow, for which I intreat you will 
preſent: him with my humble reſpects and thanks, 
tho' he all - to- be- Gullivers me by very ſtrong in- 

ſinuations. Though you deſpiſe Riddles, I am ſtrongly 
tempted to ſend a parcel to be printed by themſelves, 
and make a nine - penny jobb for the bookſeller, 

There are ſome of my own, wherein I exceed man- 
kind, Mira Poemata ! the moſt ſolemn that were 
ever ſeen; and ſome writ by others, admirable in- 
deed, but far inferior to mine;, but I will not praiſe 

_ - myſelf. You approve that writer who laughs and 
makes others laugh; but why ſhould I who hate the 
world, or you who do not love it, make it ſo happy? 
therefore I reſglve: from henceforth to handle only 
ſerious y_—_ „ miſe 4 tu, aofte e * 
en | 

2 : | Pe Yours, &c. 5 
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LETTER UI 
March 8, 1726- 7. 

R, Stopford will be the bearer of this letter, 
for. whoſe acquaintance I am, among many 

other favours, obliged to you; and I think the ac- 
quaintance of ſo valuable, ingenious, and wnaſleRted 
a man, to be none of the leaſt obligations, 171 

Our Miſcellany is now quite printed. I am pro- 
digiouſly pleaſed with this joint · volume, in which 
methinks we look like friends, ſide by ſide, ſerious 
and merry by turns, converſing interchangeably, and 
walking down hand in hand to poſterity; not in the 
ſtiff forms of learned Authors, flattering each other, 
and ſetting the reſt of mankind at nought: but in a 
free, unimportant, natural, eaſy manner; diverting 
others juſt as we diverted ourſelves, The third va- 
tume conſiſts of Verſes, but I would chuſe to print 
none but fuch as have ſome peculiarity, and may be 
diſtinguiſh'd for ours, from other writers, There's 
no end of making Books, Solomon faid, and above 
ail of making Miſcellanies, which all men can make. 
For unleſs there be a character in every piece, like 
the mark of the ele&, I ſhould not care to be one of 

135 the Twelve » thouſand ends 1 a 

You receiv'd, I hope, ſome commendatory verſes 
from a Horſe and a Lilliputian, to Gulliver; and an 
heroic Epiſtle of Mrs, Gulliver, The Bookſeller 
would fain haveprinted *em before the ſecond Edition 
of the Book, but I would not permit it without your 
approbation ; nor do I much like them. You ſee how 
much like a Poet I write, and yet if you were with 

us, you'd be deep in Politics. People are very warm, 
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and very angry, very little to] the purpoſe, but there- 
fore the more warm and the more angry: Non no- 
ftrum eſt, Tantas companere lites, I ſtay at Twit- 
nam, without ſo much as reading news- papers, 
votes, or any other paltry Pamphlets; Mr, Stopford 
will carry you a whole parcel of them, which are 

Tent for your diverſion, but not imitation. - For: un 
own part, methinks I am at e wm no 
but ancients and ſpirits about me. t tt 

| Lam rather better than ſv to be at "this. ſeaſon, 
dut my hand (tho, as you ſee, it has not loſt its 
cunning) is frequently in very aukward ſenſations, 
rather than pain. But to chnvinee you it is prett 
well, it has done ſome miſchief already, and juſt 
been ſtrong enongh to cut the other Ran oc while it 
"wa aiming to prune a e tree. 1 75 

Lady Bolingbroke has writ you Aa Jong, lively 
ter, which will attend this; Sheſhas very bad health, ; 
he very good. Lord Peterborow has writ twice to 
you; we fancy ſome letters have been intercepted, 
or loſt by accident. About ten thouſand things 1 
want to tell you: I wiſh you were as impatient to 
hear them, for if ſo, you would, you muſt come 
early this ſpring. Adieu. Let me have a line from 
you.” I am vex'd at loſing Mr. Stopford as ſoon as I 
knew him: but 1 thank God I have known him no 
longer. If every man one begins to value muſt ſettle 
in Ireland, pray make me know no more of 1 
nnen this one. 35 

7 

Las 4.4 a. ht pat Le of 
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LETTER I. 

; Oftob. 2, 1727. 

Ir: 1s à perfect trouble to me to write to you, and 
your kind letter left for me at Mr. Gay's affected 

me ſo much, that it made me, like a girl. I can't 
tell what to ſay to you; I only feel that I wiſh you 
well in every circumſtance of life; that tis almoſt as 
good to be hated as to be loved, conſidering the pain 
it is to minds of any tender turn, to find themſelves 
ſo utterly impotent to do any good or give any eaſe 

to thoſe who deſerve moſt from us. I would very 
fain know, as ſoon as you recover your complaints, 
or any part of them. Would to God I could caſe 
any of them, or had been able even to have alleviat- 
ed any! I found T was not, and truly it grieved me. 
'T was ſorry to find Fou could think yourſelf eaſier in 
any 'houſe than in mine, tho! at the ſame. time I 
can allow for a tendernefs in your way of thinking, 
even when it ſeem'd to want that tenderneſs. 1 
can't explain my meaning, perhaps you know it: 
But the beſt way of convineing you of my indulgence, 
will be, if I live, to viſit you in Ireland, and att there 
as much in my own Way as you did here in yours. 
1 will not leave your roof, if I am ill. To ybur bad 
health I fear there was added ſome difagreeable news 
'From Ireland, which might occaſion ypur ſo ſudden 
departure: For the laſt time T ſaw you; you aſſured 
me you would not leave us this whole winter, un- 
leſs your health grew. better, and I don't, find it did 
Jo. I never comply'd fo unwillingly in my life with 
any friend as with you, in ſtaying ſo intirely from 

you ; nor could I have had the conſtancy to do it, if 
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yon had not promiſed that before you went, we 
ſhou'd meet, and you would ſend to us all to come 
1 have given your remembrances to thoſe you men 
tion in yours: we are quite ſorry for you; mean 
for ourſelves. | I hope, as you do, that we ſhall 
meet in a more durable and more ſatisfattory ſtate 3 
but the leſs ſure I am of that, the more I would 
indulge it in this. We are to believe, we ſhall have 
Tomething better than even a friend, there, but 

certainly here we have nothing ſo good. Adieu for 
this time; may you find every friend you go to ag 
pleas'd and happy, as every exe you went from-ig 
_—_ _— troubled.” "Teva birt | aging 1 n 

{0 4 ELF ( , 

Your's , „ . 5 

. * 311 i 6 £3 & Bra A N 13% 12 
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LETTER V. 

„ Dr. 8 w 1 F 1. =— 25 

uf 

Bs _ f 2 Dublin, Oc. 12, 8 

es been long reaſoning with myſelf upon the 
condition Jam in, and in coneluſion have thought 

it beſt to return to what fortune hath made my home 
I have there a large houſe and ſervants: and com- 
veniencies about me. I may be worſe than Lam, 
and T have no where to retire. I therefore thought 
it beſt to return to Ireland, rather than go to any 
diſtant place in England. Here is my maintainancg, 
and here my convenience. If it pleaſes God to 
reſtore me to my health; I ſhall readily make a third 
journey; if not, we muſt part as all human creatures 
have parted. You ars the beſt and kindeſt friend 
in khe World, and I know nobady alive or dead :to 
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whom I am ſo much obliged; and if ever you made 
me angry, it was for your too much care about me. 
I have often wiſh'd that God almighty would be ſo 
eaſy to the weakneſs of mankind, as to let old friends 

de acquainted in another ſtate ; and if I were to write 
an Utopia for heaven, that would be one of my 
ſchemes. This wildneſs you 1 mutt allow for, becauſe 
1 am giddy and deaf. 
I find it more convenient to be ſick here, without 
the vexation of making my friends uneaſy ;, yet my 
giddineſs alone would not have done, if that un- 
ſociable comfortleſs deafneſs had not quite tired me. 
And I believe I ſhould have returned from the Inn, 
if I had not feared it was only a ſhort intermiſſion, 
and the year was late, and my licence expiring. 
purely beſides all other faults, I ſhould be a very ill 
judge, to doubt your friendſhip and kindneſs. But 
it hath pleaſed God that you are not in; a ſtate of 
health, to be mortified with the care art ſickneſs of 
a friend. Two ſick friends never did well together; 
fuch an office is fitter for ſervants 'and - humble com- 

panions, to whom it is wholly indifferent whether 
we give them trouble or no. The caſe would be 
quite otherwiſe if you were with me; you could fe- 
Fuſe to ſee any body, -and here is a large houſe where 
we need not hear each other if we were both ſick. 
1 have a race of orderly elderly people of both ſexes 

at command, who are of no conſequenee, and have 
gifts proper for attending us; who can bawl when I 
am deaf, and tread dali whem I am only giddy and 
would ſleep. | 
I had another reaſon for my haſte hither, which 
was changing my Agent, the old one having terribly 
involved my little affairs; to which however I am 

grown fo indifferent, that I believe I ſhall loſe two 
or three hundred pounds rather than plague myſelf 
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with accompts; fo that I am very well qualified to be 
a Lord, and put into Peter Walter's hands. 
Pray God continue and increaſe Mr. Congreve's 
amendment, though he does not deſerve, it like you, 
having been too laviſh of that health Which any 
gave him. 

I hope my Whitehall - landlord is nearer to a plats 
than when I left him; as the Preacher ſaid, « the 

« day of judgment was rer, than ever it bad 
« been before.” | 7 

Pray God ſend you health, det ſalutes „det v | 
animum eqguum tibi ipſe parabis. You ſee Horace 
wiſhed for money, as well as health; and I would 
hold a crown he kept a coach; and I ſhall never be 
n to the 2 till you do ſo too. 

Your's, A. 

8 th * —__—_— > - . PR 
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LETTER XXV. 
From Dr. 8 wir nr, 

Oktob. 30, 1727. 

HE firſt letter T writ after my landing was to 
Mr. Gay; but it would have been wiſer to 

dire it to Tonſon or Lintot, to whom 1 believe his 
lodgings are better known than 'to the runners of the 
Poſt - office. In that Letter you will find what a quick 
change I made in ſeven days from London to the 
Deanery, thro* many nations and languages unknown 
to the civilized world. And I have often reflected 
in how few hours, with a fwift horſe or a ſtrong 
gale, a man may come among a people as unknown 
to him as the Antipodes. If 1 did not know you 
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more by your converſation and kindneſs than by 
your letter, I might be baſe enough to ſuſpeRt, that 
in point of friendſhip you acted like ſome Philoſophers 
who writ much better upon Virtue. than they. prac- 
tiſed it. In anſwer, I can only ſwear that you have 
taught me to dream, which I had not done in twelve 
years further than by inexpreſſible nonſenſe; but 
now I can every night diſtinctly ſee Twickenham, and 
the Grotto, and Dawley, and many other et cetera's, 
and it is but three nights ſince I beat Mrs. Pope. I 
.muſt needs confeſs, that the pleaſure I take in think- 
ing on you is very much leſſened by the pain I am in 
about your health: ou pay dearly for the great 
talents God hath given you; and for the conſequences 
of them in the eſteem and diſtin&ion you receive 
from mankind, unleſs you can provide a tolerable 
ſock of health; in which purſuit I cannot much 
commend your conduct, but rather intreat you would 

mend it by following the advice of my Lord Boling- 
broke and your other Phyſicians. When you talk'd 

ol Cups and Impreſſions, it came into my head to 
imitate you in quoting Scripture, not to your ad- 
vantage; I mean what was ſaid to David by one of 

his brothers: «I knew thy pride and the naughtineſs 
« of thy heart; I remember when it grieved your 
ſoul to ſee me pay a penny more than my club at an 
inn, when you had maintained me three months at 
bed and board; for which if I had dealt with you in 

the Smithfield way it would have coſt me a hundred 
pounds, for I live worſe here upon more. Did you 
ever conſider that J am for life almoſt twice as rich 
as you, and pay no rent, and drink French wine 
twice as cheap as you do Port, and have neither 
Coach, Chair, nor mother? As to the world, I 
think you ought to ſay to it with St. Paul, /F we have 
ſown unto you ſpiritual things, is it a great thing if 

. 
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we ſhall reap your carnal things? This is more pro- 
per ſtill, if you conſider the French word /piritual, 
in which ſenſe the world ought-to. pay you Better 
than they do. If you made me a preſent of a thou- 

| ſand ponnd, I would. not allow myſelf to be in your 
debt; and if I made you a preſent of two, I would 
not- allow myſelf to be out of it. But I have 
not. half your pride: witneſs, what Mr. Gay fay 
in his letter, that I was cenſured for begging Pre- 
ſents, tho” J limited them to ten ſhillings. eee 
no reaſon, (at leaſt my friendſhip and vanity ſee 
none) why you ſhould' not give me a viſit, when 
you ſhall happen to be diſengaged : I will fend a per- 
ſon to Cheſter to take care of you, and you ſhall be 
uſed by the beſt folks we have here, as well as civi- 
lity and good - nature can contrive; I believe local 
motion will be no ill phyſic, and I will have your 
coming inſcribed on my Tomb, and recorded in never- 
dying verſe. 

1 thank Mrs. Pope for her prayers, but 1 know 
the myſtery. A perſon of my. acquaintance , who 
uſed to correſpond with the Jaſt Great Duke of Tuſ. 
cany, ſhewing one of the Duke's letters to a friend, 
and profeſſing great ſenſe of his Highneſs's ſriendihip, 
read this paſſage out of the letters, I wo::74 give one of 
my fingers to procure 1fout real good. The perſon to 
whom this was read, and who knew the Duke wel}, 
ſaid, the meaning of real! good was only that the 
other might turn a good Catholic. Pray aſk Mrs. 
Pope whether this ſtory is applicable to her and me? 
I pray God bleſs her, for I am ſure ſhe is a good 
Chriſtian, and ( which is almoſt as OF a Neg 
WI 

* 
4 

Adieu. 
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Mr. Gay to Dr. Swirr. 

. 

Octob. 22, 1727. 

HE ah family is at laſt ſettled, and in 
the liſt I was appointed Gentlemanuſher to the 

Princeſs Loviſa, the youngeſt Princeſs; which, upon 
account that I am ſo far advanced in life „I have de- 
clin'd accepting; and have endeavour'd, in the beſt 
manner I could, to make my excuſes by a letter to 
her Majeſty, So now all my expettations are va- 

niſb'd; and 1 have no proſpe&t, but in depending 
wholly upon myſelf, and my own conduit. As I am 
us'd to diſappointments, I can bear them; but as I 

can have no more hopes, I can no more 'be diſap- 
pointed, ſo that I am in a bleſſed condition, — You 
remember you were adyiſing me to go into Newgate 
to finiſh my ſcenes the more correftly — I now think 
I ſhall, for I have no attendance to hinder me; but 
my Opera is already finiſh'd. I leave the reſt of this 
paper to Mr. Pope. 

Gay is a Free- man, and I writ him a long Con- 
gratulatory Letter upon it. Do you the ſame: It 
will mend him, and make him a better man than a 
Court could do. Horace might keep his coach in 
Auguſtus's time, if he pleas'd; but I won't in the 
time of our Auguſtus. My Poem (which it grieves 
me that I dare not ſend you a copy of, for fear of 
the Curl's and Dennis's of Ireland, and ſtill more 
for fear of the worſt of Traytors, our Friends and 
Admirers) my Poem, I ay, will ſhew what a diſ- 
tinguiſhing age we lived in? Your name is in it, 
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with ſome others, under a mark of ſuch ignominy 
as you will not much grieve to wear in that com- 
pany. Adieu, and God bleſs you, and give you 
health and ſpirits, 

Meter thou chuſe Cervantes ſerions air, 

Or laugh and ſhake in Rab'lais eaſy chair, 

07 in tlie grager Gown inſtrutft mankind, 

Or, filent , let thy morals tell thy mind 

Theſe two verſes ave over and above what Tee ſaid 
of you in the Poem. Adieu. | 

dad. tht 

LETTER XVII. 

> 7 $6 S w ir to Mr. G AY. 

Dablin, Nov. 23, 1727. 

Entirely approve your refuſal of that employment, 
| and your writing to the Queen. I am perfectly 
confident you have a keen enemy in the Miniſtry 
God forgive him, but not till he puts himſelf in a 
ſtate to be forgiven. Upon reaſoning with myſelf, I 
ſhould hope they are gone too far to diſcard you quite, 
and that they will give you ſomething; which, al- 
though much leſs than they ought , will be (as far 
as it is worth) better circumſtantiated: And ſince 
you already juſt live, a middling help will make you 
juſt tolerable. Your lateneſs in life (as you fo ſoon 
call it) might be improper to begin the world with, 
but almoſt the eldeſt men may hope to ſee changes in 

a Court. A Miniſter is always ſeventy: You are 
F Volt. - 
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thirty years younger; and conſider, Cromwell him- 
ſelf did not begin to appear till he was older than you. 
I beg you will be thrifty, and learn to value a ſhit- 
ling, which Dr. Birch ſaid was a ſerious thing. Get 
a ſtronger fence about your 1000 /. and throw the 
inner fence into the heap, and be adviſed by your 
Twickenham landlord and me about an annuity. You 
are the moſt refractory, honeſt, good-naturd man I 
ever have known; I could argue of this paper —I 
am very glad your Opera is ſiniſned, and hope your 
friends will join the readier to make it ſucceed, dan 
you are ill- uſed by others. _ 

I have known Courts theſe thirty - u years, and 
know they differ; but in ſome things they are ex- 

tremely conſtant; Firſt, in the trite old maxim of a 
miniſter's never forgiving thoſe he hath injured ; Se- 
condly, in the inſincerity of thoſe who would be 

thought the beſt ſriends: Thirdly, in the love of 
fawning, cringing, -and tale-bearing: Fourthly, in ſa- 
criſicing thoſe whom we really with well, to a point 
of intereſt, or intrigue; Fiithly, in keeping every 
thing worth taking, for mole who can do ſervice or 
dif- ſervice. 

Now why does not Pods publffn his dulneſs? che 
rogues he marks will die of themſelves in peace, and 
ſo will his friends, and ſo there will be neither pu- 
niſhment, nor reward. — Pray enquire how my Lord 
St. John does? there's no man's health in Evgland 
I am more concerned about. than his. — I wonder 
whether you begin to taſte the pleaſure of Indepen- 
dency ? or whether you do-not ſometimes leer upon 
the Court, oculo retorto ? Will you not think of an 
Annuity, when you are two years older, and have 
doubled your purchaſe - money? Have you dedicated 
your Opera, and got the uſual - dedication «- fee of 
twenty guineas? How is-the Doctor? does he not 
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chide that you never called upon him for hints? Is 
my Lord Bolingbroke at the moment I am, writing, 

a planter, a philoſopher, or a writer? Is Mr, Pyltney 
in expectation of a ſon, or my Lord Oxford of a new 
old Manutcript? | i e 
I bought your Opera to- day for fix - pence, a cur- 
ſed print. I find there is neither dediration nor pre- 
face, both which wants Iapprove; it is in the grand Fro + pak. e r0RP Oe" 

We are as full of it pro modnly nofiFo as London 
can be; continually acting, and honſes cramm'd, 

and the Lord Lieutenant ſeveral times there laughing 
his heart out. I did not underſtand that the ſcene 
of Locket and Peachum's quarrel was an imitation 
of one between Brutus and Caſſius, till I was told it. 

I wiſh Mackheath, when he was going to be hang*d; 
had imitated Alexander the great when he was dying : 
1 would have had his fellow - rogues defire his com- 
mands about a Succeſſor, and he to anſwer; Let it 
be the moſt worthy, &c. We hear a million of 
ſtories about the Opera, of the applauſe at the ſong, 
That was levePd at me, when to great Miniſters were 
in a box together; and all the world ſtaring at them. 
I am heartily glad your Opera hath mended your 
purſe, though perhaps it may ſpoil your court. 

Win you defire my Lord Bolingbroke, Mr. Pultney, 
and Mr. Pope, to command you to buy an. annuity 

with two thouſand pounds? that you may laugh at 
courts, and bid Miniſters. — . 
Ever preſerve ſome ſpice of the Alderman, and 
prepare againſt Age and Dulneſs, and Sickneſs, and 
Coldneſs or Death of Friends. A Whore has a re- 
ſource left, that ſhe can turn hawd; but an old de- 
cay'd Poet is a creature abandowd, and at mercy, 
when he can find none. Get me likewiſe Polly's 
Meſſo- tinto. Lord, how _ ſchool - boys at Weſt- 4 | 
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minſter, and Univerſity - lads adore you at this june- 
ture! Have you made as many men laugh, as Minf- 
ſters can'make weep? 

I will excuſe Sir — the trouble of a letter: When 
Ambaſſadors came from Troy to condole. with Tibe- 
rius upon the death of his Nephew, after two years; 
the Emperor anſwered, that he likewiſe condoled 
with them for the untimely death of Heftor. I ak 
ways loved and reſpe&ed him very much, and do 
ſtill as much as ever; and it is a return ſufficient, if 

he pleaſes to accept the offers of wy moſt humble | 
ſervice, 

The Beggar's Opera hath knock'd down Gulliver; 
I hope to ſee Pope's Dulneſs knock down the Beggar $ 
Opera, but not till it hath fully done its jobb. 

To expoſe vice, and make people laugh with in- 
fiocence, does more public fervice than all the Mini- 
ters of ſtate from Adam to Weng , and ſo adieu. | 

——_— 
— — —_ 

e ps I 
Lord BoLINGBROKE to Dr. SWIFT. 

OPE charges himſelf with this letter; he has 
been here two days, he is now hurrying to Lon- 

don, he will hurry back to Twickenham in two days 
more, and before the end of the week he will be, 
for ought I know, at Dublin. In the mean time 
his 1) Dulneſs grows and flouriſhes as if he was 
there already. It will indeed be a noble work; the 
many will ſtare at it, the few will ſmile, and all 

1) The Dunciad. : 

— . rr 



his Patrons from Bickerſtaf to Gulliver will rejoics, 
to ſce themſelves adorn'd in that immortal piece. 

I hear that you have had ſome return of your ill 
neſs which carried. you ſo ſuddenly from. us: Cif in- 
deed it was your own illneſs which made you in ſuch 

| haſte, to be at Dublin. Dear Swift take care of your 
| health, I'll give you a receipt for it, à Ia Montagne, 
or which is better à {a Brugere. Nourifer bien, votre 
car s; ne le fatiguer jamais: laiſſen rouillen 1'eſprit, 

| queuble inutil, voixe outil dangereux : Laiger ſouner 

vos clockes le matin pom eveiller les chaugiues, et pour. 
faire dormir le Doyen d'un ſummmeil dot et profound, 
gui lui procure de begux fou ges: Lever vaus taxd, et 
aller a PEgliſe, pont vous faire payer d' avoir. bien 
dorms at bien dei eu: As to mylelt (a parſon about 
whom I concern myſelf very little) I muſt ſay a 
word or two out of complaiſance to you. I am in 

my farm, and here I ſhoot ſtrong and tenacious roots: 
1 have caught hold of the earth (to uſe a Gardener's 
phraſe) and neither my egemijes nor my, friends will 
find it an eaſy matter to tranſplant me again. Adieu, 
let me hear from you, at leaſt of you: I love you 
for a thouſand things, ſor none more than for the 

juſt eſteem and love which you have for all the ſons 
of Adam. hy 
1 According to Lord Bolinghrake's account I 
ſhall be at Dublin in three days. I cannot help ad- 
ding a word, to deſire you to expe& my ſoul there 
With you by that time; but as ſor the jade of a body 
that is tack'd to it, I fear there will be no dragging 
it alter. I aſſure you I have few. friends here to de- 
tain me, and no powerſul one at Court abſolutely to 
forbid my journey. I am told the Gynocracy are of 
opinion, that they want no better writers than Cib- 
ber and the Britiſh. journaliſt; ſo that we may live 
at quiet, and apply. ourſelves to our more abſtruſe 

F 3 | 
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ſtudles. The only Courtiers I know, or have the 
honour to call my friends, are John Gay and Mr. 
Bowry ; the former is at preſent fo employed in the 
elevated airs of his Opera, and the latter in the ex- 
altation of hls high dignity (that of her Majeſty's 
Waterman) that I can ſcarce obtain a categorical 
anſwer from either to any thing I ſay to em. But 
the Opera ſueceeds extremely, to yours and my ex- 
treme ſatisfaction, of which he promiſes this poſt to 
give you a full account. I have been in a worfe con- 
dition of health than ever, and think my immortalit 
is very near out of my enjoyment: ſo it muſt be in 
you, and in poſterity, to make me what amends you 
can for dying young. Adieu. While I am, I am 
yours. Fray love me, and e care of vourſelf. 

1 0 * „ 1 2 i a al el <4. Se - * * — 
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March. 23, 1727 + * { 

Send vou a very odd thing, a paper printed in 
Boſton in New - England, wherein you'll find a 

real perſon, a member of their Parliament, of the 
name of Jonathan Gulliver. ' If the fame of that 
Traveller has travell'd thither, it has travell'd very 
quick, to have folks chriſtew'd already by the name 
of the ſuppoſed Author. But if you object, that no 
child ſo lately chriſten'd could be arrived at years of 
maturity to be elected into Parliament, I reply (to 
ſolve the Riddle) that the perſon: is an Arabs ptift, 
and not chriſtewd till full age, which ſets all — 
However it be, the accident is very Singular; re | 
theſe two names * be united. 



© Mr. Gay's Opera has! been afted'near forty days 
running, and will certainly continue the whole ſeaſon. 
So he has mote than a fence about his thouſand 
pound 2): he!I'foon be thinking of a fence about his 
two thouſand. ''Shall no one of us live as we would 
wiſh each other to live? Shall he have no annuity, 
you no ſettlement on this ſide, and I no proſpet of 
getting to you on the other? This world is made for 
Czſar — as Cato ſaid, for ambitious, falſe, or flat- 
tering people to domineer in: Nay they would not, 
by their good will, leave us our very books, thoughts, 
or words, in quiet. I deſpiſe the world yet, I aſſure 
you, more than either Gay or you, and the Court 
more than all the reſt of the world. As for thoſe 

| Scriblers for whom you apprehend I would ſuppreſs 
my Dunes (which by the way, for the future, you 
are to call by a more pompous name, Tie Dunciad) 
how müch that neſt of Hornets are my regard, will 
eaſily appear to you when you read the Treatiſe of 
% e 

At all adventures, yours and my name ſhall ſtand. 
linked as friends to poſterity, both in verſe and proſe, 
and (as Tully calls it) in conſnetudi ns Studiortum. 
Would to God our perſons could but as well, and as 
ſurely, be inſeparable! I find my other Tyes drop- 
ping ſrom me: ſome worn off, ſome torn off, others 
relaxing daily: My greateſt , both by duty, gratitude, 
and humanity Time is ſhaking every moment, and 
441 Bs x # BY 

29 Before Mr. Gay had ſenced this thouſand pounds, he 
had a conſultation with his friends about the diſpoſal of it. 
Mr. I., adviſed him to intruſt it to the funds, and live upon 
the intereſt; Dr. Arbuthnot, to intruſt it to Providence, and 
live upon the principal; and Mr, Pope was for purchaling an 

nuicy ſor life. In this uncertainty he could only ſay. witt 
: $ 4 b 

the old man in Terence, feciſtis probe : 
Incertior ſum multo, quam dudium, 
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it now hangs but by a thread! I am many years the 
older, for living ſo much with one ſo old; much the. 
more helpleſs, for having been ſo long help'd and 
tended by her; much the more conſiderate and tender, 
for a daily commerce with one who requir'd me, 
juſtly to be both to her; and onflguently the more 
melancholy and thoughtful; z and the leſs fit ſor others, 
who want only in a companion or a friend, to be 
amuſed or entertained. My conſtitution too has had. 
its ſhare of decay, as well as my ſpirits, and I am 
as much in the decline at forty as you at ſixty. I 

bpelieve we ſhould be fit to live together, cou'd I get 
a little more health, which might make me not quite. 

inſupportable: Your Deafneſs wou'd agree with my 
Dulneſs ; you would not want me to ſpeak when you 
could not hear. But God {orbid you ſhou'd be as de- 

ſtitute of tue ſocial comforts of life, as I mult when 
I loſe my mother; or that ever you ſhou'd loſe your 
more uſeful acquaintance ſo utterly, as to turn your 
thoughts to ſuch a broken reed as I am, who could 
ſo ill ſupply your wants. I am extremely troubled 
at the returns of your deafneſs; you cannot be too 
particular in the accounts of your, health to me; every 
thing you do or ſay in this Kind obliges me, nay, 
delights me, to fee the juſtice you do me in think- 
ing me-concern'd in all your concerns; ſo that though 

the pleaſanteſt thing you can tell me be that you are 
better or eaſier; next to that it pleaſes me, that you 
make me the. perſon you would complain to. 

” = #9 & 

As the obtaining the love of valuable men is the 
happieſt end I know of this life, ſo the next felicity 
is to get rid of fools and ſcoundrels; which I can't 

but own to you was one part of my deſign in falling 
upon theſe Authors, whoſe incapacity is not greater 
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than their inſincerity, and of w . e e 
N (if I may quote 1 d) en 

e. 

Taat each bad Author is as 104 a Bird. Fe 

This Poem will rid me of thoſe inſefts, 1 Tr tro 

Cedite, Rowan Ser iptores „ coding; Grail; 

N efcio quid majus en ſliade. 

0 "on than my lliad; and 1 call it Neis uid ; | 
Whſch is a degree of motleftly; but howover if it 

flence theſe fellows 5), it muſt be en greater 
than any Iliad” in | Chriſtendom. ? * e 

ere r ber ang 255 ef wg en, | 
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rok ks bed an 17, hg. 

* wich eat: wleakath ſhewn the New-England' 
News -paper with the two names Jonathan Guly 

liver y and I remember Mr. Forteſcue ſent you. an 
account from the aſſizes, of one Lemuel Gulliver 
who had a Cauſe there, and loſt it on his ill reputa: 
tion of being a liar. Theſe are not the only obſer- 
vations J have made upon odd ſtrange aceideuts iy 
trifles, which in things of great importance would 
have Sogn matter for hiſtorians, Mr. Gay's Opers 

3) It Ga. in a little time,  effetually filence them. 

F 5 * . 



hath been afted here twenty times, and my Lord 
Lieutenant tells me, it is very well perform'd; he 
hath ſeen it often , and approves it much. 

You give moſt melancholy account of yourſelf, and 
which I do not approve. | I reckon that a man ſub- 
Jet like us to bodily infirmities, ſhould only occa- 
fienally converſe with great people, notwithſtanding 
all their good qualities, eaſineſſes, and kindneſſes. 
There is another race which J prefer before them, as 
Beef and Mutton. for conſtant. diet before Partrid 
I mean a middle kind both for underſtanding an 
fortune, who are perfectly eaſy, never impertinent, 
complying in every thing, ready to do a hundred 
little offices that you and I may often want, who 

dine and ſit with me five times for once that I go to 
them, and whom I can tell without offence, that I 

; i 

am otherwiſe engaged at preſent. This you cannot 
expect from any to thoſe that either you or I or both 

are acquainted with on your ſide; who are only fit 
for our healthy ſeaſons, and have much buſineſs of 
their own, God forbid: I ſhould condemn you to 

Ireland (Quanguam 0!) and for England I deſpair; 
and indeed a change of affairs would come too late at 
my ſeaſon of life, and might probably produce nothin 
on my behalſ. You have kept Mrs. Pope longer, an 
have had her care beyond what from nature yeu could 
expeft; not but her lofs will be very ſenſible, when+ : 

ever it ſhall happen. I ſay one thing, that both 
ſummers and winters are milder here than with you: 
all things for life in general better ſor a middling 

fortune: you will have an abſolute eommand of your 
company, with whatever obſequiouſneſs or freedom 
you may expect or allow. I have an elderly houſe- 
keeper, who hath been my Win- le above thirty 
ears, whenever I liv'd in this kingdom. I have 

the command of one or two villa's near this town ; 
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von have a Warm apartment in this houſe, andliws 
gardens for amuſement. ' I have ſaid enough, yet not 
half. Except abſence from friends, I tonfels freel 
that I have no diſcontent at living here; beſides wh 

_ ariſes from a filly ſpirit of Liberty, which as it nei 
ther ſours my drink, nor hurts my meat, nor ſpoils 
my ſtomach farther than in imagination, 0 1 relolys 
to throw it off. 

Vuoou talk of this Dunchad, but 1 am pats” 60 
| have it volate per ora — there is now a vacancy 
for ſame; the Beggar's Opera hath done © ball 
al ſcedit . Maren ſar, Cob 
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From De. 8 W. 1 * r. 

"fine" 1, at.” 

Look upon my Lied Bolitigbroke and us two, 4 
a peculiar Triumvirate, who have nothing to e 

pett, or to fear; and ſo far fitteſt to convorſe with 
one another; Only he and I are a little ſubject to 
ſchemes, and ene of us (I won't ſay which) upon 
very weak appearances, and this you have nothin 
to do with. I do-profeſk without affectation, thi 
your kind opinion of me as a Patriot (ſince you call 
it ſo) is what I do not deſerve; becaeſe what I db 
is owing to perfect rage and reſentment, and the 
mortifying fight of flavery, folly, and baſeneſs about 
me, among which Pm forc'd to live. And I will 
take my oath that you have more Virtue in an hous, 
than 1 in ſeven years; for you deſpiſe the follies, 
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and hate the vices of mankind, without the leaſt ill 
effeft on your temper; and with regard to particular 
men, you are inclined always rather to think the 
better, whereas with me it is always directly cou- 
trary. I hope however, this is not in. you from a 
ſaperior principle of virtue, but from your ſituation, 
which hath made all parties and intereſts indifferent to 
you, who can be under no concern about high and 
low - church, Whig-and Tory, or who is firſt Mini- 
ſter — Your long letter was the laſt. I received till 
this by Dr. Delany, although you mention another 
ſince. The Dr. told me your ſecret about the Dun- 
ciad, which does not pleaſe me, becauſe it defers 
gratiſying my Vanity in the moſt tender point, and 
perhaps may wholly. diſappoint it, As to one of your 
enquiries, I am eaſy enough in great matters, and 
have a thouſand paltry! vexations in my little ſtation, 
and the more contemptible, the more vexatious. 

There might be, a Lutrin writ upon the tricks uſed 
by my Chapter to teize me. 1 do not converſe with 
one creature of Station or Title, but I have a ſett 
of eaſy people whom I entertain when I have a mind; 
J have formerly deſcrib'd them to you, but, wheh 
you come, you ſhall have the honqurs of the country 
as much as you pleaſe, and I ſhall on that account 
make a better figure, as. long as L live. Pray God 
preſerve Mrs. Pope for !your ſake and eaſe; I love 
and eſteem her too mich to, wiſh it for her own: If 
4; were five and twenty, I would wiſh to be of her 
age; to be as ſecure as ſhe is of a better liſe. Mrs. 
P. B. has writ to me, and is one of the beſt Letter- 
writers J know; very good ſenſe, civility and ſriend- 
Tip, without any ſtiffueſs or conſtraint, The Dun- 
ciad has taken wind here, but if it had not, you 
are as much known here as in England, and the 
Uuiverſity-lads will crowd to Kiſs the hem of your 
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garment. I am griev'd to hear that my Lord Boting- 
broke's ill health fore'd him to the Bath. Tell me, 
is not Temperance a neceſſary virtue ſor great men, 

ſince it is the parent of Eaſe and Liberty ? ſo neceſſary 
for the uſe and improvement of the mind, and which 
Philoſophy allows to be the greateſt felicities of life? 

I believe, had health been given ſo liberally to you, 
it would have been better huſbanded without ſhams 
to g pre” Ws ts 

RY OW * IK. I 

LETTER XXIII. 

e Jans 28, — 1 

Now hold. the pen for my Lord Bolingbroke, who 
is reading your letter between two Haycocks; but 

his intention is ſomewhat diverted by caſting his eyes 
on the clouds, not in admiration of what you lay, 
bat for fear of a ſhower. He is pleas'd with your 
placing him in the Triumvirate between yourſelf and 
me; tho' he ſays that he doubts he ſhall fare like 
Lepidus, while one of ns runs away with all the 
power like Auguſtus, and another with all the plea- 
fares like Anthony. It is upon a foreſight of this, 
that he has fitted up his farm, and you will agree, 
that this ſcheme of retreat at leaſt is not founded 
upon weak appearances. Upon his return from the 
Bath, all peceant humours, he finds, are purg'd 
out of him; and his great Temperance and Oecotio- 
my are fo ſignal, that the firſt is fit for my conſtitu- 
tion, and the latter would enable you to Jay up ſo 
much money as to buy a Biſhoprick in England, As 
to the return of his health and vigour, were you 

here, you might enquire of his Hy- makers; but 
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as to his temperance, I can anſwer. that (ſor one 
whole day) we have had nothing ſor dinner but 

utton - broth , beans and bacon,. and a Barn- door 
owl. 

Now his Lordſhip is run after his Cart, I have. a 
moment left to myſelf to tell you, that I over - heard 
him yeſterday agree with a Painter for 200 J. to 
paint his country - hall with Trophies of Rakes, ſpades, 
prongs, &c. and other ornaments merely to coun- 
tenance his calling this place a Farm — now turn 
over a new leaf. — 

He bids me aſſure you, he ſhould be ſorry not t6 
have more ſchemes of kindneſs for his friends, than 
of ambition for himſelf: There, tho' his ſchemes may 
be weak, the motives at leaſt are ſtrong; and he ſays 
further, -if you could bear as great a fall, and de- 

_ creaſe of your revenues, as he knows by experiencs 
he can, you wou d not live in Ireland an hour. F. 

The Dunciad is going to be printed in all pomp, 
with the inſtription, which makes me proudeſt. It 
will! be attended with Proeme, Prolegomena, Tefti- 

 monia Scriptorum , Iudex Authorum; and Notes 
Variorum. As to the latter, I defire you to read 

| over the Text, and make a few in any way you like 
beſt 4), whether dry raillery, upon the ſtile and 
way of commenting of trivial critics; or humourous, 
upon the authors in the poem; or hiſtorical, of per- 
ſons, places, times; or explanatory; or collecting 
the parallel paſſages of the Ancients. Adieu. I am 

pretty well, my Mother not ill, Dr. Arbuthnot vex'd 
with his fever by intervals; I am afraid he declines, 

and we ſhall loſe a worthy man: Lam troubled about 
him very much. | 

| 1 am Ain, 4; 

4) Dr, Swift did fo, 
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LETTER xXill. 
From Dr. S WIr r. 

July 16, 1724. 

4 a run 1 over the Danciad in an Iriſh — * 
tion (1 ſuppoſe ſull of faults). which a gentleman 

y me. The notes I could wiſh. to be very large, 
in what relates to the perſons concerned; for I have 
long obſerv'd that twenty miles from London no-body 
underſtands hints, iflitial letters, or town - facts and 

| pallages ; and in a = years not even thoſe who live 
in London. I would have the names of thoſe ſcrib- 
lers printed indexically at the beginning or end of 
the Poem, with an account of their works, ſor the 
reader to refer to. I would have all the Parodies 

(as they are call'd Y referred to the author they 
imitate — When 1 began this long paper, I thought 
1 ſhould have fill'd it with ſetting down the ſeveral 

. paſſages, I had mark'd. in the edition I had; but I 
ſind it unneceſſary, ſo many of them falling under 
the ſame rule. Alter twenty times reading the whole, 
1 never in my opinion ſaw ſo much good ſatire, or 
more good ſenſe, in ſo many lines. How it paſſes in 
Dublin I know not yet; but I am ſure it will be a 
great diſadvantage to the poem, that the perſons and 
facts will not be underſtood, till an explanation comes 
out, and a very full one. 1 imagine it is not to be 
publiſhed till towards winter, when folks begin to 
gather in town. Again I inſiſt, you muſt have your 
Aſteriſks filled up with ſome real names of real Dunces. 
I am now reading your preceding letter, of June 

28, and find that all Thave advis'd above is mention'd 
there, I would be glad to know whether the quarts 
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edition is to come out anonymouſly, as publiſhed by 
the Commentator, with all his pomp of prefaces, &c. 
and among many complaints of ſpurious editions? I 
am thinking whether the Editor ſhould not follow 
the old ſtyle of, This excellent author, &c. and re- 
fine in many places when you meant no refinement ; 
and into the bargain take all the load of naming the 
dunces, their qualities, hiſtories, and perſormances? 

As to your ſelf, I doubt you want a ſpurreron to 
-exerciſe and to amuſements; but to talk of decay at 
your ſeaſon of life is a jeſt. But you are not ſo re- 
gular as I. You are the moſt temperate man God- 
ward, and the moſt -intemperate your ſelfward, 
of moſt I have known. I ſuppoſe Mr. Gay will 
return from the Bath with twenty pounds more 
fleſh, and two hundred leſs in money: Providence 
never deſigned him to be above two and twenty, by 
his thoughtleſſnefs and Cullibility. He hath as little 
foreſight of age, ſickneſs, poverty, or loſs of admi- 
rers, as a girl at fifteen. By the way, I muſt ob- 
ſerve, that my Lord Bolingbroke ( for the effects of 
his kindneſs to me) argues moſt ſophiſtically : The 
fall from a million to a hundred- thouſand pounds is 
not ſo great, as from eight hundred pounds a year 
to one: Beſides, he is a controller of Fortune, and 
Poverty dares not look a great Miniſter in the face, 
under his loweſt declenſion. I never knew him live 
fo great and expenſively as he hath done ſince his 
return from Exile; ſuch mortals have reſources that 
others are not able to comprehend. But God bleſs 
You, whoſe great genius has not ſo tranſported you 
as to leave you to the courteſy of mankind; for 
wealth is liberty; and liberty is a bleſſing fitteſt for 
a Philoſopher — and Gay is a Slave juſt by two thou- 

ſand pounds too little. — And Horace was of wy mind, 

and let my Lord contradict him, it he dares, — 
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DE Bath, Nov. 12, 17a. q 
|. Have paſt ſix . tis queſt of health, and found. 

it not; but I found the folly of ſollicitude about 
it in a hundred inſtances; the contrariety of opinions 
and practices, the inability of plryſicians, the blind 
obedience of ſome patients, and as blind rebellion of 
others. I believe at a certain time of life, men are 
either fools, or phyſicians for . and [mares | 
or divines themſelves. 
It was much in my hopes thak ae Intended ws 
winter's viſit, but laſt week I repented that wiſh; 
having been alarmed with a report of your lying ill 
on the road from Ireland; from which J am juſt re- 
lieved by an aſſurance that you are ſtill at Sir A — 's 

planting and building; two things that I envy you 
for, beſides a third, which is the ſociety of a valu- 
able Lady. I conclude (tho'“ I know nothing of it 
that you quarrel with her, and. abuſe her every day, 
if ſhe is ſo. I wonder I hear of no Lampoons upon 
her; either made by yourſetf;-or by others, becauſe 
you eſteem her. I think it a vaſt pleaſure that when- 
ever two people. .of merit regard one another, ſo 
many ſcoundrels envy and are angry at them; tis 

bearing teſtimony to a merit they cannot reach; and 
if you knew the infinite content I have receiv'd of 
late, at the finding yours _ my name conſtantly 
united in any filly ſcandal, I think you would 
near to ſing Io. Trium and celebrate my happineſß 
in verſe; and, I believe, if you won't, I ſhall. The 
inſcription to the Dunciad is now printed and inſerted 
in the Poem. Po you: care Iſhould: ſay any thing 

G Vor. IX. 
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farther how much that poem is yours? ſince certainly 
without you it had never been. Would to God we 
were together for the reſt of our lives! The whole 

weight of Scriblers would juſt ſerve to find us amuſe- 
ment, and not more. I hope you are too well em- 
ployed to mind them: every ſtick you plant, and 
every ſtone you lay, is to ſome purpoſe; but the . | 

ſs of ſuch lives as theirs is but to die daily, 
bour, and raiſe nothing. I only wiſh we 3 

comfort each other under our bodily infirmities, and 
let thoſe who have ſo great a mind to have more 
Wit than we, win it and wear it. Give us but eaſe, 
health, peace, and fair weather! I think it is the 

_ beſt wiſh in the world, and you know whoſe it was. 
If I liv'd in Ireland, I fear the wet climate wou'd 
indanger more than my life; my humour, and health ; 
I am fo Atmoſpherical a creature. | 

I muſt not omit acquainting you, that what you 
heard of the words ſpoken of you in the Drawing- 
room, wag not true. The ſayings of Princes are ge- 
nerally as ill related as the ſayings of Wits. To 
ſuch reports little of our regard ſhould be given, and 
leſs of our conduct influenced "0 them. os, 
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LETTER WV. 

From Dr. S rer. 

Dublin, Feb. 13, 1728. : 

Lived very eaſily in the country: Sir A. is a man 
of ſenſe, and a ſcholar, has a good voice, and 

my lady a better; ſhe is perfectly well bred, and 
deſires to en her 3 which j is very. 



good, but cultivated too much like a fine Lady. She 
was my pupil there, and ſeverely chid when ſhe read 
. wrong; with that, and walking, and making twenty 
little amuſing improvements, and writing family ver- 
ſes of mirth by way of libels on my Lady, my time 
paſt very well and in very great order; infinitely. bet- 
ter than here where I ſee no creature but my ſer- 
vants and my oldPreſbyterian houſe - keeper, denying 
. myſelf to every body, till I ſhall recover my ears. 
The account of another Lord Lieutenant was only 
in a common news- paper, when I was in the coun- 
try; and if it ſhould have happen'd to be true, I 
- would have deſired to have had acceſs to him as the 
fituation Iam in requires. But this reneys the grief 
for the death of our friend Mr. Gongreve, whom 1 
loved from my youth, and who ſurely, beſides his 
other talents, was a very agreeable companion. He 
had the misfortune to ſquander away 7 very good 
conſtitution in his younger days; and I think a man 
of ſenſe and merit like him, is bound in conſcience 
"to preſerve his health for the ſake of his friends, as 
well as of himſelf. Upon his own account I could 
not much deſire the continuance of his life, under ſo 
much pain, and ſo many infirmities. Tears have not 
yet hardened me; and I have an addition of weight 

5 on my ſpirits ſince we loſt him; tho! I ſaw him ſo 
3 ſeldom, and poſſibly, if he had live'd on, ſhould never 
[2 have ſeen him more. I do not only wiſh as you aſk 
1 i me, that I was unacquainted with any deſerving per- 
F Jon, but almoſt that I never had a friend. Here 
% an ingenious good - humour'd Phyſician, a fine ge! 

leman, an excellent ſcholar, eaſy in his fortunes. 
0 | kind to every body, hath abundance of friends, ey- 
i tertains them often and liberally, they paſs the eve- 
| ning with him at cards, with plenty of good meat 
i _ and wine, . or a dozen together; he loves. them 
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alf, and they him. He has twenty of theſe at com- 
mand; if one of them dies, it is no more than poor 
Tom! he gets another, or takes up with the reſt, 
and is no more mov'd than at the loſs of his cat; he 
' offends no- body, is eaſy with every body — 1s not 
this the true happy man? I was deſeribing him to 
my Lady A — , who knows him too, but ſhe hates 
him mortally by my character, and will not drink 

| his health: I wold give half my fortune for the ſame 
»temper, and yet I eannot ſay I love it, for I do not 
love my Lord — who is much of the Doctor's nature. 
'I-hear Mr. Gay's ſecond Opera, whick' you mention, 
is forbid; and then he will be once more fit to be 
adviſed, and reje& your advice. Adieu. | 

F<; . i , 7 
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Dr. Swirr to Lord Boring. 

1 

: yg 33 Dublin, March 21, 1729. 

ob tell me you have not quitted the deſign of 
collecting, Writing, &c. This is the anſwer 

of every ſinner who defers his repentance. I wiſh 
Mr. Pope were as great an urger as I, who long for 
nothing more than to ſee truth under your hands, 
"laying all detraftion in the duſt — J find myſelf diſ- 
poſed every year, or rather every month', to be more 
"angry and revengeful; and my rage is fo ignoble, 
hat it deſcends even to reſent the folly and baſenefs 
ol the enſlay'd people among whom I live, I knew 
an old Lord in Leiceſterſhire, who amuſed himſelf. 
with RY J have b. and ſpades for his Tenants 
gratis. have higher ideas left, if I werd 
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nearer , to OY on which I might Fg them; 
and contemning my rivate fortune, would gladly , 

| croſs the channel and ſtand by, while my betters 
were driving the Boars out of the garden, if there 
be any probable expeftation of ſuch an endeavour. 
When I was of your age I often thought of death, 
but now aſter a dozen years more, it is never out of 
my mind, and terrifies me leſs. I conclude that 

| Providence hath order'd our fears to decreaſe with 
our ſpirits ; and yet I love /a bagatelle better than . 
ever: for finding it troubleſome to read at night, and. 
the company here growing talteleſs, I am always 

| writing ad proſe, or worſe verſes, either of rage 
or raillery, whereof ſome few eſcape to give offence | 
ox mirth, and the reſt are burnt, . 

They print Tome Iriſh traſh in Land: 11 n 
it on me, which you will clear me of to my friends, 
ſor all are ſpurious except one 7) paper, for which 
Mr. Pope very lately chid me. 1 remember your. 
Lordſhip us'd to ſay, that a few good ſpeakers would 
in time carry any point that was right; and that the 
common method of a majority by calling, To the 
queſtion, would never hold long when reaſon was on 
the other fide. Whether politics do not change like 
gaming by the invention of new tricks, I am ignorant? 
but 1 believe in your time you would never, as a 
Miniſter, have ſuffer'd an Act to pafs thro' the H. 
of C -s, only becauſe you were ſure of a majority 
in the H. of L — ds to throw it out; becauſe it 
would be unpopular, and conſequently a loſs of re- 
putation. Yet this we are told hath been the caſe in' 
the qualification - bill relating to Penſioners. It ſnould 
ſeem to me that Corruption like avarice , hath no, 

7) Entituled, A Libel on Dr, Delany, and a lain 
great Lord, 

6 4: 
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bounds. 1 had opportunities to know the proceedings 4 
of your miniſtry better than any other man of my 
rank; and having not much to do, I have often com- 
par'd it with theſe laſt ſixteen years of a profound 
peace all over Europe, and we running ſeven millions 
in debt. I am forc'd to play at ſmall game, to ſet 
the beaſts here a madding, meerly for want of bet- 
ter game, Tentanda via eſt qua me ers poſſim, 

_ &c. — The D- take thoſe politics, w ere a Dunce 
might govern for a dozen years together, I will 
come in perſon to England, if I am provok'd, and' 

ſerid for the Diftator from the plough. I diſdain to 
ſay, O mihi prateritos — but cruda deo viridiſque 

feneſtus. Pray, my Lord, how are the Gardens? 
have you taken down the mount, and remov'd the 
yew hedges? Have you not bad weather for the 
ſpring-corn ? Has Mr. Pope gone farther in his 
Ethie Poems? and is the head-land ſown with 
wheat? and what ſays Polybius? and how does my 
Lord St, John? which laſt queſtion is very material 
to me, becauſe I love Burgundy and riding between 
Twickenham and Dawley. — I built a wall five years 
ago, and when the maſons play'd the knaves, nothing. 
delighted me ſo much as to ſtand by, while my ſer- 
vants threw down what was amiſs: I have likewiſe. 
ſeen a Monkey overthrow all the diſhes and plates in 

a kitchen, merely for the pleaſure of ſeeing them 
tumble and hearing the clatter they made in their 
fall. 1 wiſh you would invite me to ſuch another 
entertainment ; but you think, as I ought to think, 
that it is time for me to have done with the world. 
and ſo I would if I could get into a better before 1 
was called into the beſt, and not die here in a rage,. 
like a poiſomd rat in a hole. I wonder you are not 
aſhamed to let me pine away in this kingdom while 
you are out of power, | : 
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1 come from looking over the Melange above- 

written, and declare it to be a true copy of my pre- 
ſent diſpoſition, which muft needs pleaſe you, ſince 
nothing was ever more difpleaſing to myſelf. 1 deſirs 
vou to preſent my moſt humble re to wy Lady. Wl 

—— —_ * 
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LETTER Il. 

Dr. Swirr to Lord "Botinannons® 

Dublin 7 April 5 , 1729. 

Do not think it PEP be poſſible for me to hear 
better news than that of your getting over your 

ſcurvy ſuit, which always hung as a dead weight on 
my heart; I hated it in all its circumſtances, as it 
affefted your fortune and quiet, and in a ſituation of 
life that-muſt make it every way vexations. And as 
I am infinitely obliged to you for the juſtice you do 
me in ſuppoſing your affairs do at leaft concern me as, 
much as my own; fo I would never have pardoned 
your omitting it. But before 1 go on, I cannot fore 
bear mentioning what I read laſt ſummer in a news- 
paper, that you were writing the hiſtory of your 
own times. I ſuppoſe ſuch a report might ariſe from 
what was not ſecret among your friends, of your in- 
tention to write another kind of hiſtory; which you 
often promis'd Mr. Pope and me to do: I know he 

deſires it very much, and I am ſure I deſire nothing 
more, for the honour and love I bear you, and the 
perfe&t knowledge I have of your public virtue. My 

Lord, I have no other notion of Oeconomy than that 
it is the parent of Liberty and Eaſe, and I am not 

the only friend you have who hath chid you in his 
G 4 
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heart for the neglett of it, tho not with -his mouth, 
as J have done. For there is a ſilly error in the world, 
even among friends otherwiſe very good,, not to inter- 

| meddle with mens affairs in ſuch nice matters. And, 
my. Lord, I have made a maxim, that ſhould be, 
writ in letters of diamonds, That a wiſe man ought 

to have Money in his head, but not in his heart. 
Pray, my Lord, enquire Whether your Prototype, 
my Lord Digby, after the Reſtoration when he was 
at Briſtol, did not take ſome care of his fortune, 
nothwithſtanding PE quotation. I once ſet you out of, 
his ſpeech to'the H. of Commons? In 1 my orlſciencs;” 
I believe fortune, like other drabbs, values a man 
gradually leſs for every year he lives. I have de- 
manſtration for it; hecauſe if play, at piquet for ſixs' 
pence, with, a man or a woman, two. years younger 
than myſelf, I always. loſe; and there is à young, 
girl of twenty, who, never fails of winnipg my mo- 
ney at Back- gammon, tho' ſhe. is a bungler, and. 
the game be " FeclebGaſtic wh to the . I con-, 
feſs nothing could. cure my itch of meddling with it. 
but theſe frequent returns of deafneſs, which have 
hindred me from paſſing laſt winter in London; yet 
I cannot but conſider. the perfidiouſneſs of ſome peo- 
ple, who 1 thought when I was laſt there, upon a. 

change that, happened, were the moſt impudent in, 
fargetting their profeſſions that I have; ever known, 
Pray, will you pleaſe to take your pen, and blot me, 
out that political maxim from whatever book it. is in, 
that Res nolunt diu male adminiſtrari; the common- 
neſs makes me not know who is the A but 
ſure he muſt be ſome Modern. | 

. am ſorry for Lady Bolingbroke's ill health; but | 
L proteſt I never knewa.very deſerving perſon of;that 
ſex, who had not too much reaſon to complain of lj 
health. I never wake without finding life a more 
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inſignificant thing than it was the day before; which, 
is one great advantage I get by living in this country, 
where there is nothing I ſhall be ſorry to loſe... But 
my greateſt miſery is recollefting the ſcene of twenty 

years paſt, and then all on a ſudden dropping into 
the preſent. I remember, when I was a little hoy, 
I felt a great fiſh _at__the end of my line, which I 
drew up almoſt on the ground, but it dropt in, and 
the diſappointment vexes me to this very day, and, 
I believe, it was the type of all my future diſap- 

pointments. I ſhould be aſham'd to ſay. this to you, 
if you had not a ſpirit fitter to bear your own mis- 

' fortunes, than I have to think of them. Is there 
patience left to reflect, by what qualities wealth, and 
greatneſs, are got, and by what qualities they are 
lot? I have read my friend Congreve's yerſes to 
Lord Cobham, which end with a vile and falſe mo- 
ral, and I remember is not in Horace. to Tibullus, 
Which he imitates, that all times are equally vir: 
« tuous and vicious,” wherein he differs from all 
Poets, Philoſophers, and Chriſtians that ever writ, 

It is more probable, that there may be an equal quan- 
tity of virtues always in. the, world, but ſometime3 
there may, be a peck of it in Aſia, and hardly 3 

thimble -full in Eurgpe. But if there be no virtue, 
there is, abundance of fincerity ; for I will venture 
all Lam worth, that there is not one human creature 
in power „who will. not be modeſt enough to confeſs 
that he proceeds wholly upon a, principle of Corrup- 
tion. I ſay. this, becauſe I have. a ſcheme in ſpits 
of, your notions to govern, England upon the prin- 
ciples of Virtue, and when the nation is ripe for it, 
J. deſire you will ſend. for me. I. have learned this 
by living like a Hermit, by which 1 am got back- 
wards about nineteen hundred, years in the Era of 

Farid and begintngrender at the Wen of 

ö 
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men. I dine alone upon half a diſh of meat, mix 
water with my wine, walk ten miles a day, and 
read Baronius. Hic explicit Epiſtola ad Dom. N 

broke, et inci pit ad amicum Pope. 
Having finiſhed my Letter to Ariſtippus , I now 

begin to you. I was in great pain about Mrs. Pope, | 
baving heard from others that ſhe was in a very 
dangerous way, which made me think it unſeaſon- 
able to trouble you. I am aſhamed to tell you, that 
when I was very young I had more deſire to be fa- 
mous than ever ſince; and fame, like all things elſe 
in this life, grows with me every day more a trifle, 
But yau who are ſo much younger, although you 
want that health you deſerve, yet your ſpirits are as 
vigorous as if your body were ſounder. I hate a 
crowd, where I have not an eaſy place to ſee and be 
ſeen. A great Library always makes me me- 

lancholy, where the beſt Author is as much ſqueezed, 
and as obſcure, as a Porter at a Coronation. In my 
own little library, I value the compilements of Græ- 

vius and Gronovius, which make thirtyone volumes 
in folio (and were given me by my Lord Boling- 
broke) more than all my books beſides; becauſe 
whoeyer comes into my cloſet, *caſts his eyes imme- 
diately upon them, and will not vouchſafe to look 
upon Plato or Xenophon. I tell you it is almoſt in- 
credible how Opinions change by the decline or de- 

cay of ſpirits, and I will further tell you, that all 
my endeavours, from a boy, to diſtinguiſh myſelf, 
were only for want of a great Title and Fortune, 
that I might be uſed like a Lord by thoſe who have 
an opinion of my parts; whether right or wrong , it 
is no great matter; and ſo the reputation of wit or 

. great learning does the office of a blue ribband, or 
of a coach and ſix horſes. To be remembred for ever 

on the account of « our friendſhip is Un would 
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exceedingly pleaſe me; but yet I never lov'd to make 
a viſit, or bg ſeen walking with my betters, becauſe 
they get all the eyes and civilities from me. I no 
ſooner writ this than I corrected myſelf, and re- 
member'd Sir Fulk Grevil's Epitaph, „Here lies, 
« &c. who was friend to Sir Philip Sidney.“ And 
therefore I moſt heartily thank you fof your defire 
that I would record our friendſhip in verſe, which 
if I can ſucceed in, I will never deſire to write one 
more line in poetry while I live. You muſt preſent 
my humble ſervice to Mrs. Pope, and let her know 
IT pray for her continuance in the world, for her 
own reaſon, that ſhe may live to take care of you. 

o E 5 
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LETTER XXXVIII 
From : Dr. S w 1 F r. „ 

PRs 3 Aug. 11, 1729. 
Am very ſenſible that in a former letter 1 talked 
very weakly of my own affairs, and of my im- 

perfect wiſhes and defires, which however I find 
with ſome comfort do now daily decline, very ſuitable 
to my ſtate of health for ſome months paſt. For my 
head is never perfeftly free from, giddineſs, and eſ- 
pecially towards night. Yet my diſorder is very 
moderate, and I have been without a fit of deafneſs 
this half year; ſo I am like a horſe, which, though 
off his mettle, can trot on tolerably ; and this com» 
pariſon puts me in mind to add, that I am returned 
to be a rider, wherein I wiſh you would imitate 
me. As to this country, there have been three ter- 
rible years dearth of corn, and every place ſtrowed 
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with beggars; but dearths are common in better cli-, 
mates, and our evils here lie much deeper, Ima- 
gine a nation the two thirds of whoſe r8venues are, 
ſpent out of it, and who are not permitted to trade, 
with the other third, and where the pride of women 
will not ſuffer them to wear their own manufactures 
even where they excel what. come from ahroad: 
This is the true ſtate of Ireland in a very few words., | 

| Theſe evils operate more every day, and the king-. 
dom is abſolutely undone, as I have been telling, 
often in print theſe ten years paſt, | 

What I have ſaid requires forgiveneſs, but I bad 
a mind ſor once to let you know the ſtate of our Af. 
fairs, and my reaſon for-being more moved than 
perhaps becomes a Clergyman, and a piece. of a, 
Philoſopher: and perhaps the increaſe of years and 
diſorders may hope for ſome allowance to complaints, | 
eſpecially when I may call myſelf a ſtranger in a 
ſtrange land. As to poor Mrs. Pope (if ſhe be ſtill 
alive) I heartily pity you and pity her: her great 

_ piety and virtue will infallibly make her happy in a 
better life, and her great age hath made her fully ripe 
for heaven and the grave, and her beſt friends wilt 
mgſt wiſh her eaſed of her labours, when, ſhe hath 
ſo many good works to follow them. The loſs you will * 
feel by the want of her care and kindneſs, I know, 
very well; but ſhe has amply done her part, as you 7 
have yours, One reaſon why I would have you in "= 
Ireland when you ſhall be at your own diſpoſal, is 
that you may be maſter of two or three years reve- 
nues, provi/e frugis in annos contig, ſo as not to be 
pinch'd in the leaſt when years increaſe, and per- 
haps your health impairs: And when this kingdom 
is utterly at an end, you may ſupport me for the few 
years I ſhall happen to live; and who knows but you 
may pay me exorbitant intereſt for the ſpoonful of 
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doo myſelf, but 1 want your charity. 
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wine, and ſcraps of a chicken it will coſt me to feed 
you? I am confident vo hate too muck reaſon to 
complain of ingratitude; for I never yet knew any 
perſon, oye tenth part, ſo heartily diſpoſed as you 
are, to do good offices to others, without the leaſt 
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Was it a Gaſconade to pleaſe me, that vou fald 

Hon; you'ſhould bave told me how. Thoſe /ub/fdin 
Terieffuti are extremely deſirable, if they could be got 

With juſtice, and without avarice; of Which vice tho? 
1 cannot charge myſelf yet, nor feel any approaches 
towards it, yet no uſurer more Wiſhes to be richer 
Cor rather to be ſurer of his rents.) But I am not 
half To moderate as you; for I declare I cannot live 
pafily under doublets whar'you are ſatisfied With. * 
- Thope Mr. Gay will keep his 3000 7. and live on 

the \ intereſt without decreaſing the principal one 
penny; but 1 do not like your ſeldom ſeeing him. 
1 hope he is grown more diſengaged from his intent- 
neſs on his own affairs, which I ever diſliked, and 
is quite the reverſe to you, unleſs you are very dex- 
trous diſguiſer. I deſire my humble fervice to Lord 
Oxford, Lord Bathurſt, ' and particularly to Mrs. 
B— , but to no Lady at court. God bleſs you for 
being a greater Dupe than I; I love that charafter 
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LETTER XXXIX. 

Ao he | Offtob. 9, 1729. 
T pleafes me that you received my books at laſt; 
but you have never once told me if you approve 

the whole, or diſapprove not of ſome. parts, of the 
Commentary, &c. It was; my principal aim in 

5 

the entire work to perpetuate the friendſhip between 
us, and to ſhew that the friends or the enemies of 
one were the friends or enemies of the other: If in 
any particular, any thing be ſtated or mention'd in a 

different manner from what you like, pray tell me 
freely, that the new Editions now coming, out. here, 
may have it refify'd. , Yowll find the oftavo rather 
more correct than the quarto, with ſome additions to 
the Notes and Epigrams caſt in, which I wiſh had 
been encreas'd by your acquaintance in Ireland. I 
rejoice in hearing that Drapier's - Hill is to emulate 
Parnaſſus; I fear the country about it is as much im- 
poveriſh'd. I truly ſhare in all that troubles you, 
and wiſh you remov'd from a ſcene of diſtreſs, which 

1 know works your compaſſionate temper too ſtrongly, 
But if we are not to ſee you here, I believe I ſhall 
once in my life ſee you there. You think more for 
me, and about me, than any friend I have, and you 
think better for me. Perhaps you'll not be contented, 
tho' I am, that the additional 100 J. a year is onl 
for wy life. My mother is yet living, and I than 
God for it: ſhe will never be troubleſome to me, if 
ſhe be not ſo to herſelf: but a melancholy objett it is, 
to obſerve the gradual. decays both of body and mind, 
in a perſon to whom one is tyed by the links of both. 

. I can't tell whether her death itſelf would be ſo 

- 
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Lou are too careful of my worldly affairs; I ath 
rich enough, and I can afford to give away a 100 /. 
a year. Don't be angry: I will not live to be very 
old; I have Revelations to the contrary, I would 
not craw] upon the earth without doing a little good 
when I have a mind to do it: I will enjoy the plea» 
ſure of what I give, by giving it, alive, and ſeeing 

another enjoy it, When I die, I ſhould be aſham'd | 
to leave enough to build me 4 monument, if thers 
were a wanting friend above ground. 

Mr. Gay aſſures me his 3000 /. is kept entire and 
acted; he ſeems to languiſh after a line from you, 
and complains tenderly, Lord Bolingbroke has told 
me ten times over he was going to write to you. 
Has he, or not? The Dr. is unalterable, both in 
friendſhip and Quadrille: his wife has been very 
near death laſt week: his two brothers buried their 
wives within theſe ſix, weeks. Gay is ſixty miles 
off, and has been ſo all this ſummer, with the Duke 

and Ducheſs of Queenſbury. He is the ſame man: 
So is every one here that you know: mankind is 
unamendable. Optimus ile Qui miniuis ur getur — 
Poor Mrs * is like the reſt, ſhe cries at the thorn in 
her foot, but will ſuffer no- body to pull it out. The 
Court-lady I have a good opinion of, yet I have 
treated her more negligently than you wou'd do, 

| becauſe you like to ſee the inſide of a court, which 
| IT do not. I have ſeen her but twice. You have a 

| deſperate hand at daſhing out a charaſter by great 
ſtrokes, and at the ſame time a delicate one at fin 

touches. God forbid you ſhow'd draw mine, if 
were conſcious of any guilt : But if I were conſcious 
only of folly, God ſend it! for as no- body would ſo 
well hide a ſmall one. But after all, that Lady 
means to do good, and does no harm, which is a 
yaſt deal for a Courtier. I can aſſure you that Lord 

— ä 
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Peterborow always ſpeaks kindly of you, and cer. 
tainly has as great a mind to be your friend as any 
one. I muſt throw away my pen; it cannot, it will 
never tell you, what I inwardly am to you. Quod 
* remand thief ws axon FINN. EGF. en TOR 
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Hawe be ywtir - French 'acquaintance thus he 
4 on her way into ber owfi country, and conſider- 
ably better in health than ſhe was When ſhe went to 
Aix. I begin to entertain hopes that ſhe will recovet 
ſuch a degree of health as may render old age ſup- 
portable. Both of us have cloſed the tenth Luſter, 
and it is high time to determine how we ſhall play 
the laſt act of the Farce. Might not my life be en- 

tituled much more properly a hat - d gecalle it 
than a Farce? ſome Comedy, a great deal of Tra- 
gedy, and the whole interſperſed with ſcenes” of 
Harlequin, Scaramouch, and Dr. Baloardo, this 
prototype of your Hero — I uſed to think ſometimes 
formerly of old age and of death: enough to prepare 
my mind; not enough to anticipate - ſorrow , to daſh 
the joys of youth, and to be all my life a dying. I 

find the benefit of this practice now, and find it 
more as I proceed on my journey: little regret when 
I look backwards, little apprehenſion when I look 
forward. You complain grievoufly of your ſituation 
in Ireland: I would complain of mine too in England: 
dut I will not, "ey I _ not; for F find by long 

0 
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experience that 1 can be unfortunate without being 
unhappy. I do not approve your joining together 
the /igure of living, and the pleaſure of giving, 
though your old prating friend Montagne does ſome- 

thing like it in one of his Rapſodies. To tell you 
my reaſons would be to write an Eſſay, and 1 
hall hardly have time to write a Letter; but if you 
will come over, and live with Pope and me, I'll 
ſhew you in an inſtant why thoſe two things ſhould 
not aller de pair, and that forced retrenchments on 

both may be made, without making us even uneaſy. 
You know that I am too expenſive, and all mankind 
knows that I have been cruelly plundered ; and yet 
I feel in my mind the power of deſcending without 
anxiety two or three ſtages more. In ſhort ( Mr, 
Dean) if you will come to a certain farm in Middle- 
ſex, you ſhall find that I can live frugally without 
growling at the world, or being peeviſh with thoſe 
whom fortune has appointed to eat my bread, inſtead 
of appoipting me to eat theirs: and yet I have na- 
turally as little diſpoſition to frugality as any man 
alive. You ſay you are no philoſopher, and I think 
you are in the right to diſlike a word which is ſo 
often abuſed; but I am ſure you like to follow rea- 
ſon, not cuſtom, ( which is ſometimes the reaſon 
and oftner the caprice of others, of the mob of the 
world.) Now to be ſure of doing this, you muſt 
wear your philoſophical ſpectacles as conſtantly as the 
Spaniards uſed to wear theirs. You muſt make them 
part of your dreſs, and ſooner part with your broad- 
brimm'd beaver, your gown, your ſcarf, or even 
that emblematical veſtment your ſurplice. Thro' this 
medium you will ſee few things td be vexed at, few 
perſons to be angry at: and yet-there will frequently 
be things which we ought to wiſh altered, and per- 
ſons whom - a ought to with hanged. 

Vo I. IX. H 
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=. In your letter to Pope, you agree that a regard 
| for Fame becomes a man more towards his Exit, 

than at his entrance into life; and yet you confeſs, 
' that the longer you live, the more you grow indif- 

ferent about it. Your ſentiment is true and natural ; 
your reaſoning, I am afraid, is not fo upon this oc- 
caſion. Prudence will make us deſire Fame, becauſe 
It gives us many real and great advantages in all the 
affairs of life. Fame is the wife man's means; his 
ends are his own good, and the good of ſociety. 

Lou Poets and Orators have inverted this order; you 
propoſe Fame as the end; and good, or at leaſt great 
actions, as the means. You go further; You teach 
our ſelf- love to anticipate the applaufe which we 
ſuppoſe will be paid by poſterity to our names; and 
With idle notions of immortality you turn other heads 

beſides your own: I am afraid this may have done g 
ſome harm in the world. | | } 

- — 

n n E 

Fame is an object which men purſue ſucceſsfully 
by various and even contrary courfes, Your doftrine | 
leads them to dok on this end as eſſential, and on 7 
the means as indifferent; ſo that Fabricius and Craſ- 
ſus, Cato and Cœſar preſſed forward to the ſame goal. | 
After all perhaps it may appear, from a conſidera- 4 
tion of the depravity of mankind, that you could do 

no better, nor keep up virtue in the world without 3 
calling this paſſion or this direction df felf- love, in | 
to your aid: Tacitus has crowded this excuſe for you, 
according to his manner, into a maxim, Contempt 
fame, contemni virtutes. But now whether we con- 
ſider Fame as an uſeful inſtrument in all the occur- 
rences of private and public life, or whether we con- 
ſider it as the cauſe of that pleaſure which our ſelf- 
love is fo fond of; methinks our entrance into life, 
or (to ſpeak more properly) our youth, not our 
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old age, is the ſeaſon when we ought to deſire it 
moſt, and therefore when it is moſt becoming to de- 
fire it with ardor. If it is uſeful, it is to be deſired 
moſt when we have, or may hope to have, a long 
ſcene of action open before us: Towards our exit, 
this ſcene of action is or ſhould be cloſed; and then, 
methinks, it is unbecoming to grow fonder of a thing 
which we have no longer occaſjon for. If it is plea- 
ſant, the ſooner we are in poſſeſſion of fame the 
longer we ſhall enjoy this pleaſure. When it is ac- 
quired early in life it may tickle us on till old age; 
but when it is acquired late, the ſenſation of pleaſure 
will be more faint, and mingled with the _ of ; 
our not having taſteſt it ſooner. | 

From my Farm OHob. 5. 

1 am here; I have ſeen Pope, and one of my firſt 
enquiries was after you. He tells me a thing I am 
ſorry to hear: You are building, it ſeems, 'on a piece 
of land you have acquired for that purpoſe, in ſome 
county of Ireland. Tho? I have built in a part of the 
world, which I prefer very little to that where you 

have been thrown and confined by our ill fortune and 
yours, yet I am ſorry you do the ſame thing. I have 
repented a thouſand times of my reſolution, and I 
hope you will repent of yous before it is executed. 
Adieu, my old and worthy friend; may the phyſical 
evils of life fall as eaſily upon you, as ever they did 
on any man who lived to be old; and may the moral 

_ evils which ſurround us, make as little impreſſion 
on you, as they ought to make on one who has ſuch 
ſuperior ſenſe to eſtimate things by, and ſo much vir- 
tue to wrap himſelf up in. 

6 ; E | 

My wife deſires not to be forgotten by you; ſhe's. 
faithfully your ſervant, and zealouſly your admirer, 

It 4 
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She will be concerned and diſappointed not to find 
you in this iſland at her return, which hope both 
ſhe and I had been made to entertain before 1 
went abroad. 

„ 6— TS 

EE T TIE MMI 

Dr. SWIFT to Lord BoLINGBROKE, 

Dublin, Octob. 31, 1729. ; 

Receiv'd your Lordſhip's travelling letter of ſeve- 
ral dates, at ſeveral ſtages, and from different 

nations, langnages, and religions. Neither could 
any thing be more obliging than your kind remem- 
brance of me in ſo many places. As to your ten 
Luſtres, I remember, when I complained in a Let- 
ter to Prior, that I was fifty years old, he was half 
angry in jeſt, and anſwered me out of Terence, i/ta 
commemor atio eſt quaſi exprobratio. How then ought 
J to rattle you, when I have a dozen years more to 
anſwer for, all monaſtically paſſed in this Country of 
liberty and delight, and money, and good company ! 
I go on anſwering. your letter; It is you were my 
Hero, but the other 7) never was; yet if he were, 
it was your own fault, who taught me to love him, 
and often vindicated him, in the beginning of your 
miniſtry, from my accuſations, But I granted he 
had the greateſt inequalities of any man alive, and 
his whole ſcene was fifty times more a What - d'ye- 
call it, than yours: for, I declare, yours was unie, 
and I wiſh you would ſo order it, that the world 
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may be as wiſe as I upon that article: Mr. Pops 
Wiſhes it too, and I believe there is not a more 
honeſt man in England, even without wit. But you 
regard us not. — I was 2) forty ſeven years old when 
I began to think of death, and the reflections upon 
it now begin when I wake in the morning, and end 
when I am going to ſleep. — I writ to Mr. Pope and 
not to you. My birth, although from a family not 
undiſtinguiſhed in its name, is many degrees inferior 
to your's; all my pretenſions from perſon and parts 
infinitely ſo; I a younger ſon of younger ſons; you 
born to a great fortune: yet I ſee you with all your 
advantages, ſunk to a degree that you could never 
have been without them: But yet I ſee you as much 
eſteemed, as much beloved, as much dreaded, and 
perhaps more (thought it be almoſt impoſlible) than 
ever you were in your higheſt exaltation — only I 
grieve like an Alderman that you are not ſo rich. 
And yet, my Lord, I pretend to value money as 
little as you, and Iwill call five hundred witneſſes (if 
you will take Iriſh witneſſes) to prove it. I renounce 
your whole philoſophy, becauſe it is not your prac- 
tice. By the figure of living, (if I uſed that ex- 
preſſion to Mr. Pope) I do not mean the parade, 
but a ſuitableneſs to your mind; and as for the 
pleaſure of giving, I know your ſoul ſuffers when 
you are debarr'd of it. Could you, when your own 
generoſity and contempt of outward things (be not 
"offended, it is no Eccleſiaſtical but an Epictetian 
phraſe ) could you, when theſe have brought you to 
it, come over and Jive with Mr. Pope and me at the 
Deanery ? I could almoſt wiſh the experiment were, 
tried — No, God forbid, that ever ſuch a ſcoundrel 
as Want ſhould dare to approach you. But in the 

: 2) The Year of Queen Anne's Death, 

H 3 
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mean time, do not brag, Retrenchments are not your 
talent. But, as old Weymouth ſaid to me in his 
Lordly Latin, Philo/opha verba, ignava opera I 
wiſh you could learn Arithmetic, that three and two 
make five, and will never make more. My philoſo- 
phical ſpectacles which you adviſe me to, will tell 
me that I can live on 50 J. a year (wine excluded, 
which my bad health forces me to) but 1 cannot 

_ endure that Oe ſhould be fine dignitate , — My 
Lord, what I would have ſaid of Fame is meant; of 
fame which a man enjoys in his life; becauſe I can- 
not be a great Lord, I would acquire what is a kind 
of ſubſidiuam, I would endeavour that my betters 
ſhould ſeek me by the merit of. ſomething diſtinguiſh- 
able, inſtead of my ſeeking them. The deſire of 

enjoying it in after - times is owing to the ſpirit 
and folly of youth : but with age we learn to know 
the houſe is ſo full, that there is no room for above 
one or two at moſt in an age, through the whole 
world. My Lord, I hate and love to write to you, 
it gives me pleaſure, and kills me with melancholy. 
The D — take ſtupidity, that it will not come te 
ſupply the want of philoſophy, 

—— 

LETTER XIII. 

From Dr. 8 1 1 . 

: | Oftob. 31 » 1729. 

0 were ſo careful of ſending me the Dunciad, 
that I have received five of them, and have 

pleaſed four friends. I am one of every body who 
approve every part of it, Text and Comment; but am 
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FROM D. SWIFT. 15 
ene abſtrat ed from every body, in the happineſs of 
being recorded your friend, while wit, and humour, 
and politeneſs ſhall have any memorial among us. As 
for your oftavo edition, we know nothing of. it, for 
we have an oftavo of our own, which hath fold 
wonderfully, conſidering our poverty; and | dulnets | 
the conſequence of it. 

I writ this poſt to Lord B. and tell him in my let. 
ter, that, with a great deal of loſs for a frolick, I 
will fly as ſoon as build; I have neither years,. nor 
ſpirits, nor money, nor patience for- ſuch amuſe. 

ments. The frolick is gone off, and I am only 100 J. 
the poorer. But this kingdom is grown ſo exceſſive- 

ly poor, that we wiſe men muſt think of nothing 
but getting a little ready money. It is thought there 
are not two hundred thouſand pounds of ſpecies in the 
whole iſland; for we return thrice as much to our 
Abſentees, as we get by trade, and ſo are all inevit- 
ably undone; which I have been telling them in 
print theſe ten years, to as little purpoſe as if it 
came from the pulpit. And this is enough for Iriſh 
politics,” which I only mention, becauſe it ſo nearly 
touches myſelf, I muſt repeat what, I believe, I 

have ſaid before, that I ptty you much more than 
Mrs. Pope. Such a parent and friend hourly declining 
before your eyes is an object very unfit for your 
health, and duty, and tender diſpoſition; and I pray 
God it may not affect you too much. I am as much 
ſatisfied that your additional 100 J. per Aunum is for 
your life as if it were ſor ever. You have enough 
to leave your friends, I would not have them glad 
to be rid of you; and I ſhall take care that none but 

my enemies will be glad to get rid of me. You have 
embroiled me with Lord B — about the figure of 
living, and the pleaſure of giving. 1 am under the 
neceſlity of ſome little paultry figure in the ſtation I 
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am; but IT make it as little as poſſible, As to the 
other part you are baſe, becauſe I thought myſelf as 
great a giver as ever was of my ability; and yet in 
proportion you exceed, and have kept it till now a 
ſecret even from me, when I wondered how you 
were able to live with your whole little revenue. 

LETTER XIII. 

——— 

Lord BoLlnGBROKE to Dr. SwiFr. 

Nov. 19, 1729. 

I Find that you have laid aſide your project of build- 
ing in Ireland, and that we ſhall ſee you in this 

Hand cum zephyris, et hirundine prima. I know 
not whether the love of fame increaſes as we advance 
in age; ſure ] am that the force of friendſhip does, 
I lov'd you almoſt twenty years ago, I thought of 
you as well as I do now, better was beyond the 
power of conception, or, to avoid an equivoque, be- 
yond the extent of my ideas. Whether you are more 
obliged to me for loving you as well when I knew 
you leſs, or for loving you as well after loving you 

ſo many years, I ſhall not determine. What I would 
ſay is this: whilſt my mind grows daily more inde- 

pendant of the world, and feels leſs need of learning 
on external objects, the ideas of friendſhip return 
oftner, they buſy me, they warm me more: ls it 
that we grow more tender as the moment of our 
great ſeparation approaches? or is it that they who 
are to live together in another ſtate, ( for vera ami- 
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titia non niſi inter bonos)) begin to feel more ſtrongly 
that divine ſympathy which is to be the great band 
of their future ſociety? There is no one thought 
which ſooths my mind like this: I encourage my 
imagination to purſue it, and am heartily afflicted 
when another faculty 3) of the intelle& comes boiſ- 
terouſly in, and wakes me from ſo pleaſing a dream, 
if it be a dream. I will dwell no more on Oecono- 
micks than I have done in my former letter. Thus 

much only I will ſay, that otium cum dignitate is ta 
be had with 500 J. a year as well as with 5000: 
the difference will be found in the value of the man, 
and not in that of the eſtate. I do aſſure you, that 
T have never quitted the deſigu of collecting, revifing, 
improving, and extending ſeveral materials which 
are ſtill in my power; and I hope that the time of 
ſetting myſelf about this laſt work of my life is not 
far off. Many papers of much curioſity and impor- 
tance are loſt, and ſome of them in a manner which 
would ſurprize and anger you. However J ſhall be 
able to convey ſeveral great truths to poſterity, ſo 
clearly and ſo authentically, that the Burnets and 
the Oldmixons of another age may rail, but not be 
able to deceive. Adieu, my friend, I have taken 
up more of this paper than belongs to me, ſince Pope 
is to write to you; no matter, for, upon recollection, 

30 Viz. Reaſon. Tully (or, what is much the ſame, 
his Diſciple ) obſerves ſomething like this on the like occa- 
ſion, where, ſpeaking of Plato's famous boak of the Soul, 
he lays, Neſcio quomodo, dum lego, adſentior: cum poſut 
librum, et mecum ipſe de immortalitate animorum cœpi co- 
E ad/enſio illa omnis elabitur, Cicero ſeems to have 
had but a confuſed notion of the f,, which the Letter- 
writer has here explained, namely, that the i ination is 
always ready to indulge ſo flattering an idea, but ſeverer 
reaſon corrects and diſclaims it. As to RELIGION, that 
is out of the queſtion : for Tully wrote to his few phile- 
ſophic friends, | 0 5 
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the rules of proportion are not broken; he will ſay 
as much to you in one page, as I have ſaid in three. 
Bid him talk to you of the work he is about, I hope 
in good earneſt; it is a fine one; aud will be, in his 
hands, an original ). His ſole complaint is, that 
he finds it too eaſy in the execution. This flatters 
his lazineſs, it flatters my judgment, who always 
thought that (univerſal as his talents are) this is 
eminently and peculiarly his, above all the writers 
I know living or dead; I do not except Horace. 

Adieu. 

8 3 —— — 

LETTER XV. 
Nov. 28 » 1729, 

| HIS letter (like all mine) will be a Rhapſody; 
it is many years ago ſince I wrote as a Wit 5). 

How many occurrences or informations muſt one omit, 
if one determin'd to ſay nothing that one could not 
ſay prettily ? I lately receiv'd from the widow of one 
dead correſpondent, and the father of another, ſe- 
veral of my own letters of about fifteen and twenty 
years old; and it was not unentertaining to myſelf to 
obſerve, how and by what degrees I ceas'd to be a 
witty writer; as either my experience grew on the 
one hand, or my aſſection to my correſpondents on 
the other. Now as I love you better than moſt I have 
ever met with in the world, and eſteem you too the 
more, the longer I Wave compar'd you with the reſt 
of the world; ſo inevitably I write to you more ne- 

4) Eſſay on Man. | . 

5) He uſed to value himſelf on this particular, 
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gligently , that is, more openly, and what all but 
ſuch as love one another will call writing worſe, 1 
ſmile to think how Curl would be bit, ,were our 
Epiſtles to fall into his hands, and how gloriouſly 
they would fall ſhort of ev'ry as reader's ex- 
! | 

Lou can't imagine what a vanity it is to me, to 
have ſomething to rebuke you for'in the way of Oeco- 
nomy. I love the man that builds a houſe ſubito 
ingenio, and makes a wall for a horſe: then cries, 
« We wiſe men muſt think of nothing but getting 
% ready. money.” I am glad you approve my an- 
nuity ; all we have in this world is no more than an 
annuity, as to our own enjoyment : but J will encreaſe 
your regard for my wiſdom, and tell you, that this 
annuity includes alſo the life of another 6), whoſe 
concern ought to be as near me as my own, and 
with whom my whole proſpefts ought to finiſh, I 
throw my javelin of Hope no farther , Cur brevt 
fertes jaculamur @vV0 — & M. 

The ſecond (as it is called, but indeed the eighth) 
edition of the Dunciad, with ſome additional notes 
and epigrams, ſhall be ſent you, if I know any op- 
portunity; if they reprint it with you, let them by 
all means follow that oftavo edition. — The Drapier's 
letters are again printed here, very laudably as to 
paper, print, &c. for you know I diſapprove Iriſh 
politics, (as my Commentator tells you) being a 
ſtrong and jealous ſubje& of England. The Lady you 

mention, you ought not to complain of for not ac- 
knowledging your preſent; ſhe having lately receiv'd 
a much richer preſent from Mr. Knight of the S, 
Sea; and you are ſenſible ſhe caunot ever return it 

6) His Mother's, 

— 
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to one in the condition of an outlaw. It's certain, 
as he can never expect any favour 7), his motive 

muſt be wholly diſ- intereſted, Will not this Reflec- 
tion make you bluſh? Your continual deplorings of 
Ireland, make me wiſh you were here long enough 

to forget thoſe ſcenes that ſo afflit you: I am only 
in fear if you were, you would grow ſuch a patriot 
here too, as not to be quite at eaſe, for your love 
ol old England, — It is very poſſible, your journey, 
in the time I compute, might exactly tally with my 
intended one to you; and if you muſt ſoon again go 
back, you would not be un-attended. For the poor 
woman decays perceptibly every week; and the win- 
ter may too probably put an end to a very long, and 
a very irreproachable life, My conſtant attendance 
on her does indeed affett my mind very much, and 
Jeſſen extremely my deſires of long life; ſince I ſee 
the beſt that can come of it is a miſerable benedic- 
tion. I look upon myſelf to be many years older in 
two years ſince you ſaw me: The natural imbecillity 
of my body, join'd now to this acquir'd old age of 
the mind, makes me at leaſt as old as you, and we 
are the fitter to crawl down the hill together: I only 
deſire I may be able to keep pace with you. My firſt 
friendſhip at ſixteen, was contracted with a man of 
ſeventy, and I ſound him not grave enough- or con- 
ſiſtent enough for me, tho, we lived well to his 
death. I ſpeak of old Mr. Wycherly; ſome letters of 
whom (by the by) and of mine, the Bookſellers 
have got and printed, not without the concurrence 
of a noble friend of mine and yours &). I don't much 
approve of it; tho? there is nothing for me to be 

7) He was miſtaken in this. Mr. Knight was pardoned, 
and came home in the year 1742. 

$) See the occaſion, in the ſecond and third Paragraphs 
ol the Preface to the firlt Volume of Letters, P. 
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aſham'd of, becauſe I will not be aſham'd of any thing 
1 do not do myſelf, or of any thing that is not immoral 
but merely dull (as for inſtance, if they printed this 
letter I am now writing, which they eaſily may, if 
the underlings at the Poſt - office pleaſe to take a copy 
of it.) I admire on this conſideration, your ſending 
your laſt to me qulte open, without a ſeal, wafer, 
or any cloſure whatever, manifeſting the utter open- 

neſs of the writer. I would do the ſame by this, 
but fear it would look like affeftation to ſend two 
letters ſo together. — I will fully repreſent to our 
friend (and, I doubt not, it will touch his heart) 
what you ſo feelingly ſet forth as to the badneſs of 
your Burgundy, &c. He is an extreme honeſt man, 
and indeed ought to be ſo, conſidering how very in- 
diſcreet and unreſerved he is: But I do not approve 
this part of his character, and will never join with 
him in any of his idleneſſes in the way of wit. You 
know my maxim to keep as clear of all offence, as 
J am clear of all intereſt in either party. I was once 

diſpleas'd before at you, for complaining to Mr, * of 

my not having a penſjon, and am ſo again at your 
Naming it to a certain Lord. I have given proof in 
the courſe of my whole life, (from the time when 
J was in the friendſhip of Lord Bolingbroke and Mr. 
Craggs, even to this when I am civilly treated by 

Sir R. Walpole) that I never thought myſglf ſo warm 
in any Party's cauſe as to deſerve their money: and 
therefore would never have accepted it: But give me 
leave to tell you, that of all mankind the two perſons 
I would leaſt have accepted any favour from, are 
thoſe very two, to whom you have unluckily ſpoken 
of it, I deſire you to take off any impreſſions which 
that dialogue may have leſt on his Lordſhip's mind, 
as if I ever had any thought of being 9 to 
kim, or any other, in that way. And yet, vou 

a — — - —— — 
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know I am no enemy to the preſent Conſtitution; 1 
believe, as ſincere a well - wiſher to it, nay , even 

to the church eſtabliſh'd, as any Miniſter in, or out 
of employment whatever; or any Biſhop of England | 
or Ireland. Yet am I of the Religion of Eraſmus, a 
Catholic; ſo I live, ſo I ſhall die; and hope one day 
to meet you, Biſhop Atterbury , the younger Craggs, 
Dr. Garth, Dean Berkeley, and Mr. Hutchenſon, in 
that place, To which God of his infinite mercy-bring 
us, and every body ! 
Lord B's anſwer to your letter I have juſt receiv'd, 

and join it to this pacquet. The work he ſpeaks of 

with ſuch abundant partiality, is a — of Ethics 
In the Horatian way, 

LETTER MV. 
April 14, 1730. 

Yrs is a letter extraordinary, to do and ſay 
nothing but recommend to you (as a Clergy- 

man, and a charitable one) a pious and a good work, 
and for a good and an honeſt man: Moreover he is 
above ſeventy, aud poor, which you might think 
included in the word honeſt. I ſhall think it a kind- 
neſs done myſelf; if you can propagate Mr. Weſtley's 
ſubſcription for his Commentary on Job, among your 
Divines, ( Biſhops excepted, of whom there is no 
hope) and amoyg ſuch as are believers, or readers 
of Scripture. Even the curious may find ſomething 
to pleaſe them, if they ſcorn to be edified. It has 
been the labour of eight years of this learned mar's 
life; I call him what he is, a learned man, and I 
engage you will approve his proſe more than you for- 

1 
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merly could his poetry. Lord Bolingbroke is a fa- 
vourer of it, and allows you to do your beſt to ſerve 
an old Tory, and a ſufferer for the Church of Eng- 
land, tho? you are a Whig, as I am. 
We have here ſome verſes in your name, which 

I am angry at. Sure you wou'd not uſe me ſo ill as 
to flatter me? I therefore think it is ſome other 
weak Iriſhman. 

P, S. I did not take the pen out of Pope's hands, 
I proteſt to you. But ſince he will not fill the re- 
mainder of the page, I think I may without offence. 
I ſeek no epiſtolary fame, but am a good deal pleaſed 
to think that it will be known hereafter that you and 
I lived in the moſt friendly intimacy together. 
Pliny writ his letters for the public, ſo did Seneca, 
ſo did Balſac, Voiture, &c. Tully did not, and 
therefore theſe give us more pleaſure than any which 
have come down to us from antiquity. When we 
read them, we pry into a ſecret which was intended 

to be kept from us. That is a pleaſure. We ſee 
Cato, and Brutus, and Pompey, and others, ſuch 
as they really were, and not ſuch as the gaping 
multitude of their own age took them to be, or as 
Hiſtorians and Poets have repreſented them to ours. 
That is another pleaſure. I remember to have ſeen 
a proceſſion at iz - la - Chapelle, wherein an image 
of Charlemagne is carried on the ſhoulders of a man, 
who is hid by the long robe of the imperial Saint. 
Follow him into the veſtry, you ſee the bearer ſlip 
from under the robe, and the gigantic figure dwind- 
les into an image of the ordinary ſize, and is ſet by 
among other lumber — I agree much with Pope, 
that our climate is rather better than that you are in, 
and perhaps your public ſpirit would be leſs grieved, 
or oftner comforted, here than there. Come to us 

therefore on a vilit at leaſt. It will not be the fault 
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of ſeveral perſons here, if you do not come to live 
with us. But great good- will and little power pro- 
duce ſuch flow and ſeeble effects as can be acceptable 

to heaven alone, and heavenly men. — I know you 
wlll be angry with me, if I ſay nothing to you of a 
poor woman, who is ſtill on the other fide of the 
water in a molt languiſhing ſtate of health. If ſhe 
regains ſtrength enough to come over, (and ſhe is 

| better within a few weeks) I ſhall nurſe her in this 
farm with all the care and tenderneſs poſſible. If 
ſhe does not, I muſt pay her the laſt duty of friend- 
ſhip wherever ſhe is, tho? I break thro' the whole 
plan of life which I have formed in my mind. Adieu. 
Jam moſt faithfully and affectionately yours. 

— N 2 

LETTER XVI. 
Lord B. to Dr. S wirr. 

1 

Z Jan, 1230 - 31. 
Begin my Letter by telling you that my wife has 

f been returned from abroad about a month, and 
that her health, though feeble and precarious, is 
better than it has been theſe two years. She is much 
your ſervant, and as ſhe has been her own phyſician 
with ſome ſucceſs, imagines ſhe could be yours with 
the ſame. Would to God you was within her reach. 

She would, I believe, preſcribe a great deal of the 

medicing animi, without having recourſe to the Books 
of Triſmegiſtus. Pope and I ſhould be her principal 
apothecaries in the courſe of the cure; and though 
our beſt Botaniſts complain, that few of the herbs. 
and ſimples which go to the compoſition of theſe 
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Temedies, are to be found at preſent in our ſoil, yet 

there are more of them here than in Ireland; beſides, 
by the help of a little chemiſtry the moſt noxious 
juices may become ſalubrious, and rank poiſon a 
ſpecific. — Pope is now in my library With me, and 
Writes to the world, to the preſent and to future 
ages, whilſt I begin this letter which he is to finiſh 
to you. What good he will do to mankind I know 
not; this eomfort he may be ſure of, he cannot do 
leſs than you have done before him. 1 have ſometi- 
mes thought. that if preachers, hangmen, and mo- 
ral-writers keep vice at a ſtand, or ſo much as retard 
the progreſs of it, they do as much as human nature 
admits : a real reformation is not to be brought about 
by ordinary means; it requires thoſe extraordinary 
means which become puniſhments as well as leſſons: 
National corruption muſt be purged by national ca- 
lamities. — Let us hear from you. We deſerve 
this attention, becauſe we defire it, and becauſe we 
believe that * deſire to hear from us. a 

18 STI : * „ — Prey —__ ——_— — 
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LETTER XVII. 

Lord 1 to bra wirr. 

Th | March 2g. 

Have delayed ſeveral poſts anſwering your letter 
of January laſt, in hopes of being able to ſpeak 

to you about a projet which concerns us both, but 
me the moſt, ſince the ſuccefs of it would bring us 
* It has been 4 good while in my ** 

Vor. IX. | hs 

— — — — 
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and at my heart; if it can be ſet a going, you ſhall 
hear more of it. I was ill in the beginning of the 
winter for near a week, but in no danger either 

from the nature of my diſtemper, or from the at- 
tendance of;three phyſicians. Since that bilious inter- 
mitting fever, I have had, as I had before, better 
health than the regard I have payed to health de- 
ſerves. We are both in the decline of life, my dear 
Dean, and have been ſome years going, down the 

hill; let us make the paſſage as ſmooth as we can; 
Let us fence againſt phyſical evil by care, and the 
.uſe of thoſe means which experience muſt have 
pointed out to us: Let us fence againſt moral evil by 
philoſophy. I renounce the alternative you propoſe, 
But we may, nay (if we will follow nature, and 
do not work up imagination againſt her plaineſt dic- 

tates) we ſhall of courſe grow every year more in- 
different to liſe, and to the affairs and intereſts of 
a ſyſtem out of which we are ſoon to go. This is 
much better than ſtupidity. The decay of paſſion 

_ ſtrengthens philoſophy, for paſſion may decay, and 
ſtupidity not ſucceed. Paſſions (ſays Pope, our 
Divine, as you will ſee one time or other) are the 
Gales of life: Let us not complain that they do not 

blow a ſtorm. What hurt does age do us, in ſub- 
duing what we toil to ſubdue all our lives? It is now 
ſix .in the morning: I recall the time (and am glad 
it is over) when about this hour I uſed to be going 
to bed, ſurfeited with pleaſure, or jaded with bu- 
ſineſs: my head often full of ſchemes, and my bong 
as often full of anxiety, Is it a misfortune, think 
you, that I riſe at this hour, refreſhed, ſerene, and 
calm ? that the paſt, and even the preſent affairs of 
life ſtand like objects at a diſtance from me, where 
Jean keep off the diſagreeable ſo as not to be ſtrongly - 
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affected by them, and from whence I can draw the 
others nearer to me? Paſſions in their force, would 
bring all theſe, nay even future contingencies, about 
my ears at once, and Reaſon would but ill Sor 
me in the ſcuflle. | 

1 leave Pope to ſpeak for himſelf „but 1 muſt tell 
you how much my Wife is obliged to you. She ſays 
ſhe would find ſtrength enough to nurſe you, if you 
was here, and yet, God knows, ſhe is extremely 
weak: The flow fever works under, and mines the 
conſtitution; we keep it off ſometimes, but ſtill it 
returns, and makes new breaches before nature can 

repair the old ones. Tam not aſhamed to ſay to you, 
that I admire her more every hour of my life: Death 

is not to her the King of Terrors; ſhe beholds him 
without the leaſt, When ſhe ſuffers much, ſhe 
wiſhes for him as a deliverer from pain; when life 
is tolerable, ſhe looks on him with diſlike, becauſe 
he is to ſeparate her from thoſe friends to whom ſhe 

is more attached than to life itſelf. — You ſhall not 
ſtay for my next, as long as you have for this letter; 
and in every one, Pope ſhall write ſomething much 
better than the ſcraps of old Philoſophers, which 
were the preſents, Munuſcula, that Stoical Fop Se- 
neca uſed to ſend in _ * to his friend 
Lucilius. 

P. 8. My Lord has ſpoken juſtly of his Lady: why 
not I of my Mother? Yeſterday was her birth - day, 

now entering on the ninety-firſt year of her age; her 
memory much diminiſh'd, but her ſenſes very little 
hurt, her ſight and hearing good; ſhe ſleeps not ill, 
eats moderately, drinks water, ſays her prayers; 

this is all ſhe does. I have reaſon to thank God for 
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continuing ſo long to me a very good and tender pa- 
rent, and for allowing me to exerciſe for ſome 
years, thoſe cares which are now as neceſſary to her, 
as hers have been to me. An object of this ſort daily 
before one's eyes very much ſoftens the mind, but 
perhaps may hinder it from the willingneſs of con- 
tracting other tyes of the like domeſtic nature, when 
one finds how painful it is even to enjoy the tender 
pleaſures. I have formerly made ſome ſtrong efforts 
to get and to deſerve a friend: perhaps it were wiſer 

never to attempt it, but live Extempore, and look 
upon the world only as a place to paſs thro?, juſt pay 

your hoſts their due, diſperſe a little charity, and 
hurry on. Yet am I juſt now writing (or rather plan- 
ning) a book, to make mankind look upon this life 
with comfort and pleaſure, and put morality in good 

humour. — And juſt now too, I am going to ſee one 
I love tenderly; and to- morrow to entertain ſeveral 
civil people, whom if we call friends, it is by the 
Courteſy of England. — Sic, /ic juvat ire ſub umvras. 
While we do live, we muſt make the beſt of life, 

Cantantes /icet uſque (minus via ladet) eamus. 

as the ſhepherd ſaid in Virgil, when the road was 
long and heavy. I am yours. 

- 
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LETTER XLVII. 
ori d inen to DE 

S w 1 F r. 

0 may + OK yourſelf, that, if you come 
over this ſpring, you will find me not only got 

back into the habits of ſtudy, but devoted to that 
Hiſtorical taſk, which you have ſet me theſe many 
years, I am in hopes of ſome materials which will 
enable me to work in the whole extent of the plan 

I propoſe to myſelf. If they are not to be had, I 
muſt accommodate my plan to this deficiency. In 
the mean time Pope has given me more trouble then 

he or II thought of; and you will be ſurprized to find 
that I have been partly drawn by him and partly by 
myſelf to write a pretty large volume upon a very 
grave and very important ſubje&t; that I have ven- 
tur'd to pay no regard whatever to any authority ex- 
cept ſacred authority, and that I have ventured to 
ſtart a thought, which muſt, if it is puſh'd as ſuc- 
ceſsfully as I think it is, render all your Metaphy- 
ſical Theology both ridiculous and abominable. There 
is an expreſſion in one of your letters to me, which 
makes me believe you will come into my way of 
thinking on this ſubject; and yet I am perſwaded 
that Divines and Freethinkers would both be cla- 
morous againſt it, if it was to be ſubmitted to their 

cenſure, as I do not intend that it ſhall. The paſſage - 
I mean, is that where you ſay that you told Dr, * the 

13 
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134 LETTERS TO AND 

Grand points of Chriſtianity ought to be taken as in- 
fallible Revelations 7), &c. | 

It has happened, that, whilſt T was writing this 
to you, the Dr. came to make me a viſit from Lon- 
don, where I heard he was arrived ſome time ago : 
He was in hafte to return, and is, I perceive, in 
great haſte to print. He left with me eight Diſſer- 
tations ), a ſmall part, I underſtand, of his works 
and deſired me to peruſe, conſider, and obſerve upon 
them againſt monday next, when he will come down 
again. By what I have read of the two firſt, I find 
myſelf unable to ſerve him. The principles he rea- 
ſons upon are begged in a diſputation of this ſort, and 
the manner of reaſoning is by no means cloſe and 
concluſive. The ſole advice I could give him in con- 
ſcience would be that which he would take ill and 
not follow. I will get rid of this taſk as well as I 

can, for I eſteem the man, and ſhould be ſorry to 
diſoblige him where I cannot ſerve him. 

As to retirement N and exerciſe, your notions are 
true: The firſt ſhould not be indulged ſo much as 
to render us ſavage, nor the laſt negle&ed ſo as 

to impair health. But I know men, who, for fear 
of being ſavage, live with all who will five with 
them; and who, to preſerve their health, ſaunter 
away half their time. Adieu: Pope calls for the 

paper, 
/ 

1) In this maxim all bigotted Divines and free - thinking 
oliticians agree: the one, ſor fear of diſturbing the eſta- 

liſhed Religion: the other, leſt that diſturbance ſhould 
prove injurious to their adminiſtration of government. 

2) Revelation examined with candour, 

- 
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FROM DR. SWIFT, 333 

P81 hope what goes before will be a ſtrong 
motive to your coming. God knows if ever I ſhall 

fee Ireland; I ſhall never deſire it, if you can be got 
hither, or kept here. Yet I think I ſhall be, too 
ſoon, a Free- man. — Your recommendations I con- 
ſtantly give to thoſe you mention; tho' ſome of 'em 
I ſee but ſeldom, and am every day more retired. I 
am leſs fond of the world, and leſs curious about it: 
yet no way out of humour, diſappointed, or angry: 
tho” in my way I receive as many injuries as my bet- 
ters, but I don't feel them, therefore I ought not to 
vex other people, nor even to return injuries: 1 

| paſs almoſt all my time at Dawley and at home; my 
Lord (of which I partly take the merit to myſelf J 
is as much eſtranged from politics as I am. Let Phi- 
loſophy be ever ſo vain, it is leſs vain now than Po- 
litics, and not quite ſo vain at preſent as Divinity: 
1 know nothing that moves ſtrongly but Satire, and 
thoſe who are aſham'd of nothing elſe, are ſo of be- 
ing ridiculous. I fancy, if we three were together 
but for three years, ſome good might be done even 
upon this Age. 7 

I know you'll defire ſome account of my health: 
It is as uſual, but my ſpirits rather worſe. I write 
little or nothing. You know I never had either a 
taſte or talent for politics, and the world minds no- 
thing elſe. I have perſonal obligations which I will 
ever preſerve, to men of different ſides, and I wiſh 
nothing ſo much as public quiet, except it be my 
own quiet. I think it a merit, if I can take off any 
man from grating or ſatirical ſubjefts, merely on the 

| ſcore of Party: and it is the greateſt vanity of my 
life that Pve contributed to turn my Lord Boling- 
broke. to ſubje&ts moral, uſeful, and more worthy 
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his pen. Dr. — 's Book is what I can't commend 
ſo much as Dean Berkley S 3)» tho' it has many 
things ingenious in it, and is not deficient in the 
writing part: but the whole book, tho” he meant it 
ad Populum, is, I think , purely ad Clerum. 

Adieu. 

23 A fins original work called, The Minute Phi. 
lo ſophe Fs | ; | 
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